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ABSTRACT

This study analysas the role played by fashion in the clothing market 
in Britain in the 60*s and relates this analysis to different theories about 
fashion.

The study is based on interviews with fashion designers and fashion 
Journalists, and on the answers of a sample of several hundred consumers to 
close-ended questionnaires, with few open-ended questions, on statistical 
date about the clothing market in Britain, on market research data and on 
the available literature about the development of fashion as a mode of cloth
ing behaviour.

The point of departure of the study is the distinction between Mass 
Fashion and Elite Fashion as two different modes of clothing behaviour, both 
reflecting responsiveness to innovations in style and design. In this sense 
they differ from a third mode of clothing behaviour — Non-Fashion, which 
reflects indifference to such changes.

The findings of the study are roughly consistent with the hypotheses 
(a) that clothing behaviour in Britain in the GO*s tended to be fashion 
oriented, (b) that fashion in Britain in the fîO*s was age group directed 
more than class directed, (c) that Mess Fashion is disposed towards unifor
mity and the consumer's response is not primarily oriented towards the pre
sentation of his individuality, (d) that Mass Fashion tends to be anonymous 
and unpredictable as to the response of the consumers to each individual 
innovation, (e) and that the interaction between different participants in 
the process of the diffusion of fashion is conditioned by differences in 
their respective perception of their part in the processes and by the patterns 
of communication among them.
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In the light of the prevalence of Mass Fashion and its implications 
some modifications era suggested to the existing theoretical approaches to 
fashion, the diffusion of innovation approacti, the social differentiation 
and stratification approach, the collective behaviour approach and the 
approacri which deals with the meaning of fastiion to the individual. These 
modifications cast light on both individual attitudes towards fashion and 
iiie interaction between buyers and sellers in the clothing market, as well 
as the symbolic expression of status differences through external appearance
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PREFACE

The following study is based on research work done in England 
during the yoai’s 1564-15GG* The sources used in this work are of three 
kinds*

e) available literature abcxjt the sociology of fashion, the 
sociology of coranunication, and the history of fashion;

b) available market research data about Wie women's clothing 
market in Britain, and readership aurveye of women's fashion 
magazines;

c) original reoearcli based on questionnaires sent to consumers 
and dross designers and interviews with top dress designers 
and fashion journalists.

The most Important of these three sources is the last, i.e. the 
ozdginal research on which most of the study is based. The data provided 
by the market researcher and readership surveys and family expenditure 
surveys were conceived only as complementary to the data derived from the 
original research which was dona especially for this study.

lèverai works in the sociology, history and economics of fashion, in 
the sociology of communication as well as studies of post-World War II 
British society provided the raw material for the formulation of the theo— 
reticel framework of the study. The information gathered from these works 
made it possible for ua to assess the findings of the original research 
relating to the social function of fashion in past decades. The original 
research dons in the course of the study focussed on three groups: #ie
dress designer, the fashion journalist, and the consumer.
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Twanty^ix top dress designers were interviewqg on the basis of an 
open-ended questionnaire. Following these interviews questionnaires were 
sent to a list of 870 firms etiploylng dress designers all over Britain, of 
whore 131 replied. As the nuaber of fashion editors in the British press is 
rather small it was possible to study their attitudes and role orientation 
on the basis of intensive interviews. The fifteen fashion editors who were 
interviewed included ail the editors of magazines which specialize in 
fashion, most of the fashion editors of women's magazines which have a 
special fashioTi socticn, the editors of fashior. sections iri three dailies 
which had at the tlate a regular fashion section appearing more than once a 
week, and one fashion editor of a bunday quality newspaper (The Sunday 
Times}.

Tlie study of the consumer was based on the questioning of a sample 
of 589 women in Greater London, Brighton and Liverpool by experienced inter
viewers of the Market Research Division of Courtaulds Ltd. The interviews 
ware based essentially on close-ended qzestionnaires, with a few open-ended 
questions.

The research was carried out with the financial help of Leicester 
University Reseerdi Board and Marks and Spencer Ltd. The statistical pro
cessing of the conHMjmors' answers to the questionnaire was done by Atlas 
Computer Laboratory, The Nationeil Institute for Research in Nuclear Science. 
In the interviewing of top dress designers and fashion editors I was 
assisted by my students in the Department of Sociology, Leicester University. 
In the course of ray work 1 was privileged to be able to consult my colleagues 
in the Department of Sociology. I would like to thank all those persons 
whose help made it possible for me to carry out this study.
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CHAPTER I 
Introduction

Types of Sociological Theories on Fashion

The study of fashion is not the exclusive domain of the sjciologist. 
The economist, the psychologist, the cultural historian and the student of 
aesthetics also have a legitimate claim to a share in that field of study 
which grows out of the pattern of human behaviour known as fashion. The 
sociologist with his own interest in this field is therefore bound to ask 
himself two initial questions*

(i) What is fashion?
(ii) What distinct contribution can sociology as a discipline make 

to the understanding of this phenomenon?

Our usege of the term 'fashion* does not cover all the meanings 
attached to this term, it is confined to fashion in clothes. In the con
text of this work fashion is conceived as a form of clothing. Clothing 
was defined as* "Anything applied to or put upon any portion of the body 
for any purpose".Fashion is a much more limited concept. It connotes 
change, end conformity to change. It represents the prevailing usage of 
dress in a given period,assuming that different fashions prevail at 
different periods. Thus fashion is transitory - not lasting or permanent.

1) Roach, M.E., Eicher, J.B., Dress AdozTwnent and Social Order, New 
York, 1966, p. 9.

2) Brenninkmeyar, I., The Socioltxiy of Fashion, Paris, 1963.
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It involves novelty end is associated with social t r e n d s * Y e t  it is not 
a basic component of social and cultural change but raWimr an aplphenomenon. 
It reflects social change but cannot be considered as a basic attribute of 
social charge. Clothes as wall as fashion are modes of social behaviour. 
"Clothing may serve the demands of tection, modesty, and comfort; 
function as symbols of sdx, age, occupation, status or ritual condition;

2)serve decorative purpose, or be used to attract the opposite sex." * Most 
of these functions involve interaction between people and thus come under 
the heading of social behaviour. While clothing as such might still in 
certain cases be devoid of social meaning — such as in the case of its usage 
for protection alone. Fashion is always associated with social interaction; 
it can therefore be conceived as a mode of clo#%ing, corxlitlonad by social 
factors at least in the sense that it involves ago expaztetione as it 
affects the response to one's appearenoe. In this context it is also pos
sible to describe the special traits of fashion behaviour as a mode of 
clothing behaviour. Fashion behaviour is clothing behaviour which is tran
sitory, involves innovation and conforms to a prevailing trend during a 
certain period and in a certain social Framework. Another charactoristic 
of fashion behaviour is its dependence on the demand for clothing based on 
considerations associated with conformity to the present prevailing trends. 
Our study is concerned primarily with fashion behaviour in this sense.

1) Boa* Lang, K., Lang, 6., Collective B^viour. New York, 1561, 
pp. 465-487.

2) Roach, W.E., 00. cit.
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The contribution of sociology es a discipline for the study of the 
phenomenon of fashion is related to the features of fashion described 
above. The social conditioning of the phenomenon of fashion is implicit 
in the notion of fashion behaviour - as behaviour which not only involves 
interaction between individuals, but also reflects prevailing trends in 
society. Yet in answering the question regarding the specific contribu
tion of sociology to the understanding of fashion it is not sufficient to 
state that fashion involves interaction between individuals or even to re
late it to sociological concepts such as symbolic communication, normative 
modes of behaviour, social control, institutionalization or any other con
cept considered to have an established status in the realm of sociology.

It is also necessary to define the scope of the sociological approach 
to fashion, thereby making it possible to distinguish between the socio
logical viewpoint and that of other academic disciplines.

The contribution of sociologists to the study of the manifestations 
of fashion is rather limited. This limitation is referred to in E. Sapir's 
entry on 'Fashion* in the "Encyclopedia of Social Sciences"* "The chief 
dilTLculty of understanding fashion in its apparent vagaries is the lack of 
exact knowledge of the unconscious symbolism attaching to forms, colours, 
textures, postures and other ê qaressive elements in a given culture. The 
difficulty is appreciably increased by the fact that the same expressive 
elements t&id to have quits different symbolic references in different
areas."1}

1) Sapir, E., "Fashion", The Encyclopedia of Social Sciences. Vol. 6, 
p. 141.



Some students of fashion who have bean tempted to explore the artis
tic and cultural aspect of fashion have tended to relate them to notions 
such as Zeitgeist - *climate of opinion*.In doing so they have in fact 
adopted the eqiproach which the creators of fashion themselves adopt when

2Ithey express their attitude in public. * An approach of this kind, when 
adopted by sociologists, is likely to result in the formulation of rather 
vague and obscure propositions. Such propositions cannot be translated 
adequately into the language of hypotheses and thus cannot be tested by empi
rical research.

There are a nundser of other perspectives from which a sociologist 
may have approached the study of fashion. These can be listed as follows*

1) See* Laver, J., Style id Costume, London, 1949, pp. 4-12. Sumner, 
W.W., Folkways. Boston, 1907, pp. 190-194,

2) Mary Quant, the designer whose name is associated with the teenage 
fashion in the sixties, wrote* "Good designers — like clever news
papermen — know that to have any influence they must keep in step 
with public needs, public opinion ... and with an intangible * some
thing in the air*, They roust catch the spirit of the day and inter
pret it in clothes, before other designers begin to twitch at the 
nezve ends. I just happened to start when that * something in the 
air* was comroir̂  to boil. The clothes I made happened to fit in 
bars and jazz clubs. The zsjuvenated Quean magazine. Beyond the 
Fringe, Private Eye, the discotheques and That «vas the Week That 
Was, «vers all bozn on the same wave length". Quant, U., Quant by 
Quant, London, 1966, p. 74.
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a* Fashion has been studied as related to the diffusion of inno
vation and communication.  ̂̂

b. Fashion has been studied from the point of view of social dif«
2)ferentiation and stratification. *

1) See* Meyerson, R., Katz, E., "Notes on a Natural History of Fads", 
The American Journal of SocioloQy. May 1957, pp. 594-601; Katz, E., 
Levin, M.L., "Tradition of Research on the Diffusion of Innovation", 
The American Sociological Review. April 1963, pp. 237-252;
Lazarsfeld, P.F., Merton, R.K., "Mass Communication, Popular Taste 
and Organized Social Action”, in Rosenberg, Bernard and David 
Manning White, (eds.), Mass Culture. Illinois, 1957; Tarde, 6.,
Law of Imitation. New York, 1903, pp. 144-147; Mills, C.W., "The 
Man in the Middle; The Designer”, in L.L. Horowitz (sd.}. Power. 
Politics and People. New York, 1963, pp. 374-3B6; Simmel, 6., 
"Fashion", The American Journal of Sociology. May 1957, pp. 374-386; 
KOnig, R., Mode in dar Menschlichen Besellschaft. Zurich, 1958, p. 
265; Lynes, R., The Taste Makers. New York, 1949.

2) Barber, B., Lobel, L., "Fashion in Women's Clothes and American 
Social System", in Bendix and S. Lipset (eds.}. Class. Status and 
Power. Illinois, 1953, pp. 323-332; Goffman, E., "Symbols of Class 
Status, The British Journal of Sociology. 1951, pp. 294-304; Faller, 
L.A., "A Note on the 'Trickle Effect'", in S. Lipset and N. Smelzer 
(eds.). Sociology* The Process of a Decade. New Jersey, 1961, pp. 
501-606; Allen, F.L., The Big Chance. New York, 1952, pp. 192-193; 
Schwarz, J., "Men's Clothing and the Negro", Pylon, vol. 24, Fall 
1963, pp. 224-231; Vablen, T., The Theory of the Leisure Class.
New York, 1899; Simmel, 6., op. cit.
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C» It has been studied as collective behaviour.
d. Lastly, the sociologists, or rather the social psychologists,

have dealt with st»ne aspects of the meaning for the individual
2)of fashion as a social force.

a. Those sociologists who have studied fashion as a process of 
innovation and diffusion of innovation have been for the most part, socio
logists who specialized in the study of communication. The conceptual 
framework of their work was laid down by the American sociologists E. Katz 
end R. Meyerson who regarded fashion as a mechanism of social change. 
According to Katz and Meyerson, fashion is characterized by a succession

1) Blumer, H., Fashion Movements", in A.M. Lee (eds,). An Outline of 
Principles of Sociology. New York, 193B, pp. 216-218; Lang, K., 
Lang, G., Collective Behavior. New York, 1961, pp. 465-471;
Turner, R.H., Killian, L.M., Collective Behavior, Now York, 1957, 
pp. 194-197, 237-211; Smelzer, N,, Theory of Collective Behaviour. 
London, 1967, pp. 170-173, 180-187, 196-198, 205-207 , 210 , 214, 217; 
Turner, R.H., Sureoe, S.J., "Zoot Suiters end Mexican Symbols in 
Crowd Behavior", The American Journal of Sociology. July 1956,
pp. 14-20.

2) See; Goffman, E., The Presentation of the Self in Everyday Life. 
New York, 1959, pp. 1-15; Goffman, E., Encounters, pp. 145-147; 
Goffman, E., Behavior in Public Places. New York, 1963, pp. %-2G, 
33-35, 64-69, 108-109, 203-205, 211-213; Stone, 6., "Appearance 
and the Self", in R. Rose (ed.). Human Behavior and Social Process, 
New York, 1962, pp. 86-117; Hoult, T.F., "Experimental Measure
ment of Clothing as a Factor in Some Social Rating of Selected 
American Man", The American Sociological Review, June 1954, pp. 
324-328.
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of chronologloel stages, each in turn characterized by interaction among 
producers, distributors and consumers. They described them ast "Dis
covery of potential fad or fashion, promotion by the discoverers and/or 
original consumers, labelling, dissemination, eventual loss of exclusive- 
ness and uniqueness and death by displacement." ^

Another paper by Katz, Lewin and Hamilton, deals with the broad
aspect of diffusion of innovation. According to this paper, the process
of diffusion of innovation of fashion is defined as "acceptance over a time
of some specific item — an idea or practice by individuals, groups or other
adaptory units linked to specific channels of raramunication, to a social

2Îstructure, and to a given system of values or culture". * Hence fashion 
involves both an interaction among producers, distributors, and consumers; 
and a continuous process in which innovations are diffused through dis
cernible channels of communication.

This approach, which provides for the identification of the channels 
through which fashion spreads, does not throw much light on the specific 
features of fashion and is distinct from other types of innovation especially 
with regard to social control.Moreover, the link between fashion and 
straHfication can only indirectly be inferred from studies which foous 
primarily on the way in which fashion is spread. It is possible to derive

1) Meyerson, R., Katz, E,, op. cit.. p. 5B4,
2) Katz, Levin, op. cit.. p. 237.
3) See below p. 13 on social control.
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from such studies some information about the responsiveness to innovation 
in different social groups, but in order to interpret the differences 
between groups in this respect it is necessary to turn to other approaches 
to the study of fashion,

b. Tte second sociological approach to fashion is characterized 
by the attempt to relate fashion to social differentiation and stratifica
tion. All students of fashion argue tiiet fashion is a product of differen
tiation. Fashion is regarded as a consequence of the fluidity of the social 
system without which it is not likely Wist the phenomenon of fashion would 
have developed* It is conceived as a symbol of a social group or, in fact, 
of a status group. Therefore it is considered to be closely associated 
with social stratification end class structure in a society. One of the 
conclusions drawn by sociologists who tackled the problem of fashion in this 
context was that there is a circulation of symbols which originate in one 
status group and are later adopted by other status groups. Moreover, most 
of the works which have dealt with fashion from this point of view have 
also assumed that symbols always originate in the upper stratum of society 
and are imitated by the lower stratum. Conssc^ently such sociological 
studies apeak about the usurpation of symbols by the lower classes and 
endeavour to identify the defence mechemism used by the upper classes to 
pz'svent such usurpation.

The main limitation of this approach is that in this form it focussed 
only on stratification in terms of classes and elites. But the concept can 
be modified in order to make it applicable also to social groups other than 
strata in class society. One obvious example of such a group is an age
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group in a generation society which possesses status symbols of its own.^^

c. The third school of sociologists who have tried to interpret 
fashion consists of those primarily interested in collective behaviour. A 
typical representative of this school is N. Smelser. He cwiceives col
lective behaviour as "mobilization on the basis of belief which redefines 
social action".Among the different forms of collective behaviour he 
classifies fashion as an expressive form of collective behaviour. An ex
pressive collective behaviour such as fashion is according to Smelser a 
movement that does not seek to bring about a profound charge in the social 
order, but confines itself to 'positive wishfdlfillroent*.

Sociologists who study collective behaviour tend to emphasize the 
strain which underlies collective behaviour. The tmrm 'strain* itself is 
not used by all students of collective behaviour; some of them preferred 
other terms such as pressure, disequilibrium, imbalance, conflict, and dis
integration end best known of all Ourkheim's 'anomie* to describe the un
stable situation which is conducive to collective behaviour. N. Smelser 
in his analysis of collective behaviour prefers the term strain to anomie 
which seems to him to be too narrow for the purpose of analysing all types

1) For an analysis of social differentiation based on generation- <r 
see* 8.N. Eissnatadt, From Generation to Generation. New York, 
1956. The term Generation Society was applied to problems of 
British society among others by B. Wilson. See; Wilson, 6., "War 
of the Generations", The Daily Telegraph, August 24th, August 
25th, 1964.

2) Smelser, N., op. cit., p, 8.
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of strain. However, the preference for the terra strain in our context is 
no more than a consequence of the fact that Smelser, who uses this term, 
was perhaps the only student of collective behaviour who has tried to 
specify what types of strain underlies the fashion cycle in particular.

Smelser maintains that one of the sources of the strain that under
lies fashion in western societies is the lessening of the appropriateness 
of a given item of fashion to symbolise status which tekes place when 
fashion spreads and ceases to differentiate the holder from others who 
have adopted it. Another element of strain is the uncertainty as to appro
priate new items which will be adopted in the next cycle, and according to 
Smelser this lies in the availability of facilities for investment in new 
styles. According to Smelser, certain conditions limit the freedom to 
innovate in fashion. For example he claims that modesty restricts extreme 
deviations. This last comment is certainly not applicable to some of the 
new trends in fashion which symbolize age groups rather than class.

It seems that Smeleer, like other studwits of fashion, has over
looked the functions of fashiors which are not rooted in class differentia
tion. Yet the concept of strain underlying fashion as collective behaviour 
is heuristic end adds a new dimension to the study of fashion. It makes 
it possible to compare fashion to other modes of collective behaviour, all 
of which ore characterized by the particular existence of particular strain 
associated with them,

d. The fouz*th approach to fashion is that of sociologists who 
deal with the significance of fashion in the life of the indlviCkial. Thus
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6* Stone who considers fashion as a kind of announcement of the identity 
of the p a r s o n , I n  his view fashion is conceived as an introduction of 
an individual to other individuals not by means of discourse, but by means 
of symbolic communication. Stone assumes that clothes stimulate response 
both in the wearer of the clothes himself end in other people. The 
wearer's response to his own clothes is his "programme" while other 
people's Responses are called "review", When "programme" and "review" 
tend to coincide, the self of the person is validated or establishedj 
when such responses diverge the self of the one who "appears" is challenged 
and needs redefinition.

Stone's approach is concerned with appearance rather then with 
fashion as such. For him fashion is only one of the many possible ways of 
asserting a person's identity. Thus he stresses primarily the socio- 
psychological meaning of fashion to tha extent that hs deals with inter
action between individuals which is not directly linked with the social 
structure and social processes. Yet the method of "programme" and "review" 
can be borrowed and used in the study of fashion in a social context. The 
meaning attached to dress models by designers can be regarded as the "pro
gramme", and the meaning attached to it by the customer can be analogous 
to "review".

The study of "programmes" and "reviews" in this broader context can 
be expected to reflect not only the psycho-sociological characteristic of 
individuals but also social processes which affect the spread of fashion.

1) Stone, 6., op. cit.

y
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The sociological studies of fashion have related the phenomenon of 
fashion to the central sociological themes of social control and most of 
them have also related it to the theme of social change,

There are, however, variations in the way in which the themes of 
social change and social control are treated in these sociological dis
cussions of fashion.

Assuming that fashion is linked with social change, it is theore
tically possible to suggest several propositions concerning such an asso
ciation. Fashion can be a source of social change} fashion can be an 
integral part of social change} it can be an expression of social change • 
that is to say a kind of superstructure or epiphenoreenon} it can be a 
mechanism, that is to say, a mechanism which accelerates social changes} 
it can also be an autonomous change, unrelated to other social changes.

It has never been claimed by students of fashion that fashion is 
indeed an initial source of change, but all the other four types of rela
tionship between fashion and social change are implicit in the different 
approaches to the study of fashion under the four sociological perspec
tives previtxisly indicated.

Studies of diffusion of innovation and communication tend to treat 
fashion as a mechanism or vehicle of change. Studies of fashion with 
reference to the differentiation and stratification of society tend to 
emphasize the role of fashion as either a part or an expression of social 
change. Studies of fashion as collective behaviour tend to r%ard the 
spheres of changes in fashion as a more or less autonomous sphere of humeui
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behaviour. Those studies which treat fashion from tha vie«^oint of the 
individual have no explicit interprétation of the association between 
fashion and social change, but as they are concerned with tiie impact on 
the individual of fashion as a social phenomenon, they tend to conceive 
fashion as an integral part of social change.

The second major theme in the sociological study of fashion is that 
of social control,Most sociologists who have dealt with fashion as a 
mechanism of social control have focused their attention on the relation
ship between fashion and custom. Both custom and fashion are conceived 
by sociologists as mechanisms of social regulation of individual behaviour, 
Yet ttiere are variations in the treatment of the relationship between 
custom and fashion by different sociologists. Some sociologists tend to

1) For the discussion about fashion and social control see; Siramel, G., 
op. cit., pp. S41-6S6} Spencer, H., Principle of Sociology, vol. d. 
New York, 1^7, pp. 205-510} Spencer, H., Essays. London, 1883, pp. 
61-55} Carlyle, T,, Sartor Heeortus, Boston, 1087, pp. 30-37}
Duncan, H.P., Canmunication and Social Order. The Bedrainster Press, 
1962, pfJ, 190-200} Nystrom, P., Economics of Fashion. New York,
1928} Richardaon, J,, Kroeber, A.L., "Three Centuries of Women 
Dress Fasion", Anthropolonioal Record, vol. 5, 1940, pp. 111-153} 
Kroeber, A.L., "On the Principle of Order in Civilization as Exempli- 
fiai by Changes in Fashion", American Anthropolociat. 1919, pp. 235- 
263} Tumin, M., "A Note on Cultural Style", The American Journal of 
foclclocy, 1941, pp. 569-571} Koplin, J.N», Schiffer, N.J., "The 
Limit of Fashion Control", The American Sociological Review. Decem
ber 1948, pp. 730-738} Ginsberg, M., Sociology. Oxford, 1937, 
p. 158.
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smphsslzB the similarities between the two mechanismswhile others put 
the emphasis on the differences between them. * There is an agreement on 
fashion being more transitory and less institutionalized Wien custom.
But there are differences of emphasis as to the question to what extent 
fashion is oriented towards innovation and thus entails a departure ft-om 
established custom. Those who regard fashion as a powerful mechanism of 
convention are inclined to underplay the differences between fashion and 
other forms of dominance of the group over the individual. KBnig, for 
example, maintained that there are no differences in the regulatory system 
such as law, custom, usage, convention, morals, the differences between 
them being all differences in degree and not in kind. On the other hand, 
sociologists who attached more importance to the transitory aspects of 
fashicHi asserted that there is a "constant conflict between custom and 
fashion".According to this concept custom is social habit while fashion 
end innovation are "remarkable exceptions" to the rule of "human dislike 
for change".

Noteworthy among those who regarded fashion as on exception mecha
nism of social control is U. Ginsberg. Ginsberg distinguishes between

E.g., Landis, op.cit.. pp. 305, 3(^-310} Surpner, op.cit., pp. 
164-185, 194-195; KSnig, op.clt.t Sapir, pp.cit.. p. 141,

2) Nystrom, P., op.oit.. pp. 123-124, 132-141; Ginsberg, op. cjt., 
p. 156.
See: Nystrom, P., op. cit.. p. 124.
See: Nystrom, P., op. cit.. p. 132.

p. 156.
3)
4)
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law, morals and conventions which are customary mechanisms of regulation
on the one hand and fashion on the other hand. According to him fashion
differs from other modes of prescribed behaviour in many ways, notably
its permanence and range. Moreover "as soon as fashion is generally
adopted it loses the distinction of novelty and the prestige attached to
its innovators".Consequently fashion "differs fundamentally from other
norms of behaviour vdilch gain additional significance and power of per-

2lsiatence from wide diffusion", *

A somewhat different approach is suggested by E. Sapir. While be
ing aware of the differwce between fashion and custom, he conceives
fashion as being essentially complementary to custom. He maintains that

3l"fashion is oustcxn in the guise of departure from custom",  ̂ that is to 
say, an outlet for the "itch to break away in some measure from a too 
literal loyalty to accepted custom",^^ According to this middle-of-the- 
road approach "custom marks the highroad of human interrelationship, while 
fashion may be looked upon as the endless departure from and return to the 
highroad".

S) See* Ginsberg, M., op, cit.» p. 152.
2) See* Ginsberg, M., ibid,
3) Sapir, E., op. cit.. p. 140.
4) Ibid.
5} Sapir, E., ibid.. p. 139.
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Sapir was not the first social scientist to be aware of the dia
lectic nature of fashion. The two faces of fashion, the promotion of 
innovation and the conformity to the established trend, were already ob
served by Simnel. Simmel was concerned mainly with tie psychological mean
ing of fashion for the individual. He realized that fashion, while (xitting 
pressure to bear on the individual to conform, appeals at the same time to 
the individual's "need for differentiation". In different circumstances, 
the emphasis might be either on the distinctive or on the conformist as
pects of fashion but the strain betweai these streams is always present, 
"... Fashion represents nothing more ttian one of the many forms of life 
by the aid of which we seek to combine in uniform spheres of activity the 
tendency towards social equalization with the desire for individual dif
ferentiation and change".These psychological traits of fashion ere, 
according to Simmel, linked with the social function of fashion as a pro
duct of "class distinction".^^ Thus Simmel maintains that fashion has a 
"double function" as "... fashion on tfm one hand signifies union with
those in the same class, the uniformity of a circle characterized by it,

3land, uno actu. the exclusion of all other groups". '

Fashion has an economic and psychological aspect as well as socio
logical ones. Thus the study of fashion by sociologists can benefit from 
the works of economists and psychologists who deal with fashion in the 
context of their respective disciplines.

1) Siramel, op. cit.. p. 543.
2} Siramel, ibid., p. 543.
3] Simmel, ibid.« p. 544.
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Sociology, however, is only one of the disciplines which can con
tribute to the study of fashion. Moreover, at least some of the work 
done by economists, market researchers and psychologists is also relevant 
to the sociological study of fashion.

The economic basis for the understanding of fashion was provided
11by no less an economist than John Maynard Keynes himself. ' It was in the 

context of the Keynesian concept of "effective demand" that problems of 
fashion were discussed. Keynes himself referred to femhion when he dealt 
with consumption, and his approach was influenced by other economists who 
were interested in the problems of fashion in particular. As is wall known, 
Keynes lihked his concept of effective demand with the problems of full 
employment. Since fashion is one of the factors which contribute to in
creasing consumption and consequently to the demand for goods in the 
economy, it was asserted that fashion had a function in maintaining a high 
degree of effective danand and securing full employment.

One of the conclusions which can be derived from this theory and 
which has a direct bearing on the study of fashion la that producers who 
are interested in exploiting their means of production to full capacity 
tend to encourage innovation in fashion, which creates an effective demand 
in the economy.

The contribution of the roazket researcher to the study of fashion 
is theoretically less important.The market researcher is primarily

1) Keynes, J.M., The General Theory of Employment. Interest and Money, 
London, 1936, pp. 27-32.

2) Nystrom, P., Marketing Hand Book. New York, 1954; Beckman, Maynard, 
Davison, Principle of Marketing. Illinois, 1957; Alderson, W., 
Marketing Behavior and Executive Action. New York, 1957.
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interested in the consumers as an independent group. He studies the pro
cess of buying in order to detect the motivation of the consumer end his 
preferences.

The meaning of fashion for the individual has also been studied by 
psychologists,̂  ̂ in particular those belonging to the psychoanalytical 
s c h o o l . A  typical example of the latter approach is J.C. FlOgel's ex^ 
planation of fashion in terms of three motives* decoration, protection and 
modesty. Flfigsl claimed that the historical origins of fashion cannot be 
studied adequately on the basis of one single motive alone end the student 
of fashion ought to take into consideration all three distinct motives.

Such approches to fashion are of limited value as they are focussed 
on the common features of all forms of fashion instead of providing for an 
analysis of different forms having a different function in different social 
circumstances. In our study of fashion behaviour in Britain we have triad 
to elaborate end in certain cases have modified some of the concepts implied 
in the above mentioned approaches to fashion. In doing so we have aimed at 
making these concepts more applicable to empirical studies of the social 
function of particular patterns of fashion behaviour.

1) For example* Ryan, Shaw U., ClothLm - A Study in Human Behaviour.
New York, 1966; Bliss, S., "The Significance uf Clothes", The Ameri
can Journal of Psychology. 1916, pp. 217—227; Dunlop, K., "The Deve
lopment and Functions of Clothing", Journal of General Psychology.
1928, pp. 64-78; Harms, 8., "The Psychology of Clothes", The Ameri
can Journal of Sociology. 1936, pp. 239-250; Bush, G., London, P.,
"On the Dis appearance of Knickers", The Journal of Social Psychology. 
1960, pp. 369-366; Hurlock, E.B., The Psychology of Dress. New York,
1929.

2) Bergler, E., Fashion and the Unconscious. New York, 1963; FlOgel,
J.C., The Psychology of Clothes. London, 1940.
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M2ŝ £̂gh3£n̂ _Qn|̂ Êlit̂ êghlgn|_̂ JÜTê ôci2logicalî PBrsp8C|̂ \Æ
As our research was in fact a pilot study in a field which has not 

yet been thoroughly explored, it is possible for us to suggest only a 
tentatiwa theoretical scheme which ought to be modified in the light of 
further and more comprehensive studies in the field. The point of depar
ture in constructing such a schema is a proposed division into three modes 
of clothing behaviour which correspond to three elaaents of the clothing 
market. The three modes of clothing behaviour are: 'Elite Fashion*
clothing behaviour, 'Mass Fashion* clothing behaviour and 'Non-Fashion* 
clothing behaviour. All three modes of clothing behaviour existed in the 
clothing market in Britain in the 60*s, but one of them. Mass Fashion, 
prevailed.

The notion of Mass Fashion as distinct fTomi Elite Fashion may also 
be considered as analogous in certain aspects to the notion of "l&aas 
Society". Mass Society has been described as a society in which "there 
is a marked increase in opportunities for the many to intervene in areas 
previously reserved for the few. These opportunities ore related to the 
determination of social policies and cultural standards by large numbers 
of people who are not competent to make such decisions".This concept 
of Mass Society, in which the exclusiveness of elites is absent corres
ponds in a way to our concept of Mass Fashion as a fashion which no longer 
symbolizes the exclusiveness of elites.

1) Komhausar, W., The Politics of Mass Society. Berkeley, 1959,
p. 28,
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It is noteworthy that the notions of Elite Fashion and Mass Fashion 
are not confined to the behavioural components on which this study is 
focussed. Thus the terms' Elite Fashion"ond'Mass Fashion" embrace more 
aspects of fashion than Elite Fashion behaviour and Mass Fashion behaviour, 
for example the technological aspect of fashion. On the other hand the 
notion of "Non-Fashion" is meaningful only In a bbëavioural context. Non- 
Fashion clothing behaviour is in fact a category which covers several 
forms of clothing b^aviour whose common denominator is that they are not 
fashion oriented. In this respect Elite Fashion behaviour and Maas Fashion 
b#iaviour are related to Elite Fashion and Mass Fashion respectively in 
the seme manner as clothing behaviour is related to clothing.

Elite F a s h i o n is produced in a limited number of copies, it is 
high-status oriented end tends to assert status differences in terms of

The concept of Elite Fashion and Elite Fashion behaviour are derived 
from the literature about Haute Couture and from intensive interviews 
with designers and fashion editors. See* Bertin, C., Paris à la 
Mode, London, 1956; Dior, C., Dior by Dior. London, 1957, Davenport, 
M,, The Book of Costume. New York, 1949; Beaten, C,, The Glass of 
Fashiwi. London, 1954; Laver, J,, Tastes and Fashion. London, 1937; 
Clothes. London, 1952; A Letter of a Girl on the Future of Clothes. 
London, 1946; Fashion and Class Distinction. London, 1950; The 
Past and Future of Clothes. London, 1958; Styles and Costume, London, 
1948; Dress - How and Why Fashion in Men's and Women's Clothes Have 
Changed During the Past 200 Years. London, 1958; Burrow, J,, The 
History of the House of Worth. Lordon, 1928; Latour, A,, Kings of 
Fashion. Londwi, 1957; Veblen, T,, op, cit.* Schneider, P.E.,
"What Makes Paris Fashion's Capital", New York T^es Magazine. 27th 
July, 1958, pp. 18-19 , 43, 45; Contini, M,, Fashion. London, 1966,

(Cont'd next p.)
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dress. It can also be described as Individually oriented in the sense 
that it emphasizes the unique in each garment and each individual wearer 
rather than the common elements in each garment. The main source of 
Elite Fashion is Haute Couture which caters for rather narrowly selected 
groups of consumers. The spread of Elite Fashion to consumers other than 
those belonging to a selected group results in the cbpreciation of the 
'fashion value* of a fashionable item.

Mass Fashion^^ is mass produced. It tends to be less related than 
Elite Fashion to the assertion of status differentiation in terms of dress.

(Ftn. cont'd from previous p.)
pp. 261-296; Adburgham, A,, View of Fashion. London, 1966; 
Robinson, O.E., "A note on fashion leadership". Business History 
Review, vol. 37, pp. 451-455; Brenninkmeysr, I., op. cit.. pp. 
133-142; Nystrom, P., op. cit.. especially pp. 169-302.

1) The concepts of Mass Fashion and Mass Fashion behaviour are de
rived from the literature concerning the development of mass pro
duction in the clothing industry in Britain after the 2nd World 
War, and from literature about recent trends in British society 
and from interviews with fashion editors and the survey of con
sumers' attitudes towards fashion carried out especially for this 
study. The relevant publications include* Heaton, H., Economic 
History of Europe. New York, 1948; Keynes, J.M., op. cit.t Wiray, 
M., The Woman's Outwear IncListry. London, 1957; Robinson, D.E.,
"A Note on Fashion Leeuiership", Business History Review, vol. 37, 
pp. 451-455; NystiToro, P., op. cit.i Contini, M., op. cit.. pp. 
299-311; Bi^nikmeyer, I., oo. cit.. pp. 143-154; Halliday, L., 
The Fashion Makers. London, 1966; Chillingworth, J., Busby, H., 
Fashion, London, 1961; Quant, M,, ofii-SÜ,* The evaluation of 
mazketing of mass produced fashionable clothes is also illustrated

(Cont'd next p.)
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On the other hand it appears to have a strong influence on age differen
tiation. Mass Fashion is also inclined to express the aspiration to con
formity rather than to assert the uniqu«i88S of each individual wearer.
The source of Mass Fashion is the work of designers anployed in the clothing 
industry.

Non-Fashion behaviour tends to be unrelated to the assertion of 
status differentiation through appearance. It is "economy” oriented in 
the sense that consumers* demand is determined primarily by considerations 
of durability and low price. In this respect we may say that this kind of 
clothing behaviour is unaffected by fashion considerations.

It is noteworthy that in the late 60's, after our research work was 
completed, a new pattern of fashion behaviour evolved. This new pattern 
falls between the Mass Fashion pattmm and the Elite Fashion pattern and 
can be described as Semi Mass Fashion. It shares with Mems Fashion the age 
group orientation, but like Elite Fashion puts the emphasis on the unique
ness of the garment and the Individuality of the wearer. The source of

(Ftn, cont'd from previous p.)
in the experience of Marks & Spencer Chain Store. See* Adburgham, 
A., "The Sparks Behind Marks", Harper's Bazaar. May 1965; Mazks, S., 
"How contact is kept with consumer". The Times. May 30th, 1961;
Rees, G., "Sir Simon Mazks - Artist of the Penny Bazaars", The Sunday 
Times. February 7th, 1960; Bladk, S., "The new archangel of Baker 
Stz*8Bt", Vogue. February 1965.
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Semi Hess Fashion is mainly the boutiques, which are not as exclusive as 
Haute Couture, but at the seme time do not demand tdie moss production 
which is characteristic of Hass Fashion. Our study does not deal with 
this new develc^ent in detail, although some of our findings reflect the 
beginnings of this new trend.

The three patterns of clothing behaviour are conceived in the con
text of this work as ideal Types which correspond to actual modes of fashion 
behaviour but are not identical with them.

Of these ideal types of nxides of clothing behaviour the ideal type 
of Elite Fashion cannot be an exclusive mode of clothing behaviour because 
of its emphasis cxi the assertion of the status of a minority group. Non- 
Fashion clothing behaviour can theoretically be an exclusive mode of cloth
ing behaviour but the study of the history of clothing shows that the 
phenomenon of fashion has existed for a long time. An exclusive Mass 
Fashion market is also theoretically possible and it may be also suggested 
that it is the logical consequence of recent developments in the clothing 
field. But there is still a demand for prockicta of Elite Fashion on the 
one hand and for items which are not fashionable on the other. Any change 
of fashion is affected by a syndrome of social, economic and psychological 
factors. The effects of social and economic conditions on fashion can in 
some cases be traced but only ex post factum with regard to a specific 
change in a specific period. The effects of social change on fashion have 
been demonstrated by developments in the sphere of fashion which have
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il 2Itdken place in recent years. * In High Mass Consumption societies * the
development of the ready-made clothes inckistry has been accoRpanied by
an onlargment of the role played by Mass Fashion, as compered with Elite
Fashion which dominated tte world of fashion until recently.

The study of the literature about clothing behaviour in the past
indicates that this prevalence of Mass Fashion behaviour has developed
only in recent years. A picture of the clothing market of the past which
emerges from this literature is that of e more dichotomous clothing market
in which the Elite Fashion bWiaviour of the upper classes co-existed with
a Mass clothing market whidi was to a considerable extant unaffectal by

3lrefinements of fashion. *

The main source of Elite Fashion is Haute Couture which is oriented 
towards a rather narrowly selected group of consumers, who are character
ized by the social status derived from their affiliation to the upper and 
upper middle classes. The consumers of Mass Fashion, on the other hand, 
represent, from the point of view of stratification, almost a cross-eection 
of society.

The difference betweai Elite Fashion and Mass Fashion is rooted 
primarily in the orientation of tee designers. The Elite Fashion of the 
past too, was copied and imitated by industry after becoming fashionable

1) See specially: Wray, M,, o p . cit.i Quant, M., op. cit.: Nystrom,
P., OP. cit.

2) See: Rostow, W.W., The Stages of Economic Growth. Cambridge, 1963.
3) Brennikraeyer, I., 00. cit.i Quant, M., op. cit.) Adburgham, A., 

op. cit.
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in the closed circles of the Haute Couture clients* But the spread of 
Elite Fashion in this manner was different from the spread of Mass Fashion, 
The basis of the communication of Elite Fashion to wider groups in the 
society was essentially a process of imitation which reflected the social 
aspirations of those women who accepted their "betters" as tiieir refez~- 
ence group. This stratification aspect of fashion is almost entirely 
absent in the mass produced ready-made clothes of the new type.

The ideal Types associated with the notions of Elite Fashion and 
Mass Fashion constitute a new approach to fashion in the context of which 
the existing theories on fashion can be Aèaborated. Any attempt to re
late the study of fashion behaviour to various sociological theories on 
fashion raises the question of which propositions related to these theo
ries are relevant to our approach.

In answering this question, we shall refer to the different socio
logical perspectives from which the study of fashion has been approached. 
Some sociologists who deal with fashion cannot always be identified solely 
with one of these perspectives as they tackle the subject of fashion from 
more than one point of view. Moreover, most sociologists whose basic con
cept of fashion is a consequence of one of the four above mentioned 
approaches do not ignore those aspects of fashion which are central to 
other theories.This qualification applies mostly to the question of

1) See above pp. 5-6.
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the Impact of stratification which is considered by almost every sociolo
gist who tackles tee problem of fashion. Yet only some sociologists treat 
stratification as a prism through which tee whole phenomonon of fashion 
ought to be viewed. Therefore only those sociologists are included in our 
study as examining fashion from the point of view of social differentiation 
and stratification. Consequently, our attempt to select from tee different 
approaches to fashion, propositions which are relevant to analysis of 
fashion behaviour will focus on similarities between the four approaches 
rather than on the different angles from which they tackle tee subject.
This applies mainly to the relation between fashion, its spread and social 
stratification which is a central theme of our study, and in the context 
of Mass Fashion as distinct from Elite Fashion.

The four sociological approaches to fashion did not ignore the social 
stratification aspects of fashion. But since they were not aware of the 
distinction between different patterns of fashion they tended to conceive 
these and other aspects of fashion in terms derived mainly from one 
pattern of fashion to which we refar as Elite Fashion. Our distinction 
between tels pattern and the notion of Mass Fashion one is based on a 
study of recent literature about clothing bWiaviour as well as on our own 
observations and empirical research. Thus the teeoretical framework of' 
this study is the outcome of an attempt to relate the various sociological 
approaches to fashion to a more Aaborate concept of fashion which takes 
into consideration our conclusions derived from different sources of data 
about the role of fashion in the clothing market in the 60's.
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A. The Dlffiislon of Innovation Point of View

The main concern of the sociologieta who tackle fashion,from this 
angle is the manner in which fashion is communicated and spread. The 
spread of fashion involves the activation of the predispositions of the 
people at the receiving end of tha channels of the communication, that is 
to say the consumers. Sociologists such as Katz maintain that the response 
to innovation is conditioned by predispositions some of which are condu
cive to the spread of certain Innovations while others constitute an 
obstacle to this. Consequently, the degree to which innovations such as 
new styles of fashion are accepted is conditioned by the social forces 
which mould the attitudes of the potential consumers. In many cases these 
social forces are likely to be related to the stratification of society.

Another factor which affects the diffusion of an innovation is the 
role played by the promoters and the communicators of the innovation, 
whose mode of operation affects the response of the potential consumers 
to their message. Thus according to this view the appeal of the innova
tion is conditioned by the predisposition of the respondents and the 
manner by which the promoters utilize the channels of communication, in
cluding "human” channels of communication such as opinion leaders.

The point of view of tha diffusion of innovation approach is rele
vant to our distinction between Elite Fashion behaviour and Mass Fashion 
behaviour, both in the context or predisposition of the consumers and in 
the context of the channels through which innovations in fashion are com
municated. The predisposition of the clients of the Haute Couture are
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dependent on their class consciousness. Thus they ere inclined to 
respond in a positive manner to styles and models which «nphasize their 
elite position. Moreover, the "fashion value" of innovation in Haute 
Couture fashion tends to depreciate when the innovation spread to others 
beside the exclusive Elite Fashion| when suoh an "usurpation" takes 
place the cliait of the Haute Couture fashion tends to turn to new ideas 
of fashion.

On the other hand, the predisposition of the consumer of Mass 
Fashion is less affected by class consciousness* The appeal of an inno
vation is not dependent on exclusiveness. In this reject the emphasis on 
age differentiation involves a different kind of predisposition to the 
emphasis on class differentiation. Consumers may be disposed to adopt 
innovations for their own sake. Fashion items may be subjected to depre
ciation merely because change is conceived as desirable in itself, not 
following a breach of exclusiveness. The channels of communication through 
which innovations in fashion are communicated also are different for Elite 
Fashion on the one hand and Mass Fashion on the other.

Elite Feshten is likely to be communicated through face to face 
contact. To tha extent that it is nevertheless communicated through formal 
channels, they are in most cases specialized fashion journals of small 
circulation. The opinion leaders in the context of Elite Fashion are 
usually women of high status and the process of communication is regula
rized and institutionalized, although not in a formal framework. On the 
other hand. Mass Fashion is communicated mainly through channels of the 
mass media, dally newspapers and T.V. The opinion leaders are mostly
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people who are Idolized because of their achievements in fields adriociated 
with Mass culture or so called 'Pop Culture*.

B. The Social Differentiation and Stratification Approach

As the association between fashion and social differentiation is 
dealt with in most sociological approaches to fashion, only theories which 
view fashion mainly from the viewpoint of social stratification come under 
this heading. Worth mentioning in this context are three conceptions re
lated to the same kind of process* 'trickle effect'. Usurpation and Depre
ciation. The link between fashion and social status is embodied in the 
treatment of items of fashion as status symbols, but new designs in fashion 
are exposed to imitations which depreciate their value as symbols of affi
liation to a distinguished status group. In this respect, fashion is a 
status symbol which cannot be easily protected against usurpation on the 
part of the people belonging to a lower status group. Therefore fashion 
may be subjected to a 'trickle effect* by which its value as a status symbol 
is depreciated. These characteristics of fashion are much more apparent 
with regard to Elite Fashion than with regard to Mass Fashion. As Elite 
Fashion asserts class differentiation in particular, it is bound to lose 
its meaning in terms of social stratification when it is subjected to usur
pation by lower classes. On the other hand. Mass Fashion cuts across tiie 
class boundaries and is much less dependent on confinement to an exclusive 
group. The concept of usurpation liardly applies to age differentiation 
which appears to be more relevant to Mass Fashion than class differentiation 
Moreover, items of Mass Fashion are not becoming less fashionable because
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of their wide circulation. Depreciation in Mass Fashion takes place only 
because teere is a continuous demand for innovation which enable the con
sumer to enjoy change for its own sake.

C. The Collective Behaviour Approach

The concept of fashion as collective behaviour puts the emphasis on 
tension which promotes change. The tension which underlies fashion relates 
to the stratification of society. Items of fashiwi symbolize the differen
tial prestige in a ranking system. Fashion as a status symbol plays a 
bigger role in modern society, which puts emphasis on achievement and mobi
lity, and is therefore more fluid than the traditional society. Fashion is 
more flexible than a status syiteol suoh as education and more subject to 
change. Yet fashion is regularized and institutlonalized within the frame
work of seasonal cycles. In this respect it is different from "fad" which 
is much less institutionalized.This ciiarecterization of fashion by the 
students of collective beiiaviour is applicable to the phenomenon of Elite 
Festiion, while in the context of our concept of Mass Fashion, fashion has 
many features in common with fad. Yet Mass Fashion is more structured than 
fad in the sense that, unlike fad, its origin and idiannels of ccxnmunication 
are identifiable. Tha tension which underlies Mass Fashion is also differ
ent from the tension which underlies Elite Fashion in the sense that it is 
not 80 strongly associated with class differentiation.

l) For the definition of the term 'fed* see* Sapir, £., oo. cit.;
Meyerson, R., and Katz, E., op. cit.; Nystrom, P., op. cit.; Lang, 
K., Lang, G., w, cit.
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D. The Meaning of Fashion for the Individual

There are several concepts of fashion which treat this phenomenon 
from the viewpoint of its significance for the individual. The Symbolic 
Interaction theory approach and Simmel*s approach to fashion are two of 
these concepts. The Symbolic Interaction theory maintains that people con
vey their identity through appearance. People's identity is conceived in 
terms of group affiliation, that is to say the appearance of people symbo
lizes their self-image regarding their position in society. App^ance is 
related to clothing in general and fashion in particular, and people's 
attitudes towards fashion as a imde of appearance conveys the degree to 
which their clothing behaviour reflects their status aspirations. From the 
symbolic actions point of view, even attempts to establish a false identity 
are significant, as they indicate an inclination towards the usurpation of 
status symbols which reflects people's dissatisfaction with their status 
in society. Accordingly, a man who adopts the symbol of a status group 
other than his own is looked upon as an "impostor" of a kind. The Symbo
lic Interaction approach might lead to the formulation of several questions 
which are rele\mnt to our study.

The first question is the extent to which Mass Fashion can symbolize 
the same group affiliation as Elite Fashion. Another question that can be 
raised in connection with the Symbolic Interaction theory concerns class 
affiliation in particular} this questicxi is whether the assertion of class 
affiliation plays an equally significant role in different periods and dif
ferent social milieu. Are people less anxious to assert their class
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affiliation in Mass Consumption society than they are in a less "modez~- 
nized" society? Moreover, one may even ask the question whether a society 
in which Mass Fashion prevails in clothing behaviour tends to be a society 
in which the identification at first sight of people's class is not thought 
to be necessary or appropriate.

As with the Symbolic Interaction awroech, Simmel focussed his atten
tion on the meaning of fashion for the individual. Moreover, he realized 
that the meaning of fashion for the Individual is determined by the social 
context which moulds indivicbjal attitudes. Yet he was not concerned with 
appearance symbolizing status but rather with the attitudes of the indivi
dual in his relationship to his social envirorwient. According to Simmel, 
fashion is characterized by a tension between two aspirations cxi the part 
of the individual, the aspiration for uniformity with and similarity to 
the existing trend and the aspiration for individual differentiation. 
Although Simmel is concerned with forces which motivate the behaviour of 
the individual, these forces are conceived as reflecting social forces 
which affect the individual's relation with society. Simmel's approach is 
applicable to our study because Elite Fashion and Mass Fashion differ from 
one another in terms of the relative role played by the two forces referred 
to by Siramel. Elite Fashion is more individually oriented on the motiva
tional level, as it puts more emphasis than Mass Fashion on the assertion 
of uniqueness, and of differentiation on the social level. This orienta
tion la in fact connoted by the definition of this kind of fashion as 
Elite Fashion. On the other hand. Mass Fashion, which is mass produced 
and not confined to one distinguished status group, is affected by the
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aspiration for similarity which reflects an inclination towards uniformity 
on the social level* In addition to the above mentioned sociological and 
socio-psychological approaches to fashion, the economic theories of fashion 
are also relevant to our study. These theories provide a link between the 
individual consumer's demand for fashionable goods and the interaction 
between sellers and buyers in the market.

The Elite Fashion market of Haute Couture is characterized by a 
direct relationship between artisan and client, and is governed by a dif
ferent economic relationship than that of the anonymous mass market. The 
latter is more directly affected by socio-economic factors, such as the 
availability of money to different classes and social groups, as well as 
by attitudes towards fashion as a mode of clothing behaviour which deter
mine the demand for fashionable goods. The mass market is more conpetitive 
and this is more suited to the pattern of modern economy. Social processes 
affect the Mass Fashion market in two different waysi by influencing the 
demand for fashionable goods, and by determining the degree of risk for the 
manufacturer in the market. Tl% risk of the producer in a market which is 
so much affected by changes in taste is bigger than in the case of markets 
for goods in which "hit" and "miss" elemaits play a smaller role. This 
"hit" and "miss" element and the risk for the manufacturer associated with 
it, is of course almost absent in the case of Elite Fashion, where the rela
tionship between the producer and consumer is direct and personal.
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The Dimension of the Study

Our study concerns a situation in the clothing market in Britain 
in the 60*s, which is characterized by the decisive part played by Mass 
Fashion, This situation, on which our study is focussed, developed as a 
result of changes in the clothing market in general and the market for 
fashionable goods in particular. In the* clothing market, the effect of 
fashion implies that people are rwt motivated by purely 'economy* consi
derations in buying clothes, and that the demand for new gezments is 
affected to a considerable degree by charges in fashion. Consmwrs affected 
by 'economy* considerations are consumers who put the eM#iesis mainly on 
durability and low price. In other words, the notion of the best value for 
money in this context is associated with the usability of the garment in 
the narrow sense of the word. On the other hand, consumers who are fashion 
oriented in their considerations are also concerned with the question as 
to what extent the garment is in fashion. Moreover, they are reluctant to 
wear clothes which are not in fashion and thus tend to buy new clothes 
whenever fashion changes. Consequently fashion oriented people are likely 
to buy more clothes than *economy* oriented ones, who in many cases wear 
their clothes until they are worn out.

In the fashion world itself, the major part played by Mass Fashion 
has a bearing on Elite Fashion as well. Many talented designers prefer 
working for the mass market and thus this market sets new trends in fashion. 
A study of the literature about fashion leads to the conclusion that these 
considerations of the fashion market In Britain in the fiO's followed
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changes in the demand for fashionable goods in the structure of the fashion 
market end in the meaning of fashion as a status symbol. Therefore the 
^3read of Mass Fashion is meaningful in three contexts* that of indivi
dual attitudes, that of the interaction between buyers and sellers in the 
market, and that of the symbolic expression of status diffajrencea.

al Tha individual attitude context
In this context. Mass Fashion is looked upon from the subjective 

viewpoint of consumers, designers and communicators. An analysis of fashion 
confined to this level lacks a broader sociological perspective, and this 
limitation qualifies the sociological significance of the findings.

bl The Interaction between buyers and sailers in the market
On this level of analysis, attitudes and motivations are studied in 

relation to the behaviour of people in the clothing market. In this con
text, fashion is a conponent of clothing behaviour which is determined not 
only by motivational factors but also by eccxiomic considerations, suoh as 
the availability of iminsy to the consumers and the economic considerations 
of the manufacturer.

CÎ The symbolic expression of status differences
On this level of analysis. Mass Fashion is examined in relation to 

social stratification, which is reflected in people's attitudes, and has 
a bearing on the fashion market as well as on other spheres of activity.

Only an analysis which takes into consideration the third context 
as well as the first and the second can interpiret Mass Fashion in broetder 
sociological perspectives. Therefore we are bound to ask the question
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which attributas of fashion In general and Mass Fashion in particular 
enable us to link our subject matter with die wider social processes*

In the individual attitude context, the spread of Mass FaWiion is 
associated with consumption, which is affected by aneed for excitement 
rather than by 'economy* considerations.

In a context of interaction between sellers and buyers in the mar
ket, the spread of Mass Fashion is associated with the availability of 
uncommitted money to new strata in society and especially to young people 
and teenegers, with changes in technology of production and in marketing 
including the use of man-emde fibres, and with the evolution of the young 
look, or London Look, which originated in Britain and has spread to other 
western countries*

In the context of appearance as an expression of social differen
tiation, the spread of Mass Fashion is associated with the limited effect 
of class consciousness on appearance, and an inclination to demonstrate 
identification with an age group by following new trends in fashion*

The different aspects of Meiss Fashion and their implications in the 
three contexts mentioned labove are interdependent. They are interdepend
ent in a narrow sense, as they represent necessary but not sufficient con
ditions for the evolution of Mass Fashion, In this respect, it is the 
phenomenon of Mass Fashion that links together attitudes, market trends 
and social forces. Yet the different aspects of Mass Fashion are also 
interdependent in a broader sense, involving stratification in British
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society. From this point of view, which combines the concept of appearance 
as a mods of asserting status and the concept of market as a sphere of 
interaction effected by social stratification, the characteristics of Mass 
Fashion in Britain in the 60*s reflects some interrelated processes in 
British society. These processes concern the interaction between class 
and other criteria of social differentiation, age in particular, in cer
tain spheres of social activity, loaded with symbolic meanings related to 
stratification.

In spheres of social activity involving an assertion of people*s 
status, images of class differentiation appear to play a secondary role 
compared with images of other criteria of differentiation, such as age.

This trend does not necessarily imply a diminution in the role played 
by class in determining people*s expectations of life, but it undoubtedly 
reflects an inclination to confine the expressions of class consciousness 
to certain: spheres of social life, while in other spheres the role played 
by class tends to diminish.

Such an inclination indicates the multi-dimensional differentiation 
which is characteristic of a highly developed western society with a low 
degree of congruency between attributes of the individual*s status. The 
various attributes of status do not carry the same weight in different 
social contexts. They are related to various criteria of differentiation 
and have a different impact on patterns of interaction between individuals 
in various spheres of social activity. The effect of class on patterns of 
behaviour tends to be stronger in spheres of life where status, in terms 
of class, implies monopolization of access routes to the means of asserting
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individual status. In Elite Fashion, the power position of the upper 
and upper-middle classes is ensured by the availability of sufficient 
financial resources and sufficient motivation that enable them to mono
polize the facilities for appearance symbolizing a higher status. Mass 
Fashion, on the contrary, provides for democratization, in the sense that 
it makes possible the usurpation of status symbols associated with class. 
On the other hand, to the extent that age differences play a part in de
termining people's behaviour, fashion is an appropriate mode of ê qaression 

t of such differences in terms of appearance. The emphasis on physical 
appearance and even on the presentation of the sex motive and the need for 
EMcitement, is associated with tiie image of youth and is thus suitable for 
the assertion of differences between the younger and oldrar* generations. 
According to recent sociological observations such age differences tend to 
play a bigger role in contemporary society than they used to play in the 
past. If these observations are correct, the Young Look, the availability 
of money to teenagers, and the aqahasis on excitement rather than economy 
which are characteristic of contemporary Mass Fashion in Britain, can be 
looked upon not only as expressions of a meijor change in fashion itself 
but also as a manifestation of change in the interaction between different 
criteria of social stratification in contemporary society.

The inclination towards prevalence of Mass Fashion M n  be regarded 
by observers who claim that British society is becoming less class 
conscious as a further evidence in support of their argument. Yet this 
claim cannot be sustained without more evidence. But if the evidence is 
not sufficient to sustain such a far-reaching conclusion, it might however
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support the more modest proposition that appearance in terms of clothing 
is no longer a reliable indication as to people's class affiliation. If 
this assertion is correct, we might relate this implication of Mass Fashion 
to an inclination towards status inconsistency, that is to say towards a 
different emphasis on the various components of status in different social 
situations* In such a case, a society in whioh Mass Fashion prevails will 
be a society in which it is difficult to identify "at first sight" people's 
class. In such societies the conveyance of people's class affiliation 
would probably involve more refined symbols than appearance in texns of 
clothing.

It is, however, apparent that the indifference of Mass Fashion to 
status symbols conveying class affiliation, has a confusing effect with 
regard to mutual expectations in certain situations of interaction between 
individuals.

There are situations in which class is relevant to the interaction 
between individuals even in rather superficial contacts between them. In 
these cases, inability to convey class by appearance might affect the out
come of interaction in a manner which would prevent the bearers of high 
status from utilizing the privileges deriving from their status.

One might also speculate that class affiliation and education tend 
to become less significant in superficial contacts between people. On the 
other hand they still play a considerable role in other kinds of contacts 
in which class and education can be conveyed by other means than appearance 
In such cases the status symbols conveying class end education are not as 
liable to usurpation as those associated with clothing behaviour.
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But the examination of such a speculative proposition is beyond the 
scope of this study.

The Method of the Study

The aim of this study was not to offer a comprehensive ê qjlanation 
of the spread of Mass Fashion but rather to study some aspects of this pro
cess from a limited angle. The viewpoint from which tiie role of fashion in 
clothing behaviour is looked upon is that of the different participants in 
the spread of innovations in fashion in women's clothing. In other words, 
the empirical part of the study is essentially a study of attitudes which 
is complemented by information derived from historical, sociological and 
psychological works on fashion, and some statistical data derived from offi
cial government surveys and market research statistics. The method of the 
study imposed certain limitations which c^alify some of the conclusions 
drawn from the data. Based to a considerable extent on subjective state
ments of attitudes, and on information about actual clothing behaviour pro
vided by consumers themselves, the reiiedsility of the data can be challenged 
in many respects. One question which may arise is* to what extent images, 
beliefs, views, attitudes and opinions of several sets of groups of people 
about fashion are indicative as to tdie actual structural processes which 
affect people's clothing behaviour.

The proliferation of attitude studies by sociologists reflects the 
difficulty in obtaining reliable quantitative data about human behaviour.
In the absence of such data many sociologists try to learn something about
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human behaviour from people's own statements on their behaviour and atti
tudes which are bound to be affected by their self-images, views, and 
opinions. Most attitude studies assume that people's attitudes reflect 
their social experiences and affect their behaviour and are thus sociolo
gically significant. Such studies can be challenged from two different 
points of view* On the one hand, it is questionable to what extent it is 
possible to draw conclusions from attitudes about the experience which 
they are expected to reflect. On the other hand it is possible to ask to 
what extent people's attitudes parovide a reliable indicaticxi as to their 
actual behaviour.

The first question is related to the explanatory power of attitudes, 
The second question refers only to attitudes as a means by which people's 
tendencies can be studied in cases in which it is impossible to find more 
reliable indexes. The problem of establishir^ the explanatory power of 
attitudes is that such attitudes are relevant to sociological inquiry 
only in as far as they have a degree of autonomy, end their 'malleability' 
is limited.According to this approach attitudes are worth studying 
only in as much as they are more than a mere reflection of social atruo- 
ture. If the structural conditions govern both attitudes and conduct, 
the notion of attitude appears to contribute little to an understanding of 
human conduct in the social context.

1) Cohen, P.S., "Scxdal Attitudes and Sociological Enquiry", Tte 
British Journal of Sociology» vol. XVII, No. 4, 1966.
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This criticism of attitude research is not applicable to a more 
limited approach to attitudes* Even if attitudes are devoid of explanatory 
power, their study may be useful from the viewpoint of the social scientist, 
if they are taken to reflect conduct as well. In such a context people's 
attitudes may serve as indicators, if not of their actual behaviour, at 
least of their tendency to behave in a certain manner. Moreover, if atti
tudes are treated in this way, the lass autonomous and mors malleable they 
are, the better they reflect the structural conditions which govern both 
these attitudes of people's conduct. In this respect, the justification 
for the study of attitudes does not lie in theoretical considerations con
cerning the explanatory power of the notion of attitudes, but in a research 
strategy. As a result of the technique of interviews end questionnaires it 
is in many cases easier to obtairu reliable information from people about 
their attitudes and about their behaviour. Such an indirect approach of 
course raises the question of the relation between verbal and non-verbal 
behaviour, but this question is not identical with the question of the 
explanatory power of attitudes and opinion. It is rather more a question 
of the extent to which there is an empirical correlation between attitudes 
and opinions on the one hand, and conduct on the other. Although socio
logists and social psychologists do not deny the existence of some such 
correlation, most of thorn admit that verbal and non-verbal behaviour may be 
"far from perfectly related to one another, even if they refer to the same 
social object".Studies based on subjective statements of people about

1) Gee; Guttman, L., "A Structural Theory for Intergroup Beliefs and 
Action", American Sociological Review, vol. 24, No. 3, 1959, p. 318. 
McGuire, W., "The Nature of Attitudes and Attitude Change in Lindsly 
and Aronson", Handbook of Social Psychology, Vol. Ill, pp. 136-160.
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their attitudes and intentions should be treated with necessary caution and 
the data obtained by them ought to be complemented if possible by data from 
other sources.

Therefore a sociologist who is aware of the limitations of hiw own 
method and squiffed with a theoretical apparatus and sufficient background 
knowledgecbout his subject matter, is capable of drawing some sociologically 
meaningful conclusions from attitude and opinion studies. Assuming that 
people's attitudes reflect their experience, the sociologist can relate his 
findings to his prior knowledge of their social environment, the pattern of 
socialization in their society and the effect of #ie social forces to which 
they are exposed. The effects of attitudes on behaviour can be traced by 
asking people not only to express their own views, but also to convey their 
impressions about other people's attitudes and behaviour. Such information 
cannot be regarded as a reliable source in itself, but the comparison between 
the attitudes of different people affiliated to different groups in society, 
or holding different key positions with r^ard to the studied phenomenon, 
might lead to conclusions regarding actual behaviour. In drawing these 
conclusions the sociologist can utilize his general knowledge about the role 
of each group in the process which he is studying, as well as the theories 
which are applicable to the subject. If the patterns of human behaviour 
are components of the social structure, consequent dianges in these patterns 
may be regarded as representing social changes. Such a change might be of 
less or more importance to the social structure, but in any case it is
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significant in the study of the particular processes on which the study is 
focussed. Moreover, there are cases in which social change can be traced 
in the attitudes of people, before it is observable in their pattern of 
behaviour.

For example the fulfillmwit of people's aspirations, traceable in 
statements of attitudes, might be inhibited by economic limitations. Such 
people are disposed to change their behaviour when the economic obstacles 
to the fulfillment of their aspirations are removed. On the other hand, a 
change in their economic conditions might raise new aspirations.

The interaction between the purchasing power at the disposal of 
younger girls, the aspirations of youth for an appearance which emphasizes 
their distinct identity as an age group, end the development of young fashion, 
demonstrates the link between aspirations, necessary conditions and actual 
social behaviour.

It is nonetheless noteworthy in this context that mezket surveys 
carried out by researchers and studies of consumers' behaviour by economists 
tend to attach much attention to consumers' predispositions as reflected in 
their attitudes and images. It is implied in most of these studies that 
attitudes reflect one of the main components of the raazket situation which 
can be expected to have a considerable effect on behaviour. The sociological 
meaning of such attitudes is demonstrated in the existence of significant 
correlations between these attitudes on the one hand, and criteria of social 
differentiation such as class, age group, marital status and employment on 
the other. The findings of this study provide many examples of such corre
lations which show differences between social groups in their susceptibility
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to change In style and desd^, the two elements which are the essence of 
fashion in clothing.

Our study of attitudes focussed on three different groups of parti
cipants in the spread of fashion: the designers, the communicators and
the consumers. Each of these is characterized by having a different posi
tion in the process, thus entailing a different point of view, A compari
son between the responses of these three groups to questions put to them 
enables us to observe associations between their positions and their atti
tudes. In certain cases, in which the participants in the process are 
asked to provide information rather than express opinion, a comparison 
between the qanswers might also help in eliminating the effect of opinions 
and self-images on tl%ir response.

In addition to this, techniques designed to check the reliability 
of answers wars incorporated into the questionnaires. The study of various 
holders of key positions in the process of fashion diffusion was based on 
the assumption that their effect on the process is not equal. The success 
of the dress designer is dependent on his ability to foresee the response 
of the consumer. The communicator's ability to promote innovation is also 
dependent, to a considerable extent, on the predisposition of the consumer.
The fact that all the other participants in the process studied ere oriented 
at affecting the consumer's response, indicates the strategic position of 
the consumer In the process. Consequently our study of the role and posi
tion of the consumer In the process of the spread of fashion, and his 
attitude towards novelties in clothing behaviour is more detailed than the 
study of roles of the dress designer and communicator. The empirical research
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done specifically for this study was confined to three of the four main key 
positions in the process of the spread of fashion, tiie manufacturer being 
excluded. The reasons for this exclusion were technical rather than sub
stantive. The term 'manufacturer* refers not only to individuals but also 
to incorporated bodies, some of which divide the responsibility for company 
policy between different office holders. In addition to this, some 
approaches to several roemjfactursrs revealed their reluctance to be inter
viewed. The study of the manufacturer would also have involved an exami
nation of the structure and economic activities of firms engaged in produc
ing fashionable goods. Such a study was beyond the modest financial means 
available for the purpose of this study. Yet some light on the role of the 
manufacturer was shed by üie answers of the designers employed by them, and 
the communicators who are often in touch with them.

The methodological approach embodied in the study of subjective 
attitudes of dress designers, communicators and consumers was based on cer
tain assumptions concerning the nature of the process of the spread of 
fashion. It was assumed that each of the participants in the process has 
hie own objective role to play, as well as a self-image which is ni^necessa
rily upheld by objective analysis. The discr^sancies betweai the role ena^ 
lyzed from an objective point of view and the role image are a part of the 
situation and have a bearing on the spread of fashion. Not less important 
are the discrepancies between role images of the different participants in 
the process, and the manner in which they conceive of the evolvemsnt and 
spread of new fashions. If the orientations of the different participants
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in the process do not coincide, and if these orientations lead to differ
ent conceptions about the process in which they are participating, they 
are apt to fail in coordinating the behaviour and the expectations of the 
other participants. This can be said in particular about the designer. 
Evidence showing that the designer's self-image reflects the artistic 
ratiier than the commercial aspect of his role are significant as such 
self-image is apt to affect his order of priorities in the performance of 
his role. Yet there is no doubt that he has also to adapt himself to the 
needs of the market situation. The désigna?'s ambiguous position has a 
bearing on the process through his relationship with the manufacturer, on 
the one hand, end the consumer, on the other. The designer's innovations

2Iere communicated to the consumer by the Journalists. * The role of the 
journalist was mainly studied on the basis of his own self-image and con
ception of the process in which he participates* He can conceive of his 
own role in two different ways - as a part of the journalist's profession, 
and as a part of the system through which fashion is spread. Emphasis on 
the journalistic profession rather than on the "world of fashion" reflects 
the reference group of the fashion journalist and entails a degree of de
tachment on his part which makes him more qualified than the designer to 
judge the behaviour of the consumer.

The consumer at the receiving end of the channel through which inno
vations are communicated has the option of responding to fashion favourably

1] See chapter III below.
2) See chapter ^IV below.
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or ignoring it.^^

Complementary to this are the objective data on consumers' behaviour 
provided by official surveys, yearly expenditure and clothing consumption 
habits and market research surveys.

In the process of the study it was assumed that the consumer's 
response to fashion is affected by three sets of attitudes;

a) The first concerns his motivation in buying new clothes and his 
considerations in choosing between alternative ganoents offered to him by 
the manufacturer. Consumers who are motivated by considerations of cost 
and durability differ in their market behaviour from consumers who are 
motivated by the desire to be fashionably dressed. The spread of fashion 
consciousness among consumers affects the market in two different ways.
On the one hand it .increases the demand for fashionable goods, and indeed 
for clothing in general. On the other hand, it adds a new dimension to 
this demand by introducing the element of taste. Consequently it makes 
consumer behaviour less predictable.

b] The second set of attitudes concerns the effect of general 
social trends in British society. A decline in the importance of status 
symbols associated with class structure on the one hand, and the evolvement 
of a pattern of behaviour rooted in age group identification in particular 
among teenagers and young people on the other, are of far-4?eaching conse
quence to the fashion market. The traces of a change in this direction in

1] See below chapter V.
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the attitudes of consumers are therefore important both to the study of 
fashion and to the study of changes in British society in the 60's,

c) The third aspect of consumers' attitudes which affects the 
formation and the spread of fashion is their response to news about 
fashion which reaches them through the mess media. This news includes 
information, both about changes and edvertislrg, which aims at promoting 
products. The effectiveness of advertising is limited end conditioned by 
t*% predispositions of the consumer toward fashion in general end his 
attitude towards the different channels through ŵ iich innovations are 
communicated to him.

The study is an attempt to discover some of the social characteris
tics of the process by which women's fashion is spread. These features of 
the process are not identical with Idiose focussed upon by economists, 
psychologists and market researchers. Based to a considerable extent on 
data concerning attitudes, the part played by attitudes in the process is 
dealt with in more detailed manner than the actual behaviour of consumers, 
designers and communicators. Yet the study is not confined to attitudes; 
the questionnaires sent to consumers and interviews with designers and 
communicators included questions concerning actual behaviour which, with 
certain qualifications, provide information about actual behaviour. This 
information is complemented by objective data about family expenditure and 
clothing consumption as well as by market research surveys. Moreover, the 
hypotheses of the study also reflect the accumulation of knowledge about 
clothing behaviour and fashion whidi can be derived from available
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sociological, economic, psychological and historical works related to our 
subject. Nevertheless, as the whole field of fashion has not yet been 
explored by sociologists and as our data, apart from the data concerning 
attitudes, are rather limited, our study cannot be regarded as more than a 
pilot reseercli. Moreover, tiis analysis of the data involves references to 
different fields of sociology relevant to our study. Thus there tiiero is 
no coherent theoretical scheme which would serve os a comprehensive model 
of the studied phenomenon* Yet, although our hypotheses are not presented 
in the form of a con^rehensive theoretical model, they are linked together 
not only by being focussed on the same subject, but also by reflecting 
some interrelated phenomena in British society in the 60*s. The contribu
tion of our study can therefore be summed up under three headings:

1, The suggestion of the concepts of Mess Fashion and Elite Fashion 
as ideal types, which makes it possible to elaborate the existing sociolo
gical approaches to fashion.

2, The application of these concepts to the clothing market in 
Britain in the 60*a, which is characterized by the prevalence of Mass 
Fashion.

3, The study of attitudes towards Mass Fashion on the part of con
sumers, designers and communicators, and the association between these 
attitudes and their respective views of society.
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The Hypotheses

The present study is focussed on Mass Fashion rather than on Elite 
Fashion. The characteristics of Elite Fashion described above nmre not 
the subject of the anpirical research made specially for this study. The 
description of these characteristics is based on a comprehensive study of 
literature about fashion whiüi includes historical, sociological and psycho
logical studies, as well as popular monographs and the memoirs of famous 
designers.

In addition to this, an empirical study of Mass Fashion: projects 
some light on Elite Fashion as well. Unlike the case of Elite Fashion, the 
literature regarding Mass Fashion is very limited and therefore much more 
emphasis has had to be put on our own empirical study. Yet at least some 
of our data were corroborated by available statistical surveys end market 
reesarch reports. One of the conclusions that can be drawn from the 
literature about fashion in general, our empirical study of attitudes to
wards fashion, and data on the clothing market in Britain in the GO's, is 
that the function of Haute Couture in the formation of new styles and 
designs in clothing tends to diminish, while the ready-made clothes indus
try is increasingly becoming a major source of novelties in fashion.

However, in the era of Mass Fashion, sensitivity to fashion is not 
confined to the upper and upper middle classes. Working class women who 
could not afford Hojte Couture are subject to the influence of Mass Fashion 
in their clothirg behaviour. In this respect a study of Mass Fashion in 
Britain in the GO's can be expected to reflect developments in the spheres
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of social stratification such as changes in the part played by class affi
liation in modern mass consumption society. For example it is becoming 
more and more difficult to identify people's class in terms of appearance, 
while age seems to play a mnre distinct role in determining clothing beha
viour and other aspects of appearance. The study does not focus specifi
cally on changes in British society, yet some changes which have been 
observed by students of British society are reflected in the characteris
tics of fashion as a mode of clothing behaviour*

This observation, and the available literature about clothing and 
fashion in Britain in the GO's, led us to the proposition that Mass Fashion 
rather than Elite Fashion was the main source of innovation in styles and 
designs of clothes in Britain in the mld-GQ's,

This proposition entails certain hypotheses concærning the charac
teristics of the fashion market dominated by Mass Fashion,

a) Clothirp behaviour in Britain in the GO's tends to be fashion 
orionted,

b) Fashion in Britain in the GO's twds to be age group directed 
more than class directed,

c) Mass Fashion is disposed towards uniformity, and the constnaers' 
response is not oriented at presentation of their individuality,

d) The Mass Fashion market tends to be anonymous and unpredictable 
as to the response of the consumers to each individual innova
tion*
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e) The Interaction between the different participants in the 
process of the spread of fashion is conditioned by differen
ces in their respective concept of their part in the process 
and patterns of communication between them.

These hypotheses are working hypotheses dealing with limited aspects 
of clothing behaviour in Bsitain in the GO's and the part played by fashion 
in this context.

This limited scope of the hypotheses is a consequence of the nature 
of the study which is essentially a pilot study in a field whioh has not 
yet been thoroughly explored.
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CHAPTER II 
Fashion and the Clothing Market

The fashion market is an integral part of the clothing market.
Thus the impact of fashion on consumers' demand can be expeactsd to be 
reflected in clothing purchase statistics. The spread of the influence 
of fashion on new groups in society is likely to result in an increase 
of the purchase of clothing items by these groups. People who ere moti
vated by fashion considerations ere under pressure to buy new clothes 
whenever fashion changes, Consec^ently, the impact of fashion can be 
expected to be reflected in an increased expenditure on clothing. As 
clothing expenditure statistics do not distinguish between purchases 
motivated by fashion considerations and purchases which are not affected 
by such considerations, the effect of fashion can be traced only indi
rectly. It is possible to infer from clothing market statistics only 
whether an increase in clothing expenditajre had occurred or not. The 
absence of on increase in expenditure may cast doubts on propositions 
according to which responsiveness to fashion tends to spread to new 
groups in society.

On the other hand, of course, an increase expenditure in clothing 
is not in itself an indication that such a change had indeed taken place.

The available data about clothing expenditure as a percentage of 
total consumer expenditure in Britain show that this percentage has not 
changed much since the late 40*s. Following a small increase in the late
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40*8, expenditure on clothing stabilized end since then has suffered wily 
snail fluctuation around

Table 1
Clothing Expenditure as Parcentepe 
of Total Consumer Expenditure

Expenditure £m 
1958 prices

Cloth- Per-

Expenditure £m 
1956 prices

Cloth- Per-Year Total ing centage Year Total ing centagi
1946 12061 758 6.3 1957 14965 1207 8.1
1947 12456 844 6.8 1958 15362 1206 7.8
1948 12436 928 7.5 1959 16080 1267 7.9
1949 12669 1007 8.0 1960 16735 1359 8.1
1950 13016 1046 8.0 1961 17127 1386 8.1
1951 12843 957 7.5 1962 17517 1386 7.9
1952 12780 949 7.4 1963 18375 1443 7.9
1953 13351 974 7.3 1964 19062 1493 7.8
1954 13896 1046 7.5 1966 19421 1557 8.0
1956 14452 1129 7.8 1966 19811 1562 7.9
1956 14577 1176 8.1 1967 20211 1562 7.7

Souroet National Income and Expenditure. 1954, 1958.

It can be argued that the general stability of the proportion of the 
expenditure on clothing as a part of total conaun»r expenditure is incon
sistent with the proposition that as a result of the spread of Mass Fashion
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and the general rise in income, new sectors in society tend to become 
fashion oriented and consequently to increase their expenditure on cloth
ing, But such an argument is not born out by more detailed analyses of 
the statistical data. A change in the pattern of clothing consumption 
which would reflect the increased role played by fashion does not neces
sarily imply an increase in expenditure on clothing as a percentage of 
the total expenditure. Moreover, given the assumption of an increase in 
income and the standard of living, an unchanging pattern of consumers' 
behaviour would probably result in a decrease in clothing expenditure as 
percentage of the total expenditure. In other words, expenditure on 
clothing appears to increase with the increase of the total expenditure. 
Indicative in this respect are the figures about the development of the 
clothing market itself after elimination of the influence of price 
changes. And indeed consisners' e>q}snditure statistics for the years 
1956-1965 at 1963 prices show a steady trend for expenditure on closing 
to rise.

Table 2
Consumers' Ewendlture on Clothing at 1963 Prices

(£ million)

1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 196!
Footwear 381 292 312 319 311 319 330 339 333 331 ss
Other clothing*
Man's & boys' 
wear 439 460 493 495 496 518 538 559 562 650 5E
Women's, girls' 
& infants' wear 837 880 945 971 970 1,008 1,042 1,088 1,091 1,101

y\5S

T o t a l 1,557 1,632 1,750 1,785 1,777 1,845 1,910 1,966 1,986 1,982 a.ow

Source) Family Expenditure Survey. 1968.
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The British consumers thus increased their purchases on clothes by 
about 29% in ten years. The growth of population only partly accounts for 
this increase, most of which can be attributed to changes in patterns of 
demand for clothing items in certain groups of British society. Does the 
rise in clothing purchases reflect the impact of fashion?

This question cannot be answered on the basis of the available 
statistics. Yet the breakdown of clothing expenditure statistics reveals 
certain features of the clothing market which c«i be interpreted as sup
porting such a proposition. Not all the conponsnts of clothing expenditure 
are equally subject to the influence of fashion. Of the different catego
ries of clothing expenditure, outer clothing is the most related to the 
sphere of fashion. On the other hand, men's and women's underclothing, 
children's clothing end other items of clothing are less likely to be 
substantially affected by fashion oriented purchases. Thus it is worth 
while to examine whether the increase of expenditure on women's outer 
clothing exceeds the increase of expenditure on other categories of cloth
ing.

The data on clothing expenditure of the average family in 1957-195B 
are most indicative in this respect. They show that during those years 
there was a trend for the expenditure on women's outer clothing to in
crease more rapidly than the expenditure on other kinds of clothing.
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Table 3
Clothing Expenditure of Average Fmwily 
fShllllnga/Week at current prloeel

IBS? 19SS 1959 I960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1966 1966 1967
Men's outer
clothing 4.38 4.28 5.67 4.59 5.26 5.18 5.50 5.92 6.66 6.55 5,58

Man's under
clothing 2.38 2.30 2.28 2.33 2.61 2.49 2.72 2.73 2.83 2.90 3.09

Women's outer
clothing 5.73 6.46 6.47 8.51 7.43 7.12 7.56 8.47 9.61 10.56 10.02

Women's under
clothing 3.24 3.27 3.47 4.56 4.10 4.00 3.91 3.98 4.37 4.36 4.09

Children's
clothing 3.72 3.85 3.79 3.90 3.99 4.23 4.55 4.02 5.19 4.56 5.00

Other
clothing 4.27 4.13 3.83 4.78 3.91 3.94 4.33 3.71 4.31 4.46 4.34

ALL CLOTHING 23.72 24.29 25.52 27.66 27.30 26.97 28.56 28.84 32.96 33.36 33.12

Source) Table All, Your Future in Clothing (An Economic Development Study 
of the future market for the clothing industry). National Economic 
Development Office, London, 1970.

The trend can be infezred from the changes in the expenditure of an 
average family on women's outer clothing as a percentage of the expenditure 
of such a family on clothing in general.
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Table 4
Percentage of the axpenaas on women's outer clothing 

out of the total expenditure on clothing In the years 1957-1967 
f Shillings/Week at current prices)

1957 1958 1959 1950 1961 1961 1963 1964 1966 1966 195?
24.1 26.5 25.3 30.7 27.2 26.3 26.4 29.3 29.1 31.6 30.2

Source* Taken fJ?ora Your Future in Clothirg. Table All.

The above table clearly shows that the percentage of the clothing 
expenditure which was spent on wtmen's outer clothing tended to increase 
in the late 50's and 60's. The same conclusion can be drawn from regres
sion analysis based on clothing expenditure of the average family.

Table 5 
Results of Regression Analyses

I t e m
Regression coefficients 

a' 'b'
Men's outer clothing 40.182 40.00033
Men's under clothing (inel. hose) 40.158 -0,00236
Woman's outer clothl*% -0.004 40.01027
Women's under clothing (incl. hose) 40.211 -0.00263
Children's clothing 40.191 -0.00142
Other 40.203 -0.00481

Source* Your Future in Clothing. Table A12.
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The National Economic Development Office's study of the clothing 
market says in reference to the above regression analysis: "the inter
pretation of tiiese figures is that as total expenditure on clothing in
creases the proportion spent on men's and women's outer clothing increases 
but the proportion spent an other groups tends to decrease".

Both the total increase in the expenditure w  clothing in constant 
prices and the increase in the proportion of this expenditure spont on 
outer clothing in general and women's outer clothing in particular may be 
attributed to the effects of the spread of fashion. In this indirect way 
the impact of fashion may be traceable in clothing expenditure statistics.

T!»e Youto Consumer and the Clothing Market

The proposition that clothing expenditure is affected by the spread 
of fashion focuses our attention on certain groups in society whose members 
are more likely than others to be predisposed by fashion considerations in 
their clothing purchases. The most important group in that respect is that 
of younger people. M. Abrams wivs was the first to study the teenagers as 
consumers, has shown that the proportion in the fifteen to twenty year old 
age group's earnings which they spend on themselves roes by 100 percent 
between 1938 and 1950. Summing up his conclusions M. Abrams notices that: 
"Increasingly, market research has documented the importance of teenagers 
as consumers end mors and more manufacturers, before embarking on produc
tion, now consider it necessary to know soroethir̂  about the tastes and

2)spending habits of these young people." ^

1) See: Your Future in Clothing. Ibid.. p. 96.
2) Abrams, II., Teenage Consumer Spending in 1959, (Part I), p. 5,
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Abrams* study is not focused on clothing in particular, yet his 
data regarding expenditure by teenagers in 1907 reveals two facts which 
are relevant to a study of clothing and fasition be^mviour. The first is 
that women's clothing was in 1957 tt)e biggest single itan of teenage ex
penditure. No less than £ 120 millions, according to Abrams, were spent 
by teenagers on women's clothing out of a total expenditure of € 900 mil
lion, The proportion of the expenditure on wcwnen's clothing out of the 
total expenditure by teenagers, men as well as wonmn, was 13.3^ .
M. Abrams* data showed also that teaiage spending in 1957 was 15.8% of 
all consumers* spending in Britain on woman's clothing. Interpreting these 
data Abrams maintained that* "By and large, then, orna can generalize by 
saying that the quite large amount of money at the disposal of Britain's 
average teenager is spent mainly on dressing up in order to impress otiiar 
teenagers and on goods which form the nexus of teenage gragariousnesa out
side the home. In other words, there is distinctive teenc^e spending for 
distinctive teenage ends in a distinctive teenage world.

The effect of teenage expenditure on the clothing market was also 
noticed by the National Economic Development Office study vdiich stressed 
the importance of young people in the clothing market. Moreover, the study 
also associated the impact of the young consumers on the clothing market 
with their role in the sphere of fashion* "They are also important be
cause of their fashion consciousness which influences the purchases of 
other age groups. They themselves tend to retain some fashion consciousness

1) Abrams, M., op. cit., (Part l), p, 10,
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as they grow older although they tend to buy clothes less often and from 
different outlets.

The survey thus refers not only to the dlirect role played by young 
people as consumers but also to their role as a source of inspiration for 
fashion motivated purchases by other groups.

The importance of the young consumers in the clothing market is 
demonstrated in data about expenditure by the 15-29 year age group as a 
percentage of the total men's and women's market.

Table 6 
Men's Wear (19671

Expenditure by 15-29 year old males as a par cent of total expenditure
by all males over IS years

Per cent
Suits 39
Jackets 60

Shirts 39

Pyjamea 34
Rainwear 36
Trousers S3
Knitwear 54
Coats 36

Source: Your Future in Clothing. Table 5 A

1) See: Your Future in Clothing, op.cit., p. 6,
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Table G f cont'dl
Woman*a IVecr (1967)

Expenditure by 15-29 year old feraalaa as a par cent of total axpenditura
by all females over 15 years

Per cent
Coats 48
Rainwear 36
Trousers GO
Knitwear 42
Blouses 34
Skirts 48
Nightdresses 48
Underwear 46
Waist slips 75
Full slips 37

Source: Your Future in Clothing. Table SB.

The 15-29 age group of women forms 20% of the total female popu
lation over 15 years old. The 15-25 group of men forms 29% of the total 
male population over 15 years old.^^ Tiiese tables, and in particular 
that of the expenditure of young women in the 15-29 age group, show 
clearly that the proportion of the expenditure on clothing of young 
people exceeds by far their percentage in the population.

1) Your Future in Clothing, op.clt.■ p. 5.
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In certain items such as women's trousers, purchases by the youngw 
26 par cent of the female pĉ xiletion accounts for no less than 60 par cent 
of the expenditure,

A.‘ slightly less marked pattern is also observable in the data about 
expenditure by the same ago group of men as a percentage of the total ex
penditure of adult males.

The study concludes that* "Young people are heavy buyers of most 
types of clothing compared with adult population as a whole",

This conclusion is supported also by a research market study made 
by Courtauld Research Department,According to this study in 1964 the 
portion of the market for ready-made and home-sewn dresses of the 15-19 
e^e group was 12.4 par cent, which is more than the portion of the market 
of any other age group.

Table 7
Total U.K. Market in Home-6ewn and Ready-Made Dresses 

in Parcentaoes by Age Groups f19641

15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-64 66-69 60-64 65-74 Total
12,4 10.7 9.7 8.3 7.5 11.3 8.6 9.7 8,3 5,2 8,3 100.0

Source* Women's Outwear Market Research Report. Courtauld, Market 
Research Department, 1965.

1) Ibid<
2) Women's Outwear Market Research R«xirt. Courtauld, Market Research 

Department, 1965.
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Wore detailed information about the impact of expenditure by 
teenagers is available for the year I960. The data about the size of 
the U.K. market in I960 show that the average number of dresses bought 
by teenagers in that year was 2,4 as compared with 2.1 by womwi of the 
ages 20-24, 2.0 by women between the ages of 25-29, and an overal aver
age of about 1.5 by women above the latter age.

Table 8
Average Number of Ready-Made Dresses Bought in I960

1&-19 20-24 25-29 30-39 40-49 50-69
2.4 2.1 2.0 1.6 1.5 1.4

Source* Women's Outwear Market Research Report,
Courtauld, Market Resaaroh Department, 1965.

Younger people not only buy more than other people but are also 
more inclined to replace their clothing. The role of replacement in the 
table below whioh refers to dresses only is calculated by comparing stock 
with acquisition. The data indicate that ynjnger pooplé (not necessarily 
teenagers) have a higher rate of replacement than older people. On the 
other hand, they also indicate that the highest rate of replacement does 
not occur among teenagers but among women between the ages of ^-29. Yet 
it is still significant that women between the ages of 15-19 have a much 
higher rate of replacement than most older women.
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Table 9
The Rates at Which Women Replace Their Oreaaea

Age group 
of women

Total dress 
wardrobes

Dresses
acquired
I960

Replacement rate 
for wardrobes

% of average 
replacement 

rate
Million dresses (Years)

15-29 49 15,4 3.2 125
30-69 100 27,0 3.7 108
60+ 38 4.8 7.9 51

■ I — ■mil

T o t a l 187 47,2 4.0 100

Source I Wop»n*a Outwear Market Research Report. Courtauld, Market 
Research Department, 1965.

All the data lead to the same conclusion* younger people in gene
ral and teenagers in particular play an in̂ Dortant role in the clothing 
raazkst and the proportion of their expenditure out of the total expendi
ture on clothing exceeds their proportion in the whole population.

For such a pattern of behaviour to develcx* it was necessary that' 
younger people have both more available uncommitted income and the dispo
sition to buy more clothing items. The explanation suggested by BitLtish 
social scientists of the role of the young consumers were thus twofold — 
economic and socio-psyohological.

Mark Abrams* study of teenager consumers was the first systematic 
study of this subject. This study has drawn the attention of sociol^ists 
as well as economists to the increasing impact of teenagers' expenditure
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in the market of consumer goods. Abrams pointed out that young working 
boys and girls pay a relatively small portion of their income (boys 35 
shillings on average and girls 25 shillings on average) to their parents 
for board and lodging. Thirty-five per cent of the average boy's expendi
ture goes on drinks, cigarettes and entertainment and nearly 40% of girls* 
average expenditure goes on clothes, shoes and cosmetics. Dr. Abrams 
also pointed out that the average real weekly wages of young people in 
the 15-21 age group were over 50% higher in I960 than in the lata 30*s. 
Moreover, because parents are more prosperous their children are able to 
keep a much higher proportion of their earnings to spend on themselves. 
Commenting on Dr. Abreuns* findings, E.A. Johns notes that* "It might 
well be the case that a dustman's daughter would have more actual pocket 
money than her father",The same point is emphasized also by the socio
logist B. Wilson who maintained that "young people are the new xrich with

3)uncommitted incomes who can buy entertainment at high prices".  ̂ G. Hose 
too claims in reference to working class boys that "they have also bene
fited a good deal from post war affluence and since they are less com
mitted, are more often out and about. Firms, selling records and clothes 
in particular, early began to see that they constitute an important new

1) U. Abrams, op.cit.
2) Johns, E.A., The Social Structure of Modem Britain. London,

1966, p. 130.
3) Wilson, B., The Social Context of the Youth Problems. London,

1965, p. 11.
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market and started to create an image of the temiager The avail
ability of highrar income as one of the causes for the development of a 
new pattern of age group culture associated with relatively high expendi
ture on themselves was also emphasized by H. Willmott, "... not that 
today's Bettwal Green boys or young people generally are just the same as 
those in earlier decades. Obviously they have more free time end are 
wealthier, their lives are less circumscribed, their opportunities are 
greater in all sorts of ways. Obviously too, their emergence as con
sumers with relatively large disposal incomes, and the resulting com
mercial 'teen age culture' have helped to make them more aware of them
selves as a distinct section of the population.Teenagers and younger 
people have not only more money but also different patterns of spending.
As T. Fyvel puts it* "Working class adolescents axre being incessantly 
persuaded to sperkl much of their money on a comparatively narrow rerge of 
goods, mostly mass produced.Clothiing items are undoubtedly among 
these goods, as tiie study of the National Economic Development Office put 
it* "The typical young person's wardrobe today certainly has more variety 
and moire clothing for special purposes than 10 years ago."  ̂ And this is 
related to another factor mentioned in the same study — the rise in the

1) Rose, G., The Working Class. London, 1968, p. 82.
2) Willmott, H., Adolescent Boys in East London. London, 1966, p. 174,
3) Fyvel, T.R,, The Insecure Offenders. London, 1961.
4) Your Future in Clothing, op.oit., p. 5.
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general standard of Uvlig which "tends directly or indirectly to expand 
the market for clothing of all kinds, particularly outwear." '

The availability of uncommitted Income is a necessary but not 
sufficient condition for the increase in the expenditure on clothing on 
the part of young people in general and teenagers in particular. Such a 
tendency to spend the extra income on clothing is another necessary con
dition, The sources of such a tendency are sought by most sociologists 
in socio-psyohological and sooio-cultural factors. Such observers as 
Willmott tended to regard the economic factor — the availability of large 
disposable income itself as a means of assertion of the distinctive identi* 
ty of the teenagers* since "their emergence as consumers with relatively 
large disposable income ..• have helped to make them more aware of them
selves as.distinct section of the population. For these reasons they may 
be more confident, more assertive and somewhat more inclined to challenge 
adult authority.

A similar image of younger people as consumers is reflected in 
Uusgrove's study Youth and Social Order. He too refers to the impact of 
the new economic role of the young on their status. "They have on a scale 
without precedent this century economic power derived from independent 
earnings; they enter highly skilled occupations; they marry young. It 
is true that they are without the vote; they receive a bad Press. They

1) Ib id .

2) Willmott, H., op.oit.. p. 174,
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are without high status in the sense of enjoying the high regard of 
others, but they have considerable status (ttiough less than what is 
potentially theirs) terms of economic and social independence."^^
The consequence of this development is spelled out by B. Wilson, "The 
trade in symbols of power, prestige, sex and aggression has become an 
in-built part of the economy". '

Teenage expenditure is thus conceived as an integral port of teen
age culture, which is associated with the tension that characterizes a 
group consisting of ycxing people who have achieved economic independence 
but have not yet to carry the full responsibilities of adult life. "The 
period between school leaving and marriage has always been one of some 
strain, and conflict between conformity and rebellion",says G. Rose, 
adding the explanation that adolescent girls in particular realized that 
"marriage would limit their freedom to spend and to go out with the 
lads".^^ Consequently there is also"a general realization that the teen
ager should enjoy himself vdiile he could". The pattern of teenagers* and 
young people's expenditure which are inherent in the so-called ymtb 
youth culture can thus be interpreted in the context of style of life 
associated with a partioular stage of the life cycle which these younger

1) Musgrove, F., Youth and Social Order. 1964, p. 11.
2) Wilson, B.y op.clt.« p. 11.
3) Rose, G., op.cit.. p. 83.
4) Ibid.
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people have reached. Such an interpretation assumes that "each stage in 
life has a different style — the teenager, tiie your^ married, the young 
parents, the grand-parents, the widow or widower. Clearly family size 
is the key variable, since it will govern the amount of income avails 
able for expenditure after buyirg necessities and allowing for discre
tionary income.

In the context of such an approach, the patterns of consumption 
associated with youth culture are not permanent, and are associated with 
the so-called "moratorium"period. The consequences of these features 
of the economic behaviour of teenagers were pointed out by E.A. Jones, 
who maintained that* "In reality the teenagers are not so poweirful, 
either economically or otherwise, because they do not constitute a perma
nently stable group. Their tastes change very rapidly, and each year a 
proportion of their number defects in order to get married. As a result 
the commercial interests geared to the demands of the teenage market must 
find new ways to attract the suivort of the emerging 15-year olds 
New fashions are mentioned in this context as one of the means of promoting 
teenage expenditure. But surrender to fashion cannot be conceived as no 
more than good salesmanship cm the part of manufacturers. The surrender 
of young people in their late teens and early twenties to the influence

1) Musgrove, P., The Economic Structure. London, 1959, p. 57.
2) See* Erickson, W., "Identity and life cycle". Psychological Issue.

vol. 1, no. 1.
3) Johns, E.A. , cm.cit.. p. 131,
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of fashion has some socio-cuItural and psyohological explanation as well. 
Most of them put the emphasis on the tensions to which young people are 
subjeoted, and on their desire to assert their distinct identity. Such 
an interpretation of the surrender to fashion in the context of peer group 
bWiaviour has been put forward by S* Wilson* "The search for prestige in 
the peer group thus becomes a tansion-meintaining activity for young 
people. Tension is sustained by the very surrender to fashion, since 
each new fashion is of only limited duration in oonferrirg the prestige 
which the individual seeks*

The conclusion that the younger genexration's clothing behaviour is 
emphatically fashion-oriented, to the extent of ignoring economic consi
derations, is also Etuppiortsd by the findings of the National Economic 
Development Office survey. According to this survey* "Each individual 
appears to have a sense of the total number of garmaits appropriate for 
his (or her) wardrobe. Clearly this varies very considerably from indivi
dual to individual but applies particularly to married men and woman whose 
way of life has become relatively stable. It is less true of adolescents, 
who have not always had sufficient experience of buying their own clothes

2)to have developed a senae of the number they needs** * Moreover, adolescents 
attached a differwit meaning to the term 'last*. "For adolescents, lasting 
may be several months} for older men, yeeirs." ' The new yixith culture is

1) Wilson, B., op.oit.. p. 11.
2) Your Future in Clothing, op.cit., p. 73.
3) Ibid.. p. 72.
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devoid of class connotation; though not rooted in traditional class 
values and not associated with class consciousness, it has sprung rather 
from attitudes originating in the more prosperous section of the working 
class. It appears that there are two phases in the new identity develop
ment of younger people in Britain. In the first phase, the expression of 
peer group nusdes of behaviour ore typical mainly of young people from 
working class families, while in the second the so-called youth culture 
spreads beyond the boundaries of particular class. M. Abrams who was the 
first to draw attention to distinctive teenage economic behaviour wrote 
in 19S0I

"... the teenage market is aim ost entirely working 
class. Its middle class members are either still at 
school or college or else only just beginning on their 
careersI in either case they dispose of much smaller 
incomes than their working class contemporaries and it 
is highly probable, therefore, that not far short of 
90 percent of all teenage spending is conditioned by 
working class taste and values. The aesthetic of the 
teenage market is essentially a working class aesthetic 
and probably only entrepreneurs of working class origin 
will have a natural understanding of the needs of this 
market.

Following M. Abrams, E.A. Johns maintains that "As middle class 
and working-class adolescents used to be differentiated by the comparative 
poverty of the latter, so today it is the middle-class youth who is poor

1) Abrams, M., Part I, op.oit., pp. 1Ĉ 14,
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and his working class counterpart who is characterized by his affluence 
and his own peculiar spending habits.

The worklfg class connotation of the new youth culture and its 
economic expression in particular is also emphasized by G. Rose. Accord
ing to him, the teenagers* distinctive behaviour, including their incli
nation t» spend more on themselves and enjoy themselves while they can, 
is associated with "some elements in working class acculturation whldi,

2Iexaggerated in adolescence, tend to support leisure based subculture". *
Although as Abrams maintains, "The aesthetic of the teenage market is
essentially working class aesthetio"the growth of youth culture as
a separate and distinct p>henomenon in British society has a bearing on
the majority of teenagers including those with middle class backgrounds.
It is, as B. Wilson pointed out* "increasingly the way of life of the
larger part of the whole generation".However, in Wilson's view this
youth culture which "comprises a range of distinctive attitudes, postures,

5llife style and patterns of action" ' has a bearing on society as a whole. 
"Our society", he says, "is increasingly divided into age groupings, each 
with its appropriate behaviour patterns, and this division has largely

1) Johns, E.A., op.oit.. pp. 130-131.
2) Rose, Q., OP,cit.. p. 84,
3) Abrams, A., pp.cit.. p. 13.
4} Wilson, 8., op.oit.« p. 6.
5) Ibid.. p. 6.
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replaced the old class division.This view is not far from P. Musgrove*s 
emphasis on the life cycle as the most important determinant of style.

These conclusions about age groupings replacing class divisions may 
be too far-reaching. Yet is appears that the style of life of young people, 
including their behaviour as consumers, can no longer bp analysed without 
referring to age as a distinct factor whioh is not directly related to the 
class factor.

Social Class and the Clothing Market
The role played by pemr grwps in determining spending habits, par

ticularly with regard to fashionable clothing, justifies the support of the 
argument that "class oriented patterns of consumption are being modified, 
or as F. Zweig put it* "In the Sunday crowd you can hardly distinguish the 
working classes from the middle classes, especially in the ags-group between 
20 and 30."^^ Thus, in spite of the fact that the youth culture is aesthe
tically associated with the working class, its economics do not reflect 
what are supposed to be characteristic working class spending habits. How
ever, this is inconsistent with the assumption that the working classes
tend to spend "... more on food and less on conspicuous consumption such

3las clothes and flimishlngs, cars and refrigerators". * Working class

1) Ibid., p. 10.
2) Zweig, F., Worker in an Affluent Society. London, 1961.
3) Johns, E.A., op.oit.» p. 56.
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affluence on the one hand, and mass production on the other, facilitate 
the development of new spending habits. In this respect, the pattern of 
spending of the younger generation of the working class and the blurring 
of the differences in appearance between young petals of different classes, 
appears to represent a trend whioh is not entirely confined to certain age 
groups. The consequences of this trend were deecribed as followsi "At 
the turn of the century, the middle classes would undoubtedly have clearly 
declared their status by clothing. Present day affluence, improved tech
niques in the mass production and maxketing of clothing end the influence 
of the mass malia now mean that any attempt on the part of one section of 
the community to distinguish itself by its appexrel oan be quickly defeated 
if other people in the society also adopt the same fashion.

Acooxrdlng to the Ccurtauld market research survey the differences 
of the average numt^r of dxresssa owned by women in each class ax*e as fol
lows i

Table 10
Avexrepe Number of Dresses Owned by Woman in Each Class

Upper and middle classes 11.2
Bettexxiff woxrking class 9.8
Upper working class 8.1
Lower working class 6.7

SouxTcex Women's Outwear Market Raseaxrch flapord:. 
op.oit.

1) Johns, E.A., op.oit.. p. 71.
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Yet the number of dresses is hardly an indicator to either expen
diture on dresses or fashion consciousness. The figure does not tell 
us anything about the rate of exchange of old clothes for new ones and 
the prices of each drees. Much more important are the data concerning 
the weekly expenditure on clothing in general and women's in particular. 
The available date are not organized on the basis of class affiliation 
but of income group, but assuming that there is an association between 
class end Income it is possible to draw some conclusions from these 
figures with regard to class.
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The above data show clearly toat the family income is still a most 
important factor in determining the level of expenditure on clothing.
This tendency is observable along the whole scale. The h&gher the income 
the higher the expenditure on clothing. If this tendency as reflected in 
1967 data is characteristic it is reasonable to assume that the increase 
in affluence of the working class will indeed result in increased expend!' 
ture on clothing. This conclusion is also supported by the data about 
weekly expenditure on women's clothing of manual workers in the different 
income groups.

Table 12
Average weekly household expenditure (in shillings!« on women's clothing 

by income of head of houaetwld. workers in manual occupations

£15 £20 £25 £30
but but but but £35 All

Under under under under under or house
£15 £20 £25 £30 £35 more holds
2.73 3.74 5.52 7.32 9.00 17,48 8.66

Sourest Token from Family Expenditure Survey, 1967.

The tendency of the expenditure on clothing of the manual workers' 
households to rise with the rise of income is consistent and marked.

A similar tendency although less marked, is observable among other 
occupation groups. In two catégories of occupation both usually regarded 
as middle class occupations, there is a similar tendency of the expenditure 
on clothing to increase with the Increase in income. There is only one 
exceptionI the lowest income group in the 'middle class occupations'
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tends to spend more on clothing than the second lowest one.

Table 13
Average weekly household expenditure (in shillings) on women's clothing, 
by income of head of household, workers in professional, technical

administrative, managerial end teaching occupations

£10 £20 £25 £35
and and and and £50 All
under under under under or house
£20 £26 £35 £50 more holds
9,89 7.08 10,69 16.30 24.84 15.54

Source: Taken from Family Expenditure Survey, 1967,

Table 14
Average weekly household expenditure (in shillings) on women's clothina. 

by income of head of households, workers in cleidLcal occupations

£10 £20 £25
and and and £35 All
under under under or house
£20 £25 £35 more holds
11.43 6,62 14.69 24,07 15.39

Source: Taken from Family Expenditure Survey. 1967.

The three tables show clearly the effect of income on the weekly 
expenditure of the household on clothing. Yet they also show that the 
effect of class cannot be ignored altogether. The households of middle
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class occupations in all income groups tend to spend more on clothing 
than the manual workers* households. This tendency is also reflected 
in the expenditure of all the households of each occupational group. 
While the weekly expenditure of the low middle class occupational groups 
is about 15 shillings a week, the average expenditure of the manual 
workers occupational group is between 8-9 shillings a wed<. The effect 
of occupation is clearly less marked than the effect of income, but it 
is by no means negligible.

The effect of the rise of average weekly income in clothing ex
penditure is general and clothing expenditure on women's outer clothing 
in particular is also observable in data regarding the average expendi
ture for the periods 1962-1964, 1965-1965, 1964-1966, 1965-1967.

Table 15
Average weekly income and expenditure (in shillings) 

for various year intervals

1962-64 1963-66 1964-66 1965-67
Total average weekly income (in 
shillings) for the periods 1962-64, 
1963-65, 1964-66, 1965-67 441.74 468.49 503.38 534.35
Average weakly expenditure on 
clothing (in shillings) for the 
year periods 1962-64, 1965^6S, 
1964-66, 1966-67 34.91 37.36 39.33 41.13
Average weekly expenditure on 
women's outer clothing (in shil
lings) for the year periods 
1962-64, 1963-65, 1964-66, 1966-67 7.72 8.55 9.55 10.06

SourceI Taken from Family Expenditure Survey, 1967.
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The table shows clearly that there is a tendency for toe expendi
ture on women's clothing to increase more rapidly than the average 
household income. This tendency is clearly reflected in the Indexes of 
the average household income and average expenditure on clothing end 
women's out clothing. Table 16 shows the rates of increase based on 
period 1962-64, for each of the categories in table IS.

Table 16
Rates of increase in income, expenditure for clothing in general

and women's outer clothing

Household
average
income

Average household 
clothing expendi

ture
Average household 
expenditure on 
women's outwear

1962U64 100.0 100,0 100.0
1963-65 106.0 106,9 110.7
1964-66 113.9 112.6 123.7
1965-67 120.9 117.8 137.3

Source: Taken from Family Expenditure Survey. 1967.

The indexes tous reflect a simultaneous increase of the average 
income, average weekly expenditore on clothing end average weekly expendi
ture on women's outer clothing in particular. Moreover, they also reflect

1)toe tendency mentioned above in this chapter ' for the expenditure on

See p. fg
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women's outer clothing to increase nmre rapidly;.than the expenditure 
on clothing in general* However, the above data ere consistent with 
the proposition that expenditure on clothing is strongly associated 
with the level of income. An association between Income and expenditure 
on clothing also has a bearing on the question of the effect of social 
class on clothing behaviour. Income is known to be correlated with 
class, the latter defined in terms of occupation. Thus, even if as some 
observers suggest, the meaning of social class as such with regard to 
spending habits tends to change, the pattern of spending continues to 
be related to class through the effect of the income factor. The effect 
of the income factor thus conditions the extent to which the dividing 
lines between classes can be blurred as a result of changes in working 
class style of life. Consequently a socio-cuItural change which affects 
the working class consumers' tendency to buy more clothes ought to be 
regarded as a necessary but not sufficient condition for the change in 
their spending habits,

A much-discussed question among students of British society is to 
what extent, with the reduction of the income gap between tt% middle and 
the working classes, the gap between their style of life tends to narrow 
as well. Studies such as those of Young and Willmott, Goldthorps and 
Lockwood and Zweig have suggested that the socio-economic changes deriv
ing from working class affluence have indeed some socio-cultural conse
quences. Yet there are two different concepts regarding the sociological 
meanings of these changes. Willmott and Young's studies of family.
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ilkinship and class in Bethnal Breen and Woodford ' concluded that there 
is an inclination among a considerable number of the affluent workers to 
define themselves as middle class and to adopt middle class values. The 
Woodford study found that no less than 48% of the manual workers in their 
sample considered themselves as middle class. Moreover, there were only 
small differences in this respect between skilled workers on the one 
hand and semi-skilled workers and unskilled workers on the other. The 
Woodford enquiry also showed that the reasons for the working class mem
bers' claim to middle class status was their Inclination to Judge thenK 
selves on the basis of their pattern of spending, rather than on the way 
in which they earn their money, A similar view was expressed by M,
Abrams^^ who pointed exit w  the basis of his statistical analysis that 
the traditionally accepted spending habits of working class were altering. 
The thesis about an alleged embourgeoisement of the British working class 
was summed up by F* Zweig who maintained that "large sections of the 
working class find themselves on the move towards new rolddlo class values 
and middle class existence",This thesis was challenged by J, Boldthorps 
and David Lockwood, who suggested an altemat;ive Interpretxatlon of the 
change in woiking class values. According to them, it is not the

1) See* Young, M,, and Willmott, P,, Family and Kinship in East
London, London, 1957; Young, M«, end Willmot*, P., Family and Class 
in London Suburbs, London, 1950.

2) Speech at BritdLsh Inatitxite of Management Conference, Harrogate, as
reported in The Times Weakly Review. 26 Nov., 19^.

3} Zweig, F., qp.cit.
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erabourgaolsanent of the working class involving the acceptance of middle 
class values that has taken place but rather a certain change within the 
framework of working class attitudes. They argued that "The totality of 
this change may be best understood, we would suggest not as a movement 
towards but rather as a far-reaching adaptation and development of tradi
tional working class way of life under greatly altered economic and 
physical conditions.In line with this approach, they discuss the 
'privatised* working class man who is much more concerned with money and 
possessions than the traditional proletarian, and yet remains working-
class in many aspects of his thought and behaviour. Moreover the "on

2Igoing modification of the class frontier" * is not a result of a change 
in working class values only. Thus they recognize the possibility that 
the "social outlook of some sections of the middle class may represent 
a movement away from individualism which has been found characteristic 
of this class as a whole.Concluding this analysis, Goldthorpe and 
Lockwood claim that the change in attitudes of the different social 
classes may be "in the nature of 'independent convergence' between the new 
working class and the new middle class, rather than merging of one into 
the o t h e r O n  the basis of this conclusion, they argue that "it is 
Important that a focus of future research should be on the relationship

1) Goldthwpe, J.P., Lockwood, P., "Affluence and the British Class", 
Sociological Review, 1963, p. 152,

2) Ibid., p. 151.
3) Ibid.. p. 152.
4) Ibid.. p. 152.
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between a working class and those speclfio middle class groups which 
appear socially least distant from it."^) It is noteworthy that both 
the embourgeoisement thesis and the "normative convergence" thesis agree 
on the fact that in certain spheres of behaviour there is indeed a 
tendency towards blurring of class lines between the manual and non- 
manual group, at least as far as patterns of consumption are concerned. 
This change is significant in itself, whether or not the style of life 
of the woxkir^ and middle class respectively have been altered in other 
spheres as well. Moreover, looked upon from the narrow angle of our 
study, it is the change in spending habits in general and clothing expen
diture in particular that counts. In this respect, it is significant 
that both statistical data and the interpretation of these data by 
sociologists and market researchers are consistent with the proposition 
that fashion tends to have a considerable effect on the spending habits 
of the consumer in the clothirg mox+tet and in particular those of the 
young consumers.

1) Ibid.. p. 151.
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S u m m a r y
1. The spread of the influence of fashion can be expected to result 
in increased expenditure on clothing, but an increased expenditure on 
clothing does not necessarily reflect the impact of fashitwi,

2. Although the proportion of clothing expenditure to the total con
sumer expenditure has not changed much since #ie SO*s, consumer expendi
ture on clothing at fixed prices has increased constantly, together with 
the increase in total expenditure,

3. The expenditure on women’s outer clothing in the average family 
increased more rapidly than expenditure on clothing in general,

4. The 15-29 age group of consumers plays a bigger role in the clothing 
market than other age groups and tiieir percentage of expenditure on cloth
ing far exceeds their proportionate number in the population*

5. Social scientists who have studied the teenage spending habits f 

have related them to the development of the new youth culture which is
not class-oriented, although it is strongly influenced by working class 
aesthetics.

S, Working class affluence and mass; production facilitate the deve
lopment of new spending habits, including an increased expenditure on 
clothing,

7. Both income and occupation affect expenditure on clothing, but the 
effect of income is more marked.
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8. The expenditure of the average household on clothing, in parti
cular, increases with the rise of the average household incoo». The 
average expenditure on women’s outer clothing increases more rapidly than 
the rise in the average household income.

9. Two different interpretations were suggested of the new spending 
habits associated with working class affluence, embourgeoisement end 
convergence. Both interpretations imply blurring of class differences
in as much as patterns of expenditure, including expenditure on clothing, 
are concerned.
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CHAPTER III
Fashion in the CD’s - The Outlook of the Dresa Designer

"His art is a business, but his business is art."^^ Thus did the 
American sociologist C, Wright Mills describe the role of the designer in 
modem Mass Consumption Society.

In his statement about the dual orientation of the designer, Mills 
was dealing with the role of the designer in any kind of craft, but his 
definition is no doubt applicable to the particular case of the dress de-

2Isigner which can be regarded as typical. '

Describing the role of the designer, C.W. Mills wrote also*
"There are, I suppose, three kinds of obsolescence*
(l) Technological, as when something wears out or some
thing better is producedj artificial, as when some
thing is deliberately designed so that it will wear out; 
and (3) status obsolescence, as when fashions are created 
in such ways that consumption brings disgrage or prestige 
in accordance with last year’s or with this year’s model, 
and alongside the old struggle for existence, there is 
added the panic for status. It is in this economic situ
ation that the designer gets his 'main chance’. What
ever his aesthetic pretensions end his engineering 
ability his economic task is to sell. In this he joins

1} Mills, C.W., The Man in the Middle", L, Horowitz (ad.). Power.
Politics and People, p. 378.

2) Below the word ’designer’ will be used instead of dress designer.
In %?efex'enoe to our empirical study and the conclusions drawn from 
it, the term ’designer’ will apply to an even moire limited category* 
that of dress designer who specializes in women’s clothing.
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the advertising fraternity, the public relations coun
sellor and the market researcher. These types have 
developed their skills and pretensions in order to 
serve men whose God is the big sell. And now the deO 
signer joins thera."̂ ^

This description of the role of the designer puts the emphasis 
on his service to the menufacturer during the process of distribution. 
Although Mills sees the designer as the "man in the middle", from Mills' 
point of view, he is essentially acting in a manner analogous to a one
way channel of communication. Thus his mode of operation is not different 
in principle from that of the advertising agent, for example.

Consequently, the manufacturer is regarded as the source of all 
changes and the role of the conajmsr is conceived as a rather passive one. 
In describing how the designer is conditioned by the process of distribu
tion Mills wrote*

"The cultural workman himself, in particular the designer, 
tends to become pert of the means of distribution, over 
which he tends to lose control. Having 'established a 
market* and monopolized access to it, the distributor — 
along with his market r-esearcher — claims to 'know what 
they want*. So his orders — even to the freelancer — 
become more explicit and detailed. The price he offers 
may be quite high; perhaps too high, he comes to think, 
and perhaps he is right. So he begins to hire and to 
manage in varying degrees a stable of cultural workmen.
Those wim allow themselves to be managed by the mass

1) Mills, C.W., j^id^, p. 379.
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distributor ere selected and in time formed in such a 
way as to be altogether proficient, but perhaps not 
quite first-rate. So the search goes on for 'f^esh 
ideas', for exciting notions, for more alluring models; 
in brief for the innovator. &it in the meantime, back 
at the studio, the laboratory, the research bureau, the 
writers' factory, the distributor is ascendent over 
many producers who become the rank and file workmen of 
commercially established culture apparatus.

The key position of the designer with regard to the spread of 
fashion suggests that he n»y be a good source of information not only 
for his own role, but also for the process in which he participates. Of 
Course, as a participant in this process, ha is not an objective observer, 
but his own views and observations are still valuable even if they are 
biased. Moreover, the bias of the designer may have its own significance, 
and it affects his role in the process. ^

1] Mills, C.W,, 00.cit., p. 380.
2} Statistical and other objective data can provide only limited infor

mation about the clothing market and the role of fashion in this 
market. More detailed information can be obtained from the partici
pants in the process of the spread of fashion itself. Designers, 
fashion journalists and consumers are at the same time actors who 
both play a role in the process and are observers of the process.
Of course, their role as observers is affected by their role as 
participants. For example, the designer seeking commercial success 
has often to satisfy popular taste, which is not necessarily identi
cal with his own. Yet in as much as the ideology of the occupation 
emphasizes the artistic values of the occupation, it seems likely

(cont'd next p.)
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(Ftn, cont'd from previous p.)

that many designers would not easily admit that they prefer com
mercial success to originality. This kind of bias does not mean 
that the designers' and communicAtors' views and the information 
conveyed by them are valueless. They are worth studying for two 
reasons, (a) The prism through which designers and communicators 
view their own occupation, their clientele and the process of the 
spread of fashion effects their decisions. In spite of ideologi
cal biases and rationalization, the information conveyed by de
signers, fashion journalists and consumers cannot be expected to 
be entirely divorced from reality. In fact it is almost impossible 
to study a process of fashion behaviour without making use of this 
kind of information. The question is only how to minimize the 
effect of distortion caused by the inevitable discrepancy between 
reality and its perception of interested parties. This can be 
done by evaluating the information in the light of the conclusion 
drawn from an analysis of the bias of the information. Consequently, 
the study of the self-image of the designer and the communicator is 
relevant to tiie evaluation of his opinion about his clientele.
Thus an analysis of the responses of the designer and fashion 
journalist our questionnaires and interviews will aim at identi
fying the main issues involved in their self-image, (b) It is 
possible to infer from the answers sociologically meaningful 
information about the designers' and journalists' own behaviour, 
and their observations concerning fashion in general end the 
process of its spread in pazddLcular.
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Thus a study of the designer's own views can be expected to pro
vide valuable information, which might help us to answer the question of 
whether or not he consciously accepte vthe commercial motive as a guiding 
principle in his work. The designer is a less reliable source with re
gard to the objective characteristics of the fashion market. Since, in 
his position, he is associataj both with the manufacturer and with the 
consumer, he can be treated in this respect as a well-informed although 
not completely reliable observer.

The views and observations of the dress designer in Britain were 
probed both in close-ended questionnaires and open-ended interviews.
Both the questionnaires and the interviews focussed on the same aspects 
of the fashion market and of the designer's own view of his role in the 
process of the spread of fashion. The questions dealt with were* the 
self-image of the designer, his perception of his role, his reward 
expectations, his views about his position vis-a-vis the manufacturer 
on the one hand and the consumer on the other, and his impressions 
about the conduct of the other participants in the process by which 
fashion is spread, in particular the consumer.

The close-ended questionnaire was posted to outer clothing firms 
in Britain on the assumption that those firms in the ready-made women's 
clothing industry which employ dress designers would refer the question
naire to them. These questionnaires were sent to B70 firms in the

1] See Appendices A and B
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ready-made clothing industry all over England which are listed in the 
"Fabric and Clothing Trade Index 1964—1S65", The firms were asked to 
refer the questionnaires to the designers anployed by them. One hundred 
thirtyone designers answered the questionnaires; 310 firms could not be 
traced at the address roistered in the index; 314 returned the ques
tionnaires unfilled, most of them because they did not employ designers, 
some other firms were not a position to respond as they had been dis
solved or amalgamated with other firms, or went through other changes 
after the list had been published. Only 12 flatly refused to answer the 
questionnaires.

In addition to this close-ended questionnaire 26 London top 
designers were interviewed in dap'tti,̂  ̂ The interviews weare conducted on 
the! basis of open- questions covering the same topics as the close-ended 
nwdü-d questionnaire. Among the 26 designers interviewed ware 3 of 11

1} The term 'top designers' refers to; 1, Haute Couture dress 
designers, 2. ready-made dress designers who are known to 
specialize in designing high quality modes which are sold in 
email series. These designers included those who are responsible 
for the spread of the new British originated style known as the 
London Look. The seasonal fashion show of the "London Fashion 
House" and "Associated Fashion Designers of London" are looked 
upon as the source of inspiration for dress designers all over 
Britain.
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London Haute Couture designers, 8 out cf 10 members of the group known 
as London Fashion House, and 15 of the 17 members of the Aeeociated 
Fashion Designers of London. The questions included in both question
naires were divided into seven groups:

The first group focussed on the concept of fashion in general, 
its relation to class, nationality and age group, the effect of mass 
production on it and the reasons for changes in fashion.

The second group of questions dealt with the diffusion of fashion. 
These questions aimai at finding out what designers thought about the 
spread of fashion, and the factors idiich proonte this spread.

The designers' opinion of their cliaitele was probed in the third 
group of questions. These questions had a double purpose: on the one
hand they aimed at gathering information about the consumer and the 
Haute Couture client as seen from the viewpoint of the designer. On the 
other hand some of the questions were intended to find out which group 
of clients or consumers the designers had in mind whwi they designed 
their models.

The fourth group of questions aimed at tracing the influences which 
have an impact on the designer's work. Designers were asked where they 
got their ideas from, whether they were affected by other designers and 
whether they attended fashion shows.

The self-image of the cosigner was the subject of the fifth group 
of questions. Some of the questions in this group dealt with the image 
of the designer's occupation, end whether it was conceived as an art or
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croft. The designers were also asked to state whether they preferred 
to take into consideration "functional values", aesthetic values or cost 
when designing; and whether they felt that they had a style of their 
own. Another question referred to the designer's view about the dif
ferences between designers of the Haute Couture and the designers of 
ready made clothes.

The sixth group of questions focussed on the process of designing 
new models. The designers were asked whether they worked on their own 
or with a group, and to what extent their work was conditioned by techno
logical factors such as the materials, their colours and the accesswiea 
required for the garments.

The last group of questions concerned ttw balance of reward of 
the designer, and his reasons for choosing designing as a career.

TjTB__Sel^lroegg_^_of_Jd2e_0ress__DBsign^

The examination of the onpirical data was based on the assumption 
that while the interviews in depth of 'top designers' provide more in
sight into the way in which the dress designers conceived their role, 
the prevailing attitude of the members of the occupation can be better 
inferred from the responses to the close-ended questionnaire. Thus we 
preferred to tackle the answers to the close-ended questionnaires first 
and on the basis of analysis of the answers to proceed with the examina
tion of the more elaborate responses to the top designers to the open- 
ended questions put to them.
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Of thé various groups of questions included in the close-ended 
questionnaire, those dealing with the self-image of the designers were 
most indicative as to the position of the designer in the process of for
mation and spread of fashion. One of the questions put to the designers 
in the close-ended questionnaire was: What ere the most important quali
ties a designer needs? The designers were asked to state their first, 
second and third preference in a list of suggested qualities. The dis
tribution of the answers was as followst

Table 17

question* "What are the most important qualities a designer needs?"

Qualities suggested
Responses by preference 

Nos.
1st 2nd 3rd

Originality 23 12 11
Creativity 42 24 12
Taste 24 21 19
Technical ability 14 35 21
Ability to adjust to mass market 14 16 22
Ability at public relations 2 1 3
Courage 8 3 a
Luck 3 6 15
No answer 1 13 20
T o t a l  responses 131 131 131
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It la clear from the answers as to first preferences that the 
largest ccmcaitration of respionses relate to "artistic" qualities of 
originality, creativity and taste.

Indeed, taken together, these first preferences represwt the 
responses of the overwhelming majority (89 out of 131) of the designers 
who answered the question. Only 14 of them put the emphasis on "ability 
to adjust the model to the mass market", and only few, in fact only 2, 
mentioned "ability at public relations".

As to the second preference, the respcwises show a shift towards 
an emphasis on technical ability, 35 out 131 or the largest single con
centration of second preferences. The "ability to adjust to the mass 
market" and the "ability at public relations", which together may be 
taken to represent the "market approach", constitute only 16 out of a 
total of 131 first preference re^jonaes, 17 second preference and 25 
third preference.

The conclusion that can be drawn from these data is that in the
first preference most designers clearly tend to emphasize the three artis
tic qualities (originality, creativity and taste). On the second and 
third preference there is a stronger emphasis on craftsmanship end market 
orientation.

The dilemma is also reflected in the answers of the 'top designers'
When asked in the interviews "What ere the most important qualities of a
successful designer?", the answers in general reflected the "dual
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orlentatiâo"^^ of the designers, and almost all answers referred to 
more than one quality. Typical answers of this kind were: "Natural
ability, coupled with experience of understanding their commercial 
market", "Combination of ability to produce and to gain public recog
nition" , "Being creative, know how to out, to sew and be practical".

The exception to this rule were a few designers who mentioned 
only one quality which in all cases reflected market orientation: "Prao-
ticability”, "adaptability", and "knowledge of what is selling".

It seems therefore that alüiough there is little difference be
tween the two groups of designers as regards adaptability to the market, 
paradoxically the 'top designers' ware those who appeared to attach 
slightly more importance to market orientation. But this difference 
may be rooted in the difference between open-ended and close-ended 
questions, which enabled most of the 'top designers' to avoid the dilemma 
of which of the qualities mentioned by them was considered by them to 
be more impraortant.

The question whether the designers conceived their occupation as 
an art or craft was also asked in the close-^nded questions in a more 
direct way. The distribution of responses to the question "Do you look 
at your occupât ion as an art or craft?" was as follows*

1) See p. 89.
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Tabla 10

"Do you look on your occupation as an art or craft?”

Suggested nature 
of occupation

Re^3ons83
Nos,

Art 23
Craft 22
Both 79
No answer 7
T o t a l 131

It la clear that the possibility of giving the answer 'both* en
abled most of the designers to avoid the dilemma involved in formulating 
an unequivocal answer to Wie question astcsd. Consaquantly it is diffi
cult to interpret in a meaningful way the fact that of the designers who 
did not make use of the possibility to answer 'both', about half re
garded their occupation as an art, while the other half preferred to 
regard it as a craft.

The same question was also included in the interviews with the 
'top designers', and most of them tended to respond by giving answers 
such OS: "A bit of both", "a mixture", etc. But there was one note
worthy difference between them and the designers who anor;erW the close- 
ended questionnaire. There wore many more of the 'top designers' who 
referred to their occupation as a 'craft' than those who referred to it
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as an 'art*. In fact, all the answers could be classified either in the 
category of "both" or in that of 'craft'. Only one 'top designer' 
assarted in an unequivocal way that he regarded his occupation as an art. 
Some of the explanations given by the top designers interviewed are also 
worth mentioning, as they cast light on the attitudes behind the 
answers,

"Both — it's a craft in that you must have the know-how; but 
essentially it is an art — people who design well are artists - they are 
creative at this when they could have been creative at somethir^ else. I 
would have liked to be a portrait paintmr - but it's commercialized now”. 
Another designer who regarded the occupation as aboth an art and a craft 
said: "In colours and theme - art. Putting it together so that it
matters, all sorts of figures and shapes - that's craft". Another typical 
answer was: "A craft, wall, the designing is an art, but somewhere along
the line it becomes a craft. I am a businessmanI"

The designers' image of their occupation is not necessarily identi
cal with their views regarding the criteria by which a successful designer 
is recognized.

The difference between the two was demonstrated in the responses to 
the question of who was the successful designer.
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Table 19 
The Successful Oeslgner

Suggaahad criteria of the Responses
successful desinner Nos.

Artistic success 12
Public recognition 21
Commercial success 91
No answer 7
T o t a l  131

In answering the question leas than 10^ of the designers regarded 
the artistic designer as the successful one. More designers acc^ted 
the test of public recognition as a criterion for success in the occupa
tion. But it is clear that in the view of the great majority of designers 
polled, the most important criterion is "commercial" success. No less 
than 91 out of 131 designers equated success in general with commercial 
success.

The view expressed by the top designers in the open-ended question
naires reflected a similar tendency. Most of the answers reflected the 
opinion that success is measured in "public recc^nition — in terms of 
press, publicity and of course sales". "Natural ability" was mentioned 
in several answers, but so were "experience", "luck", "adaptability to 
conditions". It was thus clear that the respondents had no doubts in 
their minds that the meaning of success of a designer is "how well his 
collection sells, and the difference of opinion here is only about which 
of the qualities increased sales". Most of the designers interviewed had
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a clear view that the successful designer is "not designing for himself 
but for the people wNi will buy". Thus when asked about what makes a 
designer unsuccessful one answer was* "Trying to be too arty". Another 
designer added* "The Royal College of Art produce designers every year, 
but they have no idee how to make clothes”. The same designer suteaed up 
the prevailing view of the respondents when he said: "At present you
can't be a success until you are practical".

There is an apparent discrepancy between the designers' assessment 
of their situation as reflected in the question about the successful de
signer on the one hand, and their own view about the desiredale nature of 
the occupation on the other hand. The responses to the question* "What 
are the most important qualities a designer needs?" appear to reflect the 
ideology of the occupation which emphasized the "artistic" values such as 
originality and creativity. But at the same time the designers are aware 
of the fact that it is commwcial success rather than individual creati
vity that determines the status end reputation of the designer. Since 
the origin of the designer's occupation is rooted in the "elitist" 
orientation of Haute Couture, most designers prefer to retain the 
"artistic" self-image which characterizes the close circle of Haute 
Couture designers.

Yet this self-image is not identical with the designers' percep
tion of toe reality of the mass market dominatedby the "commercial" 
approach. Thus many designers pxrefer to express their own attitudes in 
ideological terms, while adopting a different approach when their atten
tion is focussed on the realities of the market. In other words, they
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would like to think toat although the commercialized designer is more 
likely to succeed, they themselves ere not "prostituting" their work by 
sacrificing artistic values.

The impact of the ideology of the occupation is reflected also 
in answers to the question* "Do you think you have a style of your own?" 
In answering this question, most designers claimed to have a style of 
their own and thus in fact expressed their belief in the value of indi
vidual creativity inherent in the ideology of the occupation.

Table 20
Distribution of responses to the question 
about oripinality of designers* own style

Responses
Claim of originality Nos.

Having a style of his own 93
Does not have a style of his own 32
No answer 6
T o t a l  131

The emphasis on individual creativity does not necessarily imply 
a preference for it. It appears that whor* asked, "Personally would you 
prefer to design for a limited selected group, or for a mass market?", 
many designers, in fact, the majority of toem, preferred to ctesign for 
the mass market rather than for a limited selected group.
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Table 21
Distribution of reaponses to the question 

about desicners* market orientation

Responses
Preferences Nos.

Mass market orientation 68
Selected group orientation 62
No answer 1
T o t a l 131

When asked to explain their preferences, designers who preferred 
to work for the mass market expressed their view that: "It gives a more
interesting variety of work", or "More scope for designing", and even 
that "Mass market designing is far more creative". Similar answers were 
given also by those who preferred to design for a selected group, but 
the emphasis was rather more on the possibility to express "originality 
in design* and to produce "unusual designs" and even "ultra fashions".

The designers idio explained their preferences using economic argu
ments also belonged to one of the two categories, namely those who pre
fer to design for mass production, and those who preferred to design for

1} The question about the preference of the designer was followed by 
a supplementary question in which the designers were asked to 
give their reasons for their preference. The arguments cited 
above were selected from the responses to this supplementary 
question.
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a selected group. While one designer preferred to design for the mass 
market becausei "Income end profit are there", another expressed the 
view that designing for a selected group "pays better". There ware also 
those who preferred to design for the mass market because there is more 
satisfaction in "seeing masses of your design in production", or "you 
feel a better sense of achievement to know that 100% of women are wear^ 
ing your design", or even "I want every woman to have a chance to dress 
well".

These answers can also be interpreted as reflectirg an awareness 
that Haute Couture was declining as a major source of new styles and 
designs.

It is impossible to know to what extent the designers* statements 
were genuine expressions of their intentions, and to what extent they 
were no more than rationalization. It seems that designers who etqiressed 
preferences for designing for the mass market did not think that they 
were severely restricted by either the market condition or the demands of 
the manufacturer. They appeared to believe that even when designing for 
the mass market it was possible for them to maintain at least some degree 
of what they regarded as "creativity". The view that designing for the 
mass market is not profoundly different from designing for Haute Couture 
is not shared by the top designers, which includes Haute Couture designers.

1) This assumption about the decline of the Haute Couture is supported 
by the objective evidence. When our research started in 1964, 
there were 11 Haute Couture houses in Britain; three years later 
there were only three of them.
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The group of *top designers' who were interviewed in d^th were 
inclined to emphasize and over-anphaslze the difference between them
selves and designers for the mass market. Answers such as "Haute Couture 
is still really an art, ready-made clothes more of a craft", were 
typical of most of them. They claimed that "Haute Couture is more 
creative than mass production", that "the wholesale designer is more 
hampered", that "the couturier has no price limit and can do whatever 
he wants", and even that some of them are "very artistic and what they 
do is comparable with any painter". Only a few of those in this category 
of designers did not demonstrate this kind of status consciousness, and 
did not claim that the Haute Couture designer is in a way superior to the 
reeuiHBade clothes industry's one. One Haute Coutore designer who claimed 
that there doesn't need to be any difference betwewi the two added: "I
do both". Another even maintained that the ready-made designers have the 
"advantege of being practical".

The views expressed in these interviews, like the answers to the 
questionnaires, do not provide conclusive evidence about the position of 
the designer in relation to the manufacturer, on the one hand, end the 
consumer, on the other.

The limitation deriving from the economic conditioning of the 
designer's work was emphasized by only a few designers, in particular 
by the Haute Couture ones when commenting on the ready-made designers. 
Most of the mass production designers emphasized the opportunities pro
vided by the market rather than the limitations imposed on them by its 
demands, and continued to regard their work as creative and their role
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as active rather than passive. On the whole, most answers presented a 
rather balanced image of a designer who has to take into consideration 
the commercial aspect of his trade, but still manages to possess a strong 
sense of craftsmanship.

The Dress Designer and his Clientele

The designer's coron»rcial success depends on his ability to receive 
and interpret "messages" which indicate the aspiration of the constmer, 
and to reconcile thorn with other messages expressing the commercial out
look of the manufacturer. Looked at from this vieif̂ xiint, the role of the 
designer is active; it involves processes of selection and decision-making 
which in matters of style are considered creative.

As we have seen stove, most designers thought that the success of 
the designer is measured by his commercial success, that is to say, that 
such success is dependent on the response of the clientele to the work of 
the designer. Thus a high premium is put on the success of the designer 
in anticipating this response. A designer whose designs fulfil the expecta
tions of the clientele is likely to have a commercial success and conse
quently be considered a successful designer by his colleagues. It is not 
realistic to astome that the taste of the designer will always be identi
cal with that of his clientele. Moreover, it is not likely that a designer 
who is bound to seek commercial success only will always be in a position 
to design for the group which he regards as his ideal clientele. On the 
basis of these premises, a realistic outlook on the part of the designer 
can be expected to produce a discrepancy between the distribution of
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answers to the two questionsi "When you design a garment who ore you 
mainly designing for?", and "If you were in a position to design clothes 
for whoever you wanted to, whom yould you design for?" Yet whwi these 
two different questions were put to the designers who answered the close- 
ended questionnaire, the distributions of the answers to the two questions 
were rather similar. The answers to the two questions were as follows 
(some designers mentioned more than one category].

Table 22

Clientele
Intended
Responses

Nos.
Ideal

Responses
Nos.

Miss Average 19 18
Every woman 20 12
Teenagers 24 21
Younger women 21 27
Middle-aged women 14 8
The modem fashionable woman 38 42
Woman with good taste 29 38
Wealthy women 5 0
Others 0 0
T o t a l 170 166
Did not answer 10 6

n » 131
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The belief on the part of the designer that the intended consumers 
ere identical with the ideal consumers can be attributed either to a dis
regard of the intended clientele or to a rationalization by means of 
which aspirations are modified to suit the limitations of reality.

The most popular answers to both of the questions mentioned above 
were* "The modem fashionable woman" and "Women with good taste".
Much less popular were the categories which avoided the evaluation of the 
clientele's approach to fashion, such as "Miss Average", or "Everywwnan", 
Age categories such as "teenagers" and "younger women" were more popular 
than categories such as "Everywoman" and "Miss Average", but far less 
popular than ideologically loaded categories such as "The modem fashion
able woman" and "Women with good taste".

Two rather small differences between the answers to the two questions 
are noteworthy. The category "Everywoman" was mentioned by 20 designers in 
the answer to the first question, against only 12 in answer to the second 
question. This difference might indicate a "realistic" outlook on the part 
of some designers. The second small differenceconcerns age category. It 
emerges from the answer to the second question that designers prefer to 
design for younger women, rather than for teenagers. But when commenting 
on the intended clientele, nrare designers mentioned "teenagers" than 
"younger women".

Designers were also asked to explain the reasons for designing and 
wanting to design for the particular groups mentioned by them.
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Table 23
Distribution of reasons for ciesianers* 

to their intended clientele

Reasons
Responses

Nos.
Becfwse they like changes 40
Because they have better taste 30
Because they have a flair for fashion 42
Because they are "with it" 20
Because they have better figures 7
Because it is easier to produce 19
Because it is #%e firm&6 policy 89
Because of a wider market S
T o t e 1 252
Old not answer 10

n - 131

The responses to the designers show that they accept the fact 
that the policy of the firm conditions their work, at least with regard 
to the particular group for whom they are designing. This particular 
group may be identical with the desired group, but it is likely that in 
many cases there will be a discrepancy between the desired and the 
intended group. Yet, the fact that many designers maintained that they 
were designing for a particular group "because they like change", or
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"because they have better taste", or "because they have a flair for 
fashion", or "because they are 'with it'", indicate that many designers 
who answered the questionnaire thought that the group they ware design
ing for in accordance with the firm's policy was not imposed on them 
against their will, and that they had other good reasons to design for 
this group beside the "firm's policy".

The fact that the designers who realized that they had to follow 
the firm's policy still added other reasons for designing for a particu
lar group, may be interpreted in two different waysi One possible inter
pretation is that the additional reasons r^resent rationalization. The 
other interpretation is that the firm's policy in this respect coincides 
with their desires* It is impossible on Uie basis of our data to decide 
which of these two interpretations is the more appropriate.

The answers to the question regarding the reasons for wanting to 
design for a particular group are of little help in this respect. As 
the question about the firm's policy concerns the existing situation, 
and not the desired one, the category of the "firm's policy" was omitted 
from the alternatives offered to the designers when they were asked "Why 
they want to design for a particular group”. Consequently the distri
bution of the answers to the two questions are not comparable. In 
addition to this, 23 designers did not give any reasons for wanting to 
design for a particular group, as against 10 who did not give reasons 
for designing for the intended group.
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Table 24

to their ideal clientele

Reasons
Responses

Nos.
Because they like changes IB
Because they have better taste 32
Because they have a flair for fashion 45
Because they are "with it" 9
Because they have better figures 8
Because it is easier to produce 7
Because they have more money 6
T o t a 1 125
Did not answer 23

n » 131

The reference to the questions about the group for which the de
signer's work is oriented, thus proved to be of a limited value only.
They did not project much light on the designer's perception of his 
clientele.

It appears that due to the limitations of the close-ended tpuestion- 
naire, the responses to the above mentioned two questions produced rather 
poor results from the viewpoint of our research.
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A much clearer picture of the designer's perception of his clientele 
emerges from the interviews in depth with the * top designers*, both in 
the reedyMmetde clothes industry and Haute Couture. Some of the answers 
to the question of the interviews ware detailed enough to enable us to 
understand tf% attitudes of the *tc^ designers' toward their customers or 
consumers. Nevertheless, there is no single exclusive pattern which could 
be labelled as the "designer's outlook", In fact there were considerable 
variations in: the perception of the 'top designers' of their clientele, 
as reflected in the responses to the questions put to them.

Most of the 'top designers' interviewed were aware of the necessity 
of finding some kind of mean between their own desire to express creativity 
and the demand of the market} but there were clear differences in emphasis 
between the different designers. When asked "When you design a garment 
who are you designing for?", some designers answered simply "The custo
mer", while others claimed that "Designers always design for themselves, 
unconsciously, if not consciously". There were also such answers as "The 
average woman in the street", the "Average English woman", and "Anyone 
who likes our stuff". One of the designers whose first reaction was to 
answer simply "the customer", qualifiedtiis answer when he went on to ex
plain his attitude. He said* "Depends «diat section you are designing for; 
if Couture, one knows what kind of life these people live. It is hard 
work designing something for someone who doesn't want to be bored by it 
by Christmas. You can make a marvellous model, but you must think if you 
can make it to their satisfaction. But you can't think entirely of the 
customer; the vendor wants the fashion of two years ago". Moving in the
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opposite direction was another designer who started by claiming 
"Designers always design for themselves consciously and unconsciously", 
and then while talking became aware of the existence of the consumer 
and said: "But here it is difficult to design for myself because Britain
has a certain image for the foreign buyer - we have many — it is a very 
British image - never mind if Bz^tish clothes aren't what the typical 
Briton wears, the foreign buyer thinks they are — and for the English 
it's quality, idirough and through". Some statements were more extreme.
On the one end of the continuum were answers such as "For the market, 
for the consumers, we know what would sell". While on the other end were 
answers such as "I design for the tall, beautiful woman, for myself 
and for my pleasure".

Some designers tend to project their dilemma and the compromise 
at which they arrive on to the canaumer. To this category belong designers 
who claimed to design for "A particular mentality, a group that follows 
us", or for "People who understand clothes". A more detailed illustra
tion of this category is represented by the following answer which is a 
typical example of the manner in which some designers conceive the image 
of their clientele, and reflects their own state of mind: "We are a
company designing for a woman who is aware of fashion but doesn't dictate 
fashion, a women who will select what is suitable for her life, for the 
mature woman, and the woman who thinks about her clothes in advance. Our 
clothes are not for the impulsive buyer, they are very selective and 
rather conservative, of good quality, between 8-15 gns., classic, 
chic, very adaptable". It appears as if such^designer almost identifies
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the Ideal fashionable woman with the woman who buys his product; and a 
designer working on the basis of such assumptions would probably attempt 
to impose his own taste on the consumer, rather than respond to the 
demands of the nmurket. Yet he is fully aware of the fact that he has to 
wozk for a particular clientele* It is also reasonable to assume that 
this clientele really exists, although it does not necessarily possess 
the idealized qualities attributed to it by the designer. This answer 
is a good example of the way in which ideological attitudes end commercial 
considerations intermingle with each other in the mind of the designer.

A less ideological view about the manner in which the designer's 
intentions and the consumer's demand can be reconciled was expressed by 
the désigna? who said: "They come back because they like my particular
style. I can't force them to buy what they don't like, but on the other 
hand designers, like artists, don't create masterpieces all tiie time; the 
designer sometimes thinks that he has created something of extreme beauty, 
and the customers don't like it. On the other hand, sometimes he thinks 
it will be a failure and it is a success; usually masterpieces are 
failures". The feeling on the port of the designers that in order to 
succeed in their occupation they must find some kind of modus vivendi 
between their artistic aspirations end creativity on the one hand aid the 
demands of their clientele on the other, may be vaguely expressed, but it 
represents the real dual role of the designer, who is both a creative 
craftsman and an interpreter of the public mood.

This attempt to reconcile the two elements is also expressed in 
Wie responses of the designers to the question about what their clientele 
are looking for when buying a new garment. In answering this question
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the designers were asked to refer to three alternatives in an order of 
priority.

Table 25
Designers* views on their clientele's considerations 

when buying new garments

Responses by preferences 
_____ Nos,_______

Considerations 1st and 3rd
Quality 18 22 29
Simplicity 4 2 6
Good cut 9 20 16
Good value for money 22 36 24
Interesting design 13 12 14
Fashionable design 41 14 10
Something different from what they have 18 15 12
Clothes not affected by fashion 1 1 ' 4
No answer S 9 16
T o t a l  responses 131 131 131

The distribution of the answers in the first priority reflected a 
tendency to refer to alternatives which are associated with the desire to 
be in fashion. No less than 72 out of 126 stated that the first preference 
of their clientele is "fashionable design", "aoemthing different to what 
they had before", or "interesting design", while only smaller numbers
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referred to the economic considerations such as "good value for money". 
The picture changes in the distribution of answers in the second prefer
ence. Hers there la a considerable increase in the mentions of the 
economic considerations, in particular "good value for money", or "qua
lity of the garment". A similar tendency although less emphasized is 
reflected also in the third priority. It is also noteworthy that some 
designers who mentioned the first priority did not refer to second and 
third priorities. And thus tdie number of those who did not answer is 
only 5 in the first priority, as against 16 in the third priority.

The answers in general can be interpreted as conveying the view of 
the designers that the consumers are affected both by the desire to be
fashionable and by economic considerationswith a tendency towards a
slightly stronger emphasis on fashion aspirations in the first priority. 
The attribution of the desire to be fashionable to the consumer is rela
ted to the role of the designer as a creator of new designs, while the
references to the economic considerations of the clientele requires an 
adaptation to commercial considerations from the designer. In this 
respect the answers to the question "What do you think your clientelp 
are looking for while buying a new garment?" can be interpreted as 
related to the "dual orientation" of the designer.

The open-ended questions put to the 'top designers' also reflect 
the dual orientation of the designers. There was confusion among the 
designers between their views about wrfiat the clientele are looking for 
and their concept of the ideal clientele. "I would love them to look 
for something new and exciting and different and forget that it must be
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safe I "I prefer a person to be openmlnded — faahion consciousness of a 
person must come out when they see a collection, like short skirts are 
now generally accepted", said another. On the other hand there were 
those who applied to what they thought to be the real clientele. Among 
them were those who responded in answers such asi "Good value for money", 
or even describe the actual clientele as "people who Just don't want any
thing way out or modem".

This duel orientation of the dress designer is associated with the 
question of the nature of the occupation. In our references to the de
signers as a group we preferred to call them an occupation, but they them
selves regard themselves as a profession. "Our profession is an honour
able one and we must maintain a high standard", says the first clause in 
the code of ethics of the "London Association of Clothes Designers and 
Production Manners".  ̂ The self-image of the dress designer as tdmt of 
members of a "creative occupation" has many elements in common with that 
of the members of the liberal professions. Yet they lack at least one 
important attribute of a profession, notably the ability to monopolize 
the entry into the occupation. There are schools of dress designers who 
issue diplomas to their graduates, there is also a formal association of 
dress designers. But there is no way of preventing the appearance of 
non-qualified designers, and of preventing those who are not members of 
the association from entering the profession. Moreover, some of the

1) Code of Ethics of London Association of Clothes Designers and 
Production Managers. London, 1939, see appendix C.
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more successful designers, those of Haute Couture in particular, are not 
members of the association.^^

Another clause worth mentioning in the "code of ethics" of the 
clothes designers and production managers concerns their relationship 
with the employers: "In our relations with our employers, we must mani
fest an interest in the business equal to their own, showing a spirit

2]of co-operation with the success of the business as our sole aim". '

This clause reflects an unequivocal preference for the commercial 
orientation over the creative or artistic orientation. The attitudes 
expressed in the clause are by no means balanced by another clause that 
says: "We must keep ourselves well informed, maintain an active and
open mind towards new and progressive ideas, and serve the best interests 
of all by a willing exchange of ideas and suggestions, thus further ad
vancing and developing the clothing industry".The demands made on the 
designers to ke^ themselves "well informed" and "maintain an active and 
open mind to progressive ideas" appears to reflect the designers' aspi
ration to the status of a profession. That is to say, a "profession" in 
the sense that it is used by sociologists, who maintain that the role of 
the professional involves mediation between a body of knowledge and the

1) For example: None of the 'top designers* interviewed for this
study appears in the list of the members of the association.

2} Code of Ethics.(clause 6).
3] Code of Ethics,(clause 3).
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wider public.Yet the drees designer can hardly compare the body of 
knowledge possessed by him to that of a member of a liberal profession. 
According to the sociological theories about professions, a physician 
or a lawyer for example, has the advantage of being in an authoritative 
position in relation to his patient or client, because he can apply 
knowledge Wiich the client himself does not possess. He is expected to 
exercise his skill on behalf of his client to the best of his ability, 
but without the client himself being able to intervene and to influence 
the way in which he carries out these tasks. In the exchange between 
him and the client, the latter provides only the fee, while tiie full 
responsibility for decision-making with regard to the tasks involved is 
supposed to lie with the professional man.

This theory cannot be applied without modifications to the rela
tionship which exists between the "creative professional" and his cli
entele. The "creative professional" deals with matters of teste rather 
than knowledge. His craftsmanship involves, in addition to technical 
skills, sensitivity to the response of the clientele in relation to the 
service he offers it. The process of exchange between him and the client 
involves more than an exchange of money for know-how, or for knowledge, 
or even for good taste. The product, whether commodity or service, of 
the "creative professional" has to be modified in view of the values

1) See: Carr Saunders, A.M., Wilson, P., The Professions, Oxford
University Press, Oxford, 1933; Vollmer, H.M., Mill., C.P., 
Professionalization » New Jersey, 1966; Parsons, T., The^Sorial 
System, TAvistock Publications, London, 1952.
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attached to it by the client, and these values are subjected to changes 
in the socio-cuItural environment, as well as to the impact of other 
professionals in the field. Thus the contribution of the clientele to 
the profession is not confined to money or even to money and prestige, 
but includes also "taste" which supposedly is the expertise df the pro
fessional. This theory appears to fit the case of the fashion designer 
in particular and might explain the variety of rather confused and incon
sistent expressions of attitudes on the part of designers towards their 
own professional role.

Most of the statements of attitudes on the pert of designers in
cluded three elements which together are compatible with the theory 
outlined above, (a) An emphasis on the role of their own creativity in 
the process of their work, (b] The acceptance of the expected response 
of the clientele as a consideration which modifies their own preference 
in matters of teste, (c) The realisation that the ability to reconcile 
the designer's own "artistic" sense with the limitations imposed on it 
by the client will be tested in the market. These characteristics of 
the designer's role apply to Haute Couture as well as to those who work 
for the ready-made industry, but the latter have to take into consider
ation the existence of the manufacturer, who is also an indirect parti
cipant in the process of fashion designing.

The deamnd made by the designers' code of ethics — that of mani
festing an interest in the business equal to that of the employer — 
reflects an image of the employer as an embodiment of the interest in 
the success of the business. In this respect, the employer is not
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conceived as having a personal independent view, but as representing the 
commercial orientation as such. In a way, the employer can be looked upon 
as the channel by which the economic limitations associated with the 
market situation are conveyed to the designer. In the case of the Haute 
Couture designer, on the other hand, the awareness on the part of the 
designer of the manufacturer^ demand is replaced by direct economic depen
dence on the client.

The designer in the ready-made clothes industry end the Haute Couture 
designer also differ from each other as regards the kind of sensitivity, 
that enables them to respond to the demands of their market. In the case 
of the Haute Couture designer, his market consists of individual clients 
and the relationship between him and the client is in many cases particu
laristic. Moreover, the emphasis is on the individuality of each client, 
including his idiosyncratic demands. The mass-market designer, on the 
other hand, has to respond to a "climate of opinion", "Zeitgeist", rather 
than to the personal demand; his relationship with the consumer, in his 
case, is no more than an abstraction, and is more universalistic. The 
designer here aims at satisfying some ideal type of a certain category of 
consumer or even in some cases the "average consumer" in general. Conse
quently, he is oriented toward the ccwiraon denominator of his potential 
clientele, i.e. of those who conform to a general trend, rather than of 
those who emphasize their individuality.
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Designers' Views on Fashion

The designer's self image as a member of an occupation is bound 
to be connected with his views about the function of his occupation, 
i.e. the creation of fashion, A relevant question in this respect is 
the question as to the extent to which designers regard changes in fashion 
as stimulated by members of their occupation.

Table 26
Designers' explanations for changes in fashion

Responses
Sources of Change Nos.

Society is changing 35
Women get bored with their clothes 33
Women have more money to spend on clothes 24
Industry demands changes 19
Designers stimulate changes 59
Mass media stimulate changes 32
T o t a l  202
Did not answer 6

The dosigners* explanation of changes in fashion show that the 
explanation according to which designers stimulate changes was mentioned 
58 times. The mass media were mentioned 32 times, while the view that 
industry demands changes was mentioned only 19 times. The view that
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changes in fashion occur in response to demands from the consumer or 
society was also rather popular among the respondents. "Society is 
changing" was mentioned 35 times, and 33 references were made to women 
who get bored with their old clothes and 24 to the fact that women have 
more money to spend. In general, it appeared that designers were in
clined to see changes in fashion as an outcome of an interaction between 
demands on the part of the clientele Gtnd initiative on that of tdie de
signers and communicators, while only a few designers consider promotion 
by the manufacturer as an essential source of changes in fashion.

The considerations which lies behind the answers of the fashion 
designers to the question regarding changes in fashion can be inferred 
in part from the answers of the 'top designers' to the same question in 
the open-ended questionnaire pxit to them. Those who put the emphasis on 
consumers as the mein source of change, tended to attribute it to bore
dom, which leads woman to demand change. "Boredom would set in if it 
didn't", was one answer; "Females like changes", was another; "Woman 
like change to attract attention", "Won^n get fed up with what they 
have and want something different", "People always want something new 
- fashion evolves - you can have a fabulous lock but not for ever - you've 
got to move on", or the same idea in other words* "If you have a thing 
for long enough you can't stand it any longer". This emphasis on change 
clearly associated change in fashion with women's need for entertainment, 
and change is conceived as a form of entertainment.

"Life would be boring if we had no change", or even more expli
citly, "Like women, faahion is fickle". The attribution of changes in
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fashion to women's desire for change was the most popular answer in all 
open-ended questions, but there were also quite a few designers who main
tained that changes in fashion reflect social charges. "It's evolution — 
it's interwoven with life — you have to accept it", "This is where the 
sociological aspect comes in", were typical expressions of that view.
A more elaborate answer belongs to the same category, that of the de
signer who observed* "Fashion is changing today moire rapidly because 
women are going out to work and they need different clothes, they can't 
buy padded dresses". There were also a few who attributed changes either 
to the need of the industry or of the mass media. One even claimed that 
changes are made '/much more by the press than by the designers". But 
most typical weis the fact that only one respondent referred to the de
signer's need for self-expression as a source of change.

It appears that the 'top designers' interviewed in depth were 
inclined to see their work as a response to aneed generated either by 
women's desire for change or by social factors, rather than as an inde
pendent expression of their creativity.

Another question put to the designers concerned the manner in which 
fashion is spread. The designers were asked to say what in their opinion 
is the most important factor in spreading fashion. Although the question 
referred to the most__imgortant factor, some of the designers neverthe
less mentioned more than one factor and thus the number of answers re
ceived did not correspond to the number of respondents. Nevertheless, 
the distribution of answers is not meaningless.
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Table 27
Oeslnnera* views about the most important factor 

in spreading fashion

Factors
Responses

Nos.
Cinema 3
Television 17
Fashion magazines and press 74
Teenagers 58
Television idols 14
Petrie with good taste 13
Mesa media in general 3
T o t a l 182
Old not answer

n • 131
2

It is clear from the answers that the designers attached more 
importance to the influence of the press than to all other channels of 
the mass media. Fashion magazines were mentioned 74 times while all 
other channels of the mass media only 36 times. The categories of "teen
agers" and "people with good taste" ere of a different kind since 
they referred to opinion leaders rather than to mass media. The 
answers show clearly that in this category teenagers and pop idols are 
thought by the respondents to be the most influential. There is no 
necessary contradiction between the role played by the mass media and
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that playad by the opinion leaders, and this is perhaps the reason why 
some of the respondents preferred to mention more than one factor.

The emphasis on the importance of the mass media in general, and 
the press in particular, is even more strongly emphasized in the answers 
of 'top designers' to the open-ended questionnaire. In their interviews, 
the 'top designers* were asked three different questions regarding the 
spread of fashion* "How would you say fasion is diffused?", "What do 
you think is the most important factor in spireading fashion?", and 
"What part to you think the mass media play in spreading fashion?"

The answers to these questions were almost identical. Some of 
them mentioned mass media in general in the answers to the first two 
questions, others were rooza particular, and emphasized the role of the 
pzass. Only a few referred to television, and even fewer mentioned 
opinion leadeza. Those who referred to the pzass wera the most cetego- 
z*ical in their answers. Typical in this respect waza repeated short 
answeza such as "The press", "magazines", or even an answer such as 
"ontiraly by the press".

The general mood expressed in the answers is illustrated in the 
answer of one of the designers who said in response to the question re
garding the zale of the mass media, "I can't imagine fashion without
masc media, T.V. has no great importance such as the pzass, but per

ilhaps has an influence on the young, the teenagers - the Avengers". '

"The Avengers" was a popular T.V. series in the early and mid- , 
GO'S.
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Sevoral questions put to theddesigners dealt with the impact of 
different criteria of social differentiation on fashion. Two groups 
of questions were focussed on this subject. In the first group of 
questions the designers were asked to express their view on whether 
there was different fashion for different classes and different age 
groups. Another set of questions concerned the effect of "economic 
position", "social class", "being young" and "being fashionably 
dressed".

Most designers tended to think that there is a different fashion 
for different classes and different age groups. But while with regard 
to age groups there were only 3 out of 131 who answered "no", such a 
negative answer was given by no less than 34 designers with regard to 
class.

Table 28
Designers* views about different fashions

Fashions
Class fashion 
Age group fashion

Yes
94
127

Responses Nos.

No
34
3

No
answer Total 

3 131
1 131

Although most designers thought that there is a class fasion and 
that there is a different fashion for the young, the majority of them
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saw no necessary connection between "economic position", "social class' 
and "being fashionably dressed".

Table 29

and being fashionably dressed

Social
characteristics

There is a 
connection

No
connection

No
answer Total

Economic position SO 78 3 131
Social class 57 SB 6 131
Young 37 70 4 131

Although there is no necessary logical contradiction between the 
view that there are different kinds of fashion for different social groups 
and that there is no connection between group affiliation and being 
fashionably dressed, the responses to the bum sets of questions may be 
interpreted as reflecting a degree of confusion, in particular with 
regard to the question of association between class and fashion. Perhaps 
what may seem to be the reflection of a discrepancy between the two sets 
of responses can be interpreted as an expression of a view that although 
there are typical patterns of fashion associated with different social 
groups, not all women necessarily follow the pattern of their own group.
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This interpretation is in part supported by answers to open-ended 
questions in which the designers were asked to give explanations to their 
responses to the close-ended questions regarding the connection between 
social characteristics and being fashionably dressed.

In their explanations quite a few designers emphasized the fact 
that a woman whose means are relatively low, or a working class woman 
can nowadays afford to be fashionably dressed. "Today a girl or a woman 
can dress smartly on a small budget", said one designer. "Money helps, 
but it is not everything", said another. On the other hand, there were 
those who thought that "a well made good cut garment is still expensive". 
But those belonged to the minority whose view was that there was a con
nection between being fashionably dressed and economic position.

The dilemma was even more apparent in the case of the connection 
between class and being fashionably dressed. In explaining their answers 
to this (pzestion in the close-ended questitwinaire, those who thought that 
such a connection existed put the emphasis on the need "To keep up a 
certain appearance if in a social position", as against the attitude of 
"the average housewife end mother ... " who "has no real need to be 'with 
it' during her normal day". On the other hand, as in the case of the 
connection between economic position and being fashionably dressed, those 
who answered the question negatively emphasized that "anyone can be 
smartly dressed, regardless of class, one might find out what suits cxie- 
Bslf", or that "some of today's mass produced garments are equal to some 
expensive oneb".
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At the same time, there were also those idra maintained that the 
impact of class on fashion is diminishing anyway. "I feel most social 
classes have their own adaptation to the current fashion", said one de
signer, while another went as far as to claim that "the little girl in 
the street knows more about it than many a Lady Gwendoline".

Among those who emphasized the effect of class were those wto 
eo^hasized the effect of upbringing, education and the influence of the 
surroundings, and circles in which one moves. But on the other hand, 
there were many who maintained that though there may be a pattern of 
dress which Characterizes social classes, it is open to usurpation end 
thus as one designer put it* "Fashionably dressed women improve their 
social status".

Thus in spits of the differences of opinion, most answers Indicate 
that the respondents thought that social uprblnging, social surroundings 
and the availability of money provided for the development of fashion 
consciousness and in this respect, there is a typical fashion for different 
classes. But there was also a tendency to claim that this identification 
of certain patterns with certain classes is diminishing and that as a 
consequence of the availability of cheaper fashionable garments, the 
connection betwemi social class and fashion is diminishing. Moreover, the 
explanations given by many designers implied that women of lower income 
groups can afford to keep in fashion, and according to the opinion of some 
designers even improve their social position.

The majority of the designers who doiied that there was a connec
tion between being young end being fashionably dz*sssed tended to emphasize
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that any woman can be In tune with fashion if she wants to. On the other 
hand, the minority who asserted that such a connection existed ware in
clined to say either that recent fashion was oriented towards the young 
or that the young were more fashion conscious. In this case, as in the 
case of the answers to the question about the connection between social 
class and being fashionably dressed, it appears that some of those who 
answered "no" understood the question in a somewhat different way than 
those who answered "yes". While the latter conceived the question as re
ferring to the actual differential effect of fashion in different groups, 
the first thought that in their negative response they were expressing 
the view that there was no necessary connection of this kind.

The designers who answered the close-ended questionnaire were not 
asked to explain their answers to the question about whether there was a 
connection between "being fashionably dressed" and "being young", 
"economic position and social class". But these questions were also put 
to the 'top designers' interviewed in depth. Their views may cast some 
light on the considerations behind both positive and negative responses 
of their less distinguished colleagues to toese questions.

It is characteristic of tlie answers of at least several 'top 
designers' that although they did not agree on the question of whether 
there was still a different fashion for different classes, they appeared 
to agree that there had been a change in this respect, and that the change 
was in the direction of the diminution of the in^ortance of class. Thus 
several of those who answered "no" added remakrs such as* "Not any 
longer", "not now", "not so much as they were". A more elaborate
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expression of the seme view was that of the designer who said* "Fashion 
started with people with more money, but now even C & A have fashionable 
clothes".

The increasing effect of the age group on fashion Was also mentioned 
in this context. As one designer put it* "I think there are different 
fashions for different age groups, in different districts, but not dif
ferent social groups".

It is also noteworthy that unlike the 'top designers' the majority 
of the designers who answered the close-ended question maintained that 
there were different fashions for different classes.

The questions concerning fashion in the context of social stratifi
cation are related to the questions of the impact of mass production on 
fashion. This at least is the view reflected in the answers of most 
designers to the question put to them about "What effect would you say 
the mass production dress industry has on fashion as a whole?"

This question was put as an open-ended question to both the 131 
designers who answered the questionnaire and the 26 'top designers' inter
viewed in depth. The pirevdtaling view was that mass production, as one of 
them put it, "Promotes interest by making fashion available to everyone", 
or in the words of another designer* "It gives mors people chance to buy 
up-to-date faahion garments at a reasonable price". Only very few de
signers denied this kind of Influoice, but thsz*s were considerable dif
ferences as to the evaluation of this effect of mass proctictlon. On the 
one hand there wei?e many who believed that "it has a stimulating effect
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on fashion", that it has created a far greater scope and outlook", or 
that it "stimulated the fashion scene and has given Britain the highest 
standard of chee^ and medium wear". On the other hand, there were otdisrs 
who expressed their view that this effect was unfortunate as it "prosti
tuted" fashion and "makes things cheaper but not better". While the first 
group tended to emphasize the shift of the centre of fashion from Peris to 
London and the democratization of fashion by "bringing fashion in most 
people's reach", the latter regretted the reduction of "fashion standards" 
and the emphasis on uniformity which "is apt to make everyone look the same 
shape". In addition to this difference in evaluation there was also a 
difference of opinion between the respondents on the question of whether 
it was Haute Couture which was still the source of wiginal ideas, or, as 
moat of the designers thought, that nowadays the mass production industry 
sets the pace of fashion. There were also some respondents who emphasized 
the feedback of mass production to Haute Couture. A typical answer of 
this kind was* "Reorientation — couture is becoming embryonic for mass 
production instead of self-contained, much of the original couture design 
is now aimed for sale to mass produced (copyist interpreters) instead of 
to an isolated class". Another Illuminating answer was that of the de
signer who mentioned three effects, "a) it brings fashion immediately to 
the public, b) it provides many more opportunities for young designers 
to express themselves, c] it has forced the couture to re—think and 
create better coutuired fashions".

Ther^ were also other influences of the mass production which were 
repeatedly mentioned in many answers. One of toem was the increased pace
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of the change in fashion, which were seen by some designers as associated 
with the inclination towards uniformity. Thus as one designer put it*
"The effect of mass production was to intensify new ideas and than to 
kill them". In this view there are, as another designer put it, "more 
rapid changes in style every season", since mass production must con
tinuously produce something new.

This view was shared by another designer who explained* "When a 
new fashion is introcticed in the mass market, many buy it, and therefore 
many get tired of it. Therefore any other dress not'̂ mass production iWiich is 
of the same style or colour will also be out of date".

Another effect of the mass production mentioned by many designers 
was the increasing impact of the younger generation on fashion. According 
to this opinion, the designers who work for mass procfciction become "the 
leaders of fashion, leaders who are actually led by the young teenagmrs 
who, by their quest for a certain style, ironically enough lead the manu
facturers" •

The three different effects of mass production on price, speed of 
change and age group orientation were clearly summed up by Uie designer 
who stated; "On the whole, especially the younger women ere accepting 
the quick fashion dianges and are most willing to Ixiy and keep up with 
today's fashion and so industry must be quick in producing cheap, snappy 
and up-to-date styles as soon as new styles start to catch on".

The rapid pace of change associated witti mass production confronts 
the ready-made clothing industry with problems of adaptation. There is
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some objective evidence that the too frequent changes in both design 
and style mentioned by many designers are not welcomed by many manufac
turers. As a result of this tendency, manufacturers are bound to pro
duce too small a series of each model, and thus stand to lose some of 
the advantages of mass production. Moreover, many models become old- 
fashioned end outdated in weeks rather than months, and soentimes even 
in days* The change often takes place when many copies of a certain 
design are still in stock, with the result that the unsold garments have 
to be wittKirawn. The pace of change is in many cases dictated by some 
boutiques in London raidier than by the bigger manufacturers. Well 
asteü3lished firms are often unable to ccmtpete in the market, not because 
of lack of industrial efficiency, but because they have failed to follow 
rapid changes in style which did not originate in the industry itself. 
These market dangers are illustrated in a letter which was received in 
response to a questionnaire from a well established firm of ready-made 
clothes, which liquidated itself voluntarily as a result of the trend 
mentioned above.

"For many years the company had a prosperous business in 
women's coats, suits, etc., (originally in tweeds, and 
more latterly in other materials suitable for town wear - 
made perhaps on the whole, for those who wanted clothes 
which looked good rather than novel, and which would not 
lose their shape whilst the material survived - and who 
were prepared to pay the necessary price}. About eight 
or ten years ago, the turnover and profits started to fall; 
and the reasons (real or alleged) included transfer of 
purchasing power to the 'buy often and throw away' minded 
- heated cars - together with the shops' reluctance to
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order reasonable stocks and their preference for special 
small orders instead, with consequently increased dif
ficulty in economic planning, manufacture, despatch, 
etc.
Although the owner of the business continued to believe,
rightly or wrongly, that a fallow period of from pezhaps
five to twenty years might see the pendulum swing bade
from the meretricious to solid worth, he was not prepared
meanwhile either to drop old standards or to lose all the
financial results of previous hard labour; and the busi-

11ness was wound up in consequence," *

The letter cited above is characteristic of a situation of change 
in market conditions which has a bearing on recent developments in the 
ready-made clothing industry. During the last few years many firms which 
specialized in production of fashionable ready-made garments found the 
burden of the consumers' demand for innovations in design and fashion too 
heavy to beer. Thus they decided upon either voluntary liquidation, or 
amalgamation with other businesses in order to strengthen their position. 
This decision was imposed on the firms against their will not by the 
dizwt competition of other firms who were more successful in promoting 
their sales, but by consumers' behaviour, whidi was neither encouraged 
by the inctistry, nor welcomed by it.

Some manufacturers failed to adapt themselves to the new situation 
Others were more adaptable, but even so there was enough room for the

1) A letter from the liquidator of the firm to which a questionnaire 
was sent. Date of letter, 8th February 1967. (l do not mention 
the name of the firm following the request of the liquidator).
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initiative of small boutiques in London and other big urban centres, 
which are neither individual fashion houses nor agents of an established 
read/Hsade clothes industry.

One of the methods by which big firms tried to overcome the diffi
culties deriving fTom the unpredictability of the market is the Trial 
Lina of new designs. The Trial Line is intended to explore the market 
before deciding on producing the new design in mass. A small number of 
copies of the new design is sent to selected shops and the decision is 
made on the basis of the consumers' response. One of the firms using 
this method is Marks ewid Spencer. But although Marks and Spencer were 
not among the firms who produced "way out" designs they often find that 
their new design was "miss" rather than "hit". In summer 1966 Marks end 
Spencer tried four new "Trial Lines". One of them did not sell well at 
all, and another sold well only in the West End. Therefore the firm de
cided not to continue these two lines. Only two of the four lines sold 
well enough to justify their further production.

The instability of the industry had also a bearing on our research.
In the course of our study questionnaires were sent to 870 firms listed 
in the "fashion and Closing Index for the Years 1964-66". More than 300 
firms could not be traced at the address registered in the index, while 
others answered that the firm was either in liquidation or amalgamated 
with other firms. It seems that most of the firms which could not be traced

1] For example, "Associated Fashion Designers of London", "Fashion 
House Group of London". See p.
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went through a similar process in earlier months.

This instability in the Industry, during a period when British 
fashion on the whole flourished and acquired a leading position In deter
mining young people's fashion all over the world. Indicates a phenomenon 
that is not consistent with the assumption that the industry is the source 
of all changes in fashion. The evidence is too limited in time and scope 
to draw a general conclusion from it, yet the data appear to suggest that 
in the Britain of the GO*s the demand for fashionable garments is the out
come of changes in patterns of consumption which cannot be attributed 
solely to promotion on the part of the manufacturer. This new pattern, 
which is directly related to the phenomenon of Mass Fashion, was not 
ignored by many of the interviewed designers. The responses to the speed 
of change and the availability of fashionable garments at relatively low 
prices and the inclination towards more uniformity in clothing, showed 
that the designers are sensitive to the patterns of behaviour of their 
clientele. These processes are bound to have a feedback on the position 
of the designer himself as "the man in the middle" between the manufac
turer and the consumer. This position, in fact, induces the designer to 
be responsive to market situation in order to succeed in his occupational 
role. Thus the designer's position of "the man in the middle" both en
ables him to observe the changes caused by the development of Mass Fashion 
and makes him dependent on th»m.

1} See p.
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S u m m a r y
1. designers' attitude towards their own occupation reflects a
"dual orientation" which finds its expression in artistic aspiration on 
the one hand and an emphasis on commercial success on the other.

2. While the designers tended to appreciate mostly artistic quali
ties such as originality, creativity and taste, they also expressed 
their awareness that the success of the designer is measured by commer
cial criteria. Thus there was a discrepancy between the Ideology of tiie 
occupation which often affects the designers' self-image as individuals 
end their perception of the market, which implies a commercial orienta
tion on their part.

3. There were differences of opinion among the designers with regard
to the question of "mass market orientation" as against "selected
group orientation". The ratio between answers expressing the two views 
was about 0 * 5 .

4. There was a similarity betwean the distribution of answers regard
ing the designers' orientation as to their intended and ideal clientele.

5. It can be Inferred from the designers' response to an open-ended
question about intended and ideal clientele, that their attitudes towards 
their clientele reflect an attempt to reconcile the ideology of the occu
pation with the requirements of the market. This tendency was also 
observable in the designers' view on the clientele's considerations when 
buying new garments.
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6. The "dual orientation" of the designers is expressed also in the 
"Code of Ethics" of the Designers and Production Managers. Nevertheless, 
it is emphasized that "showing a spirit of cooperation with the success 
of the business" is in the last resort the sole aim of the members of the 
occupation,

7. Designers tended to see changes in fashion as an outcome of an
interaction between the demands on the part of the clientele and tSrm ini
tiative of designers and communicators. Only few designers considered 
promotion of the manufacturers as a major source of changes in fashion.

8. The fashion magazines and press were thought by most designers to
be the most important channels of mass media which affect the spread of
fashion. As to the effect of opinion leaders, there was a strong incli
nation to emphasize role played by teenegers.

S. Most designers tended to think that there are different fashions 
for different social classes and age groups. At the same time a majority 
of the designers did not think that there is a connection between econo
mic position, social class and young age groups on the one hand, and bsiig 
fashionably dressed on the other. It appears from the answers to open- 
ended questions that in expressing this view they meant that there is no 
necessary connection of this kind.

10. Some of the designers who thought that there were different fashions 
for different classes, nevertheless mentioned that the impact of class on 
fashion tends to diminish. On the other hand, there were references to 
the increasing role played by age groups in this respect.
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11. The prevailing view among the designers was that mass production
promotes interest in fashion and makes it available to new sectors of 
the population.

12. Opinions among the designers varied as to the effect of mass pro
duction on the standards of fashion. While some designers claimed that 
mass production lowers the standard of fashion and makes it more uniform, 
others maintained that it enriches fashion and even has a stimulating 
effect on the Haute Couture.

13. Many designers mentioned the reduction of price of fashionable
goods and the acceleration of the pace of changes in fashion among the 
effects of mass production on the clothing market.

14. The acceleration of the pace of change confronted producers with 
problems of adaptation and many firms went through processes of liquida
tion and amalgamation as a result of the pressure thus created.

15. There were very few differences of attitudes among the 131 designers 
who answered the close-ended questionnaires and the 26 designers who were 
interviewed in depth on the basis of the open-ended questionnaire.
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CHAPTER IV

Fashion In the 60's — The Outlook of the Communicator

The fashion designer has been described as the man in the middle, 
but in fact there is another middlemen who mediates between the designer 
and his potential clientele. * This man is the communicator - whose job 
it is to deliver the message of fashion to the consumer. This function 
is fulfilled mainly by the mass media - in particular television and the 
press. Television appears to play an important role in this process of 
communicating new ideas in matters of taste and fashion to the wider 
public,but the detailed designs must still be communicated by the 
press. Only in the press can the potential buyer find the detailed in
formation which she needs, in order either to buy the outfit in the case 
of ready-made clothes, or copy it if she is a client of a private dressmaker.

1) See above ch. 2.
2) Although several studies on tlie effect of television on people's 

attitudes and behaviour were made in recent years, no established 
theory about the mechanisms by which this influence of television 
is exerted has been developed.
Gee; Klapper, J.T., The Effects of Mass Cotenunication. Illinois, 
1961; Klapper, J.T., "What do we know about the effect of mass 
communication", Public Opinion Quarterly, winter 1957-66, pp. 
453-479; Halloram, J.P., The Effect of Mass Communication with 
Speolal Reference to Television. Leicester, 1965, pp. 11-39.
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The role of the press as a medium in the context of the clothing market 
can be inferred from statistics about the expenditure of clothing manu
facturers on advertising. The statistics indicate that clothing manu
facturers prefer the press to television in this respect. While manu
facturers of women's and children's clothing spent £ 1,141,794 in 1967 
on advertising in the press, they spent only £ 71,135 on advertising on 
T V . I t  seems, therefore, that manufacturers regarded advertising in 
the press as more effective than advertising on television.

But not every reader of a fashion magazine, or of a fashion section 
in a newspaper, is a potential buyer; many women are interested in 
fashion simply out of curiosity. Nevertheless, even women who follow the 
fashion news for enjoyment only have an influence on fashion by constitut
ing a public sensitive to changes in style and design. Soma are even 
entertained by following new developments in fashion. Women who follow 
fashion trends might influence fashion in two different ways. On the one 
hand they are likely themselves to play the role of communicator, spread
ing information among women. On the other hand their interest in fashion 
might in the long run result in an increase in purchases even if it has 
no immediate effect.

In spite of the position of mass media, their influence on fashion 
is rather limited. It is conditioned both by the availability of innova
tions which originate with the designers, and by the predisposition of

1) Advertizing « December 1967, p. 10.
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readers who are responsive only to some changea while not to others. 
Studies of mass communication emphasize that such communication is more 
likely to reinforce existing attitudes than to convert people to en
tirely new attitudes.This hypothesis may be applied to spheres like 
politics, rather than to fashion, where change is inherent in the pro
cess itself. Nevertheless, the fundamental idea on which this hypothe
sis is based can be applied to fashion as well, since in fashion, too, 
predisposed attitudes play an important role in determining response to 
innovation. In the case of fashion the communicator has to "cash in" on 
the demand for new styles and designs as well as on cultural and social 
predispositions that affect the success or failure of any particular 
designs.

The Self-Image of the Fashion Editor

The problems of communication of innovations in fashion to the 
general public were discussed with editors of fashion magazines and of

2)fashion sections in women's magazines, and the daily press. * The

1) Klapper, J.T., op.cit.. The Effect Krisaberg, M., "Cross
Pressure and Attitudes", Public Opinion Quarterly, No. 13, April 
1949, pp. 5-16.

2) The journalists interviewed included the fashion editors of the 
following magazines and newspapers; Vogue, Harper Bazaar, Honey, 
Ambassador, Tatier. Flair, Vanity Fair, Modem Woman, She, Women 
Journal, Woman Sunday Times, The Daily Telegraph, the Daily Mail, 
Evening News* (See appendix D).
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interviews which sometimes tock the form of a conversation were conducted 
on the basis of an open-ended questionnaire. This open-ended question
naire served as a guide for interviews although in many cases the conver
sation embraced more issues than the questionnaire. In other cases not 
all the questions included in the c^estionnaire were touched upon in the 
conversation.

The questions ware of two different kinds. The theme of some of 
them was fashion journalism, while others dealt with fashion as such.
The distinction between the outlook of the fashion journalist and his own 
occupation and his views about the subject matter of his writing, became 
apparent when the responses of the fashion editors to the questions put 
to them were analyzed. The structure of the questionnaire itself was 
similar to that of the top designers' open-ended questionnaire. It in
volved toe same categories of question. There were general questions, 
questions regarding the diffusion of fashion, the clientele, influences 
and processes, self-image, and toe balance of rewards. But toe ques
tions were different, since toe orientation of toe fashion journalist
differs from that of toe designer. The journalist's clientele are his 
readers, who are not necessarily identical with toe consumers of fashion 
products. The self—imeqa of toe fashion editor is essentially that of a
communicator. Yet by exercising their power to select and recommend
fashion, editors are bound to have some impact on fashion itself. These 
features of fashion journalism ware taken into consideration in the pro
cess of constructing the questionnaire, as well as in the analysis of 
the fashion editors' responses. These interviews indicated that the
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attitudes of the fashion editors are characterized by a less pretentious 
image of their role than that of the designers. The fashion editors 
appear to hold a rather modest view of their own contribution to the 
process of diffusion of fashion. Furthermore, fashion editors* views 
appear to be more uniform than those of the designers. They appear to 
have a wider common ground of agreement among themselves on fashion in 
general, the process by which it is created and the spread and the role 
of the different participants in these processes, including themselves. 
The way in which the fashion editors conceived their own role can be 
interpreted in terms of sociological theories about the role of the com
municator. It is characteristic of theeditor's self-image that it is 
very similar in its main features to the concept of the communicator as 
elaborated by sociologists.

The fashion editors were inclined to admit that their opinions 
about fashion, their criticism and recommendations had only a limited 
effect on their readers."The 'good* fashion magazine is one that con
firms its readers' views and presents practical garments", was the 
answer given by one etidtor to the questions "What do you think is the 
function of a good fashion magazine?" The same line of thought is

1) See: Lazarsfald, P.F., Berlson, B., The People's Choice, 1948;
Lazarsfeld, P.F., Merton, H.K., "Mass Communication, Popular 
Taste and Organized Social Action", in Rosenberg, Bernard and 
David Manning White (ads.). Mass Culture, pp. 457-473.
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followed by another editor who thinks that the function of fashion maga
zines ia "To keep in mind the reader, and to keep in mind also what 
will, and what is going to, appeal to them," This kind of attitude 
demands a rather modest self-image and the avoidance of pretentious 
objectives, and it is apparent in the answers of editors who emphasized 
that the function of their magazine was "not to dictate, but to 
guide"■

This unpretentious self-image is also demonstrated in the answer 
to the question: "Do you see your magazine or section as a fashion
critic, or fashion prommter, or just a source of information?" A 
typical answer to this question was "Largely fashion information, the 
trends are already laid ctown, it is up to us to state in the best way 
possible what these trends are. Whether they are promoted will depend 
on whether the readers know of the new trends." No less typical is the 
readiness to admit that the selection of information is influenced by 
the opinion of readers, as well as by the opinion of editors. In 
general, most of the editors emphasize the information aspect rather 
than that of promotion, although they claimed at least some degree of 
promotion. As one of them said: "Mostly information, slightly cri
ticism ••• implied criticism is used,"

Hence the role of the newspaper was generally summarized as "a 
mirror, slightly larger than life", to use the phrase of the editor 
of one of the popular women's magazines. It is not surprising therefore 
that some editors even state that "We are not trying to educate the
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public in good taste", and that the concept of education is wrong because 
it "presupposes the perfect taste of the educator". Even editors who 
claimed that their magazines are playing an educational role were careful 
not to over-emphasize this point and made statements such as: "I think
it can educate from various forms of bad taste", "Good taste is generally 
innate", or "We try to gear taste, by constant repetition or certain 
standards".

The general theme of the Influence of the readership on the editor's 
policy, a theme consistent with sociological studies of the function of 
mass media also appears in answers to other questions. When asked about 
the effect of the personal taste of the editor on the content of his maga
zines, one editor answered: "One is influenced more by the readership of
the magazine". Another editor maintained that "My personal taste is it
self guided, which thus becomes less personal".

The best expression of this interaction between the fashion magazine 
and its readers is perhaps to be seen in the answer of the editor who com
pared the fashion magazine to a "mirror slightly larger than life". The 
answer given by the same e#@tor to the question "Do you think that fashion 
magazines can changktL the attitude of people towards fashion?", was: 
"Fashion magazines preach to the converted - only those interested in 
fashion buy fashion magazines, but they can be Influenced subtly. If 
clothes on the right wavelength are shown they can be popularized, but 
we cannot popularize the wrong clothes". In other words, magazines can
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modify attitudes but cannot convert.

The awareness on the part of the fashion editors that their 
effectiveness as promoters or educators is conditioned by the predispo
sitions of their readers, does not mean that they do not recognize the 
possibility of influencing attitudes within the limitations imposed on 
them by the situation. Moreover, some of tte answers also reveal an
understanding of the subtle mechanism by which opinion can be modified,

2)and in certain cases even changed. ^

It is significant that in this respect the editors' statements 
correspond to sociological research in communication. In studies of the 
role of the journalist, sociologists of mass communication emphasize 
this role of the journalist as a "gatekeeper" who lets in certain items 
of information while excluding others. * Selection is therefore the 
mechanism by which the press shapes readers' (pinion.

1) See: Lazarsfeld, P.P., Berlson, B., op.cit.; Lazarsfeld, P.P.,
Merton, R.K., "Mass Communication, Popular Taste and Organized 
Social Sction", in Rosenberg, Bernard and David Manning White 
(eds.), OP.cit.1 pp. 457-473.

2) Schramm, W., "How Communication Works", in The Process and the 
Effect of Mass Communication. Urbana, 1954.

3) White, D.M., "The Gate Keeper - A Casa Study in the Selection of 
News", in Dexter, L.A. , and White, D.M. (ede.), People. Society 
and Mass Communication, pp. 16D-171, New York, 1964; Gieber, W., 
"News is What Newspapermen Make it". Ibid., pp. 17^160;
Schrean, W., Mass Communication. Urbana, 1960.
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This emphasis on the selectivity of Information as a mechanism of 
influencing people is characteristic of the self-image of many editors. 
One editor, for example, claims that she is to a certain extent a 
"fashion critic". According to her own view she is performing this role 
by "not using certain things; We don't try to tell readers what is no 
good, but only to show them what is the best". Another editor says* 
"Implied criticism is used. We don't use the extreme modem style, for
example*#

The same idea of criticism, by implication, is expressed by a 
third editor who speaks of himself as "critic by implication, by select
ing the best". The rather moderate self-image of the fashion editor com
pared with that of the designer calls for an explanation. One possible 
explanation is suggested by fashion editors themselves, who were asked 
whetoer in a sense, they are in a better position then the designer to 
predict which models will succeed and which models will fail. "The 
fashion editor has a wider view than the designer", is the claim re
peated by several editors. One fashion aditor who believes that she and 
her colleagues have a "more overall view" than designers and manufac
turers claimst "They only see their own collection. Jockeys cannot 
tell the outcome of the race as well as the spectator". Another editor 
explains that creative designers are often "narrow" and hence "only 
with great experience does their outlook widen". A similar opinion 
about designers is expressed by an editor who said: "They are too close
to it, and they cannot get outside their wavelength". This opinion is
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re-elaborated by another: "Often the designer and the producer are too
much concentrated in their own sphere of making, creating and produc
ing fashion. We have a wider and longer vision of trends and this, in 
our opinion, can go far in deciding what the public will or will not 
like."

While the fashion editors who compare themselves to the designer 
tend to emphasize the potentialities of their position as observers,^^ 
other editors who had the manufacturers rather than the designers in 
mind were less confident about their own superiority in predicting the 
success and failure of models. In fact, most of the editors who mentioned 
the manufacturer in their answers, tended to regard him as a better judge 
of public taste, "The producer knows what sells, wo know what is good, 
but it may not sell"; "Manufacturers are more certain what the public 
may like, something which I consider outdated but which the manufacturers 
will still be producing".

A more technical explanation of the advantages of the manufacturer 
over the journalist was given by one editor who stressed the roi» df 
experts other then journalists. "Market research and analysis help the 
manufacturer", she said, explaining her opinion that fashion editors 
are in no better position than the manufacturer to predict the accepta
bility of new models. The fashion editor is not expected to be more 
than a communicator, who operates in an almost exclusively feminine domain.

1] It is noteworthy that while the editors of women's fashion sec
tions and magazines in Britain are almost exclusively women, 
designers may be men as well as women.
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This suggestion is supported, to a certain extent, by the image 
of the designers in the eyes of the fasliion editors, and is expressed 
in the letter's answers to the questioni "What part would you say in 
the process of formation of fashion is played by the designers?" Most 
of those answers do not fail to stress the creative and personal element 
in the designer's role, "Boutiquish, more personal for the future"; 
"most important — as the artist in art"; "the designer gives the basic 
ideas"; "designers have ideas"; "architects in building a house";
"they have the ideas, they have the feeling". These are some of the 
answers which illustrate the image of the designer in the eyes of most 
fashion editors. This image leaves enough room for the functioning of 
other agents, whose role is to modify the ideas and "creativity" of the 
designer, i.e. the manufacturer, the market researcher and the fashion 
editor.

The role of the manufacturer in modifying the designer's idea was 
mentioned by several of the editors who answered the question: "What
part is played by the ready-made producers?" "They influence designers 
towards productibility and Usability"; "Producers change ideas for 
production and sales"; "The manufacturer has to dilute the designer's 
idea"; "He is very sceptical". Such were a few of the references to 
the manufacturer's role in the answers of fashion editors. The common 
denominator of all these answers is the inclination to assume the exist
ence of an inherent division of functions between the designer and the 
producer. The designer is the creator of ideas, while the producer
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represents the limitations imposed by the market. The outlook of the 
first ia assumed to be primarily artistic, while that of the latter is 
regarded as essentially commercial.

The general concept of the process of diffusion of fashion which 
can be inferred from the editors' answers is also indicative of the posi
tion of the fashion editors themselves. As communicators, they are not 
directly involved in the exchange which takes place between manufacturers, 
designers and consumers. Their involvement in the process of diffusion 
of fashion is indirect, and the success and failure of a particular model 
or style has very little influence on their position. Thus they preserve 
a kind of independent view which cannot be found among the more directly 
interested participants in the process of the creation and diffusion of 
fashion*

The Fashion Journalist and His Readers

The fashion editor is a relatively detached observer, inasmuch as 
his statements of attitudes concern the role of the participants in the 
exchange which takes place between manufacturer, designer, and consumer. 
On the other hand, the fashion editor is directly involved in another ex
change in which he is an interested party, i.e. the excharge between 
readers, journalists and owners of newspapers. The answers of fashion 
journalists concerning their own professional nmde of operation and their 
position viSüÀ-vis toe reader should not therefore be taken at their face 
value.
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This difference between the fashion editor's position with re
gard to fashion, and his position with regard to fashion Journalism is 
significant. It can possibly account for the fact that, to a certain 
extent, the fashion editors (when asked about the part played by 
fashion magazines in. the formation of fashion) expressed in their 
answers a belief that fashion magazines do affect the formation of 
fashion. This answer may be regarded as not entirely consistent with 
their lack of ambition to prcmnte fashion as such. It seems as if the 
editors attribute more influence to their magazines than they claim to 
possess.

This ostensibly paradoxical position can be expressed in the 
awareness of the effect of selected information on the consumer, regard
less of the question of whether the information is intended to promote 
new designs. As one fashion editor explains: "Our section is informa
tion, but this information is geared to the trends in fashion and as 
such we may change the attitudes of readers, ixit this is not consciously 
done." This approach can be traced in the answers of other editors as 
well. "If we introduce a new style, this will often inevitably change 
the mind of many readers. However, those who change have usually an 
open mind to fashion". This last reference to the predisposition of 
readers, as a factor which conditions the effect of fashion journalism, 
appears in other answers as well: "Readers are positive, the magazines
may help change but it cannot create change". In a certain case, one 
editor evan admits an inverse direction of communication. Answering the 
question: "Does your magazine or section change the attitudes of the
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readers towards fashion?", she said, "No, the readers change our 
content".

Most answers of fashion editors to questions about the role of 
their magazines expressed the view that they did not regard themselves 
as promoters or educators. Nevertheless, when they spoke about their 
magazines, most of them tended to regard them as rather influential.

This discrepancy may be interpreted as indicating that toe fashion 
editors have a much more definite view of their readers as potential 
fashionc consumers, than they have of their own role and the manner in 
which it affects the readers.

When asked who their readers ware and what these readers locked 
for in the fashion press, fashion editors tended to speak in general 
terms, often reflecting their own self-image rather than a realistic 
knowledge of their market. To the question; "Have you any idea who 
are toe readers of your magazine or your section?", toe typical answers 
were; "All women", or "everybody", or "all classes from tfie rich 
to the poor girl", or "all people", to toe extent that some of the 
editors qualifying tois all-embracing image of their readers tended 
mainly to speak in terms of age. "Younger people of 17-22 are the 
majority of readers of magazines", "The older women may look at a 
magazine but they don't have the interest of younger women", "Angled 
at toe young but read by older women, often they flick through without 
buying magazines", "Aimed at the 20-25 age group but has a surprising 
number of older women". This readiness to elaborate to a certain
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extent in terms of age is not followed by the seme tendency with r^ard 
to class. In this respect editors preferred to believe that their 
readers included "All classes from the rich to the office girl", "Any 
woman who has her hair done at the hairdresser's".

Some of the editors preferred to refer, not to the actual 
readership they were asked about, but to the readership at which the 
magazines aim. These editors produced answers such as "depends on the 
magaiihBsst each aimed at a certain group", or "each magazine likes to 
think it has its own readership level". Only one editor of a fashion 
section in a daily newspaper clearly qualified its readership, both in 
terms of class and cge, and expressed his belief that his section is 
read by "A wider section of the middle class, but not very young". 
Another editor, this tiros of a magazine, was the one only to talk in 
terms of regions and claimed that "glossies are read especially in the 
South of England".

The tendency to refer to age differentiation rather than to class 
differentiation is in tune with the general ideological trends in Bri
tain in the 1960's«^^

One inclination of the respondents to project their own attitudes 
on to the readers, is traced in the answers to the question; "What are 
the readers looking for in magazines?" The answers to this question re
veal that many «liters would prefer that their magazine or section satis
fy demands of the readers which are not confined to "shopping service",

1} See ch. II.
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and "providing -information about fashion". One editor stated that 
what readers want was no less than "to inprove themselves" and explained* 
"They identify the modem girl as themselves and by this improve their 
own image". Another editor thought that his readers are "looking for 
assurance and confidence".

The motives which ware mentioned in several answrars were: "Enter- 
tairmjent" and "Escape". "Escape", according to one definition, is 
"looking for the outfit that will make wommri look as they want to be". 
Some of the editors also referred to the function of the magazine as a 
guide to buyers, but this ia not surprising, since providing information 
is supposed to be the main function of any newspaper. But it is apparent 
from the answers that most editors would like their readers to enjoy 
reading their magazines or the fashion sections as a "piece of journey 
lism" and not only as a source of information. They would not perhaps 
go as far as one of them who said that the readers "are not looking for 
anything, but are attracted to read", but neither would they agree with 
the only one who believed that his readers were (almost) looking for 
information alone.

In this respect it can be said that the fasion editors' reference 
group is situated in the realm of journalism rather than in the realm of 
fashion. This is also apparent from their career pattern. Most of the 
fashion editors interviewed did not come to fashion journalism ^rom the 
world of fashion} all of them were career journalists and most of them 
saw their future in journalism, though not r necessarily fashion jour
nalism. Fashion journalism is therefore a channel of professional
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mobility for women Journalists, some of whom are not overly enthusiastic 
about roroaining in the area for an extended period*

The editors* notion about their readers can be compared with 
objective data about the composition of the readership of fashion mega— 
zines* In drawing conclusions from such comparisons, however, it is 
important to bear in mind some qualifications regarding the various atti
tudes of different categories of readers* For exemple, some discrepancy 
between journalists' estimates of their audience and the actual (xidience 
can be explained as the result of a tendency on the part of the editors 
to take into consideration only the people who buy the magazines, end 
not the total readership, which is reflected in the readership survey 
made by^International Publishing Corporation. * As one of the market re
searchers who participated in the making of this survey asserts* "The 
figures you have obtained from the IPG survey are the measures of numbers 
of readers, and if you compare these with the circulation figures of the 
magazines you will find a vast number of 'readers per copy'. The buyers 
of the magazines are more clearly defined and show less skewed charac
ter is tics than the total readership.^^ The difference between the total 
readership and the people who buy the magazines has a special significance 
regarding the "class of readers of magazines which have aspirations to 
higher quality.

1) National Readership Survey, published by the Institute of Practi
tioners in Advertising, London 1964-1965.

2) Mr. B. Allt - The Marketing Division of Management Company Interna
tional Publishing Corporation.
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At) eisseseoent of the readership, based on the circulation figures 
only, is likely to reinforce the image of the magazines in the eyes of 
their editors as relatively high class magazines, mrtiile in fact the 
actual readership may be much more diverse. The market researcher mraitioned 
above explains* "To put it in ano^ier way, the distinct pattern of pur
chasers is progressively diluted each time the middle class publication 
gets passed down the social scale, and each time the working class publi
cation gets passed up the social scale. Editors probably think more in 
terms of the kinds of people who buy the magainzea than in terms of the 
total readership". In the context of the spread of information about 
fashion, the total readership can be regarded as a more reliable indica
tor than tho circulation figures. However, it is worthy of mention that 
different categories of readers might have different attitudes towards the 
magazines. There is probably a difference in attitude to a publication 
between that of a person who buys it and that of a person who sees it by 
chance in the waiting room.

Nevertheless, according to the evidence of the research, the situ
ation is not characterized by a simple dichotomy between people who buy 
the publication and those who read it by chance. These are only the 
extreme ends of the continuum. As the above researcher maintains: "It
is probably more realistic to think of a m^azine-interested group, and 
within this, of a fashion magazine-interested group. People who are 
interested in magazines will buy some for themselves and get others from 
friends, often in exchange for their own. In many cases they know #*ey 
can get it from a friend, and we have the case where quite often a reader
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will pick as her favourite a magazine which she doesn't buy, and not pick
a magazine she does buy. It is true that there are a runnber of people
who only see magazines in. the vary chance circumstances of waiting rooms,
etc., but there are probably not a great many of those if we think of

llmagazines as a whole."  ̂ The readership of magazines which specialized in 
fashion and those which do not specialize are not necessarily the same. 
Therefore it is preferable to examine the readers of the two groups of 
magazines separately accwdlng to age and class.

Table 30 
Readership of magazines by age

Percent of women readers by age groups
M a p a z i n e s 25-34 36-44 45-64 55-64 Others Total
A. Specializing 

in fashion
Vogue 2S.4 18,3 18,2 17.7 12,8 7,6 100
Honey 55,7 11,1 12,7 14,9 4,1 11,5 100
Flair 32.5 16,0 18,4 18,4 10,9 4.8 100
Vanity Fair 31,1 22,2 20,7 14,1 7,5 4,4 100
B, Not Specializing 
- fBÿipn____
She 28,0 22,3 18,5 19,3 6,6 5,3 100
Housewife 13,5 18,2 22,7 19,6 13,6 12,4 100
Woman 21,0 16,5 16,9 17,4 14.4 13.8 100
Woman's Journal 13,2 17,4 18,6 21,2 14.4 15,2 100

Source: National Readership Survey, October 1964 - June 1966, The Insti
tute of Practitioners in Advertising, London 1965.

1) Ur. B. Allt, Ibid.
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The figures indicate that the readership of the magazines which 
specialize in fashion is relatively younger then that of the magazines 
which do not specialize in it. The age group of 16-24 is the largest 
single group of the readers in all the magazines which specialize in 
fashion. In one case, namely that of Honey, more than half of the 
readership belongs to this group. This phenomenon is explained by the 
fact that this magazine specializes in fashion for younger people, while 
the other three magazines included in this survey are geared to the ge
neral female public, ^ t  even for the latter three between a quarter 
and a third of the readers are younger women under 25. The table indi
cates that youngbr people are more interested than other age groups in 
magazines which specialize in fashion. This finding can be interpreted 
either as a result of more interest in fashion news among these groups, 
or as an expression of an attitude towards fashion which regards it as 
essentially an entertairmnent, or even a kind of escapism. Perhaps the 
combination of these two possible interpretations might provide a suffi
cient explanation of this distribution of fashion magazine readers.

The distribution of the readers of the two kinds of magazines 
according to class is as followsi
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Table 31

Magazines
Upper &
Middle
Class

Lower
Middle
Class

Skilled
Workers Others Total

A. Specializing 
in Fashion

Vogue 24,2 26,9 32,1 16,8 100
Honey 23.3 19,8 40,0 16,9 100
Flair 23.4 26,5 33,9 16,2 100
Vanity Fair 22.7 26,1 34.3 16,9 100

B, Not Specializing 
in Fashion

She 24,8 28,4 28,7 18,1 100
Housewife 27,1 25,3 29.3 18,3 100
Woman 11,6 19,7 36.7 30.0 100
Woman's Journal 31,2 30,6 25,2 13,0 100

Source: National Readership Survey, October 1964— June 1965, The
Institute of Practitioners in Advertizing, London 1965,

The readership figures show that the majority of the readers of 
the two kinds of magazines are middle class. Yet they also indicate that 
ttie magazines, and especially those which specialize in fashion, are 
very popular among the working class. Moreover, looked upon from the 
viewpoint of status rather than that of class, we may say that magazines 
which specialize in fashion are mostly read by lower middle class and
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skilled workers. There is also a considerable number of readers from 
the upper middle class, while unskilled workers ere clearly underrepre
sented among the readers. This tendency is less marked with regard to 
the magazines which do not specialize in fashion. Among these there is 
at least one - "Woman" — which is a typical working class magazine with 
only 30% of middle class readers. The interviews with the editors of 
magazines which specialized in fashion showed that they assumed that their 
readership was composed mainly of middle class women and it seems that 
the fashion magazines are written and edited with middle class readers in 
mind. Yet all figures show that Wrere is a considerable number of work
ing class women among the readers of the fashion magazines, mostly from 
skilled workers* families. This is most apparent in the case of Honey 
where they make up 40% of the total readership. This considerable number 
of working class readers can be interpreted as reflecting both the in
creased interest in fashion among the working class and the role of the 
fashion magazines as a form of entertainment and even escape. If this 
interpretation is correct, the class distribution of the readership of 
fashion magazines does not rwcsssarily correspond to the class distribu
tion of consumers in the fashion market. In other words, reading fashion 
magazines is undoubtedly an indication of interest in fashion, but not 
necessarily an indication of bairg a buyer of fashionable goods. Thus we 
should distinguish between the clientele of the fashion journalist as 
readers and the clientele of fashion designers as consumers of fashionable 
goods.
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Journalists* Views on Fashion

We have seen that the fashion journalists conceived their role as 
that of a channel of communication which publicizes changes in fashion 
rather than one which promotes certain styles and innovations. In this 
respect, the fashion journalists* perception of their role concerns the 
process by which fashion is spread rather than the process by which it 
is created. Thus it is not surprising that noist of the fashion journa
lists interviewed had definite views on the ways by which changes in 
fashion are spread. One aspect of the spread of fashion is the mere con
veyance of information about innovation in the field. Most fashion jour
nalists maintained that it was the newspapers and magazines, and to a 
lesser extoit, television which ware the most important agencies that 
fulfil this essentially cognitive role.

A second aspect of the spread of fashion mentioned by most of the 
fashion editors is that of identification through imitation. In this 
respect, too, the fashion journalists put the emphasis on a mechanism 
which reflects the impact of mass media - the influence of pop idols:
"Film stars once led fashion, now it is model girls and pop stars, maga
zines and television. The imitation of idols is now very important, as 
the same clothes are quickly available in the shops", said one fashion 
editor. "Today pop groups for the young, magazines for the older women", 
said another.

Some of the observations of the fashion editors were related to 
the social stratification aspect of the spread of fashion. One editor,
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for example, maintained that "In the past fashion originated by the 
Couture was copied by the middle clessee from the top fashion magazines 
and moved down the social scale. Now it is spread through channels of 
mess media and is quickly available in the shops". A similar view was 
held by another editor* "It starts with an idea - from Paris for example
- from a designer. It goes into production, is shown by the magazines, 
and is seen in the shops; the fashion becomes familiar." An interest
ing observation in this respect is that of the fashion editor who re
ferred to the feedback of the consumers of mass produced fashion to the 
Haute Couture fashion. This editor said that fashion is spread in two 
ways* "... from Haute Couture to little girls ..., but also in reverse
- the skinny little sweaters went from the little girls to Jaeger to 
Haute Couture. Jersey, first used by ready-towear designers, is now a 
common Haute Couture material". The connection between "current young 
fashion and discotheque-type pop culture" was also mentioned in this 
context.

The general picture which emerges from the response of the fashion 
editors to the questions about changes in fashion thus seems to be com
patible with the proposition about the prevalence of Mass Fashion in the 
fashion market in the 60*s. Moreover, at least some of the editors 
expressed the view that this pattern of the spread of fashion represented 
a relatively new trend which is a consequence of the availability of
ready-made fashionable goods in the market, and of the influence of the
mass media. Changes in fashion are communicated by the mass media, and
the fashion editors participate in this process. But the fashion editors
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emphasized that it was not because of publicity that changes in fashion 
occur. Most of them attributed changes in fashion to the interest of 
manufacturers in sailing their goods, or the demand of the consumers, 
or both. One of the editors who referred to both sources of change 
called the latter source "change for the sake of change", while the 
first was referred to in the phrase* "Industry pushes for changes".
There were differences of opinion among the editors as to which of the 
two sources of change is the most important. A minority expressed the 
view that the economic factor, "to keep the industry healthy", "to 
keep couturiers and manufacturers in business", plays the more in^ortant 
role, while the majority â ipeared to agree with the fashion editor who 
said* "The basic changes are due to changes in outlook and patterns of 
behaviour. Economic pressures reinforce social forces towards change." 
Explaining what the social forces are, most of the fashion journalists 
referred to a demand for change on the part of consumers. "People just 
like changes", "It is a portrayal of how people live", "Women are bored 
when changes are boring", are typical answers which put the emphasis on 
the fact that people like changes. The fashion journalist were asked 
not only to explain the mere occurrence of changes in fashion, but also 
to answer tlie question* "What makes a dress fashionable?" In answering 
this cpjestion several editors referred to "conformity" as a basic factor 
in this respect. "It is fashionable when it is in line with the current 
feeling and with the publicity", said one editor. "Following a rcct^- 
nized trend", called it another. Some editors associated conforraity 
aspects of fashion with "new ways of thinking" and even contrasted it
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with the fashion of the past, mainly when "years ago it was quality" 
that made a dress fashionable. The awareness that the social meaning 
of fashion is changing was even more emphasized in answer to the ques
tion whether there are different fashions for different social classes. 
Here the typical answers were; "Not any more", "much less", "this is 
diminishing", "in 10 years this has faded", "this has changed within 
the last 3-4 years". Thus the main difference was between those who 
were categorical, like the editor who said "no, not now", and those 
w Ito were more careful, saying; "Yes, but less so than they wore". But 
the common denominator of almost all answers was that the role played by 
class in the world of fashion is diminishing, and that the phenomenon 
of different fashion for different social classes was emphasized much 
more in the past. Some of the answers linked this diminishing role of 
class with the increasing role played by age groups. "Differences depend 
more on age than on class", said one editor. "Amongst the young no 
distinction at all", said another. Some of the answers associated the 
change in the role of class with the inclination towards conformity and 
with the fact that "uniformity is creeping in". Moreover, several edi
tors even attributed the change in the role of class directly to the 
influence of mass production, and claimed that there used to be fashion 
for different social classes "until the use of moss production". The 
association between mass production and the lessenidgr of the difference 
between classes in respect of fashion, and the tendency towards uni
formity, were ertphasized ex.'sn more clearly in the answers to the ques
tion concerning the effect of the mass-produced dress industry on fashion.
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"It destroyed class diffsTQnoes'*and raised the standard generally", 
said one editor. "It creates general uniformity and on the other hand 
gets prices down", said another. There was general agreement anting 
the editors that the main impact of the mass-produced dress inchjstry, 
in this respect, was to expand the influence of fashion to sections of 
society which were not fashionably dressed before. "Fashion was 
narrower, before mass production only a few women were fashionable", 
said one editor. "Fashion is more dtainable end better distributed, 
fashion is not localized, either to one class or one area, and is raudi 
cheaper", said another. "Mass produced dress industry enables far more 
women to dress better", "It is a service to the public" and is the "only 
way to change fashion", "All classes now can be fashionable", were 
some other expressions of the same idea. Some of the editors also re
ferred to another effect of mass produced dress industry; they main
tained that! "It accelerated changes in fashion", since it enables 
"very quick spread of fashion". All the elements which ware mentioned 
by the different respondents were summed up in the answer of the one who 
said; "Bringing ready-to-wear fashion to the markets has created a love 
of experiment. The cheapness of ready-to-wear enables people to discard 
clothes, has made fashion faceless, classless, has created a general 
fashion, especially for tiie young."
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S u m m a r y
1. Fashion Journalists play the most important role among the com- 
municatois' who convey information about innovations in fashion to the 
consumers. This is apparent in particular when the expenditure on adver
tising of clothing in the press is compared with 4iat on television.

2. The assumption of communication theories that the mass media 
reinforce existing attitudes rather than converting people to entirely 
new attitudes is applicable to the sphere of fashion as well as to other 
spheres involving the diffusion of innovation.

3. The self-image of the fashion journalist interviewed in the course 
of the research appears to be consistent with the concept of the commu
nicator's occupation developed by students of mass communication, The 
fashion editors see themselves primarily as a channel for the spread of 
information and not as educators or promoters of new ideas.

4. In spite of their rather modest self-image, fashion editors are 
aware that they have some influence on the market as a result of their 
ability to select information.

5. The reference group of the fashion editors is the journalist pro
fession, and not the world of fashion.

6. The readership of the fashion magazines and the fashion sections 
of the daily press is not identical with the potential consumers in the 
clothing market. Consequently it can be said that the reading of fashion 
magazine and fashion sections satisfies additional readers' demands 
beside the guidance of potential buyers.
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7. The imege of the readers of the fashion magazines and fashion sec
tion in the eyes of the editors is not always consistent with the objec
tive data about the readership and reflects in part a bias rooted in the 
self-image of the journalists* occupation. On the other hand, the bias 
deriving from the self-image of the journalists has a limited impact on 
their observations about the world of fashion since their occupational 
ideology is concerned primarily with their role as journalists.

8. The prevalent view among fashion editors was that the most important
agencies in spreading information about innovations in fashion are daily 
newspapers and magazines and only to a lesser degree television.

9. Most fashion journalists mentioned identification with popular 
idols as an important mechanism in the promotion of innovations in fashion.

10. Several fashion editors expressed the view that the increasing role 
played by the mass media in the process of the spread of fashion is asso
ciated with a shift of emphasis in the world of fashion from Haute Couture 
to mass produced garments.

11. Most fashion editors expressed the view that changes in fashion
are the consec^ence of the combined effect of the demands of consumers 
who want change and the interest of industry. There was also a tendency 
to say that it is conformity that makes a dress fashionable.

12. The prevalent view among fashion editors was that the impact of
class on fashion is diminishing while the Ingortance of age differences 
is increasing. Quite a few fashion editors associated these trends with 
the increasing role played, in their view, by the mass produced dress 
industry.
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13. Some of the faahlon editors expressed the view that the combined 
effect of mass production end the mass media accelerated fashion changes.
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OHAPTER V 
The Consumer and the Clothing Market

Fashion is both a cultural phenomenon and a process of socio
economic exchange. In the context of this study the spread of fashion is 
considered frcm the viewpoint of the second aspect of fashion rather than 
from the first. Hence this study is bound to focus primarily on the role 
of the consumer who is in a key position with regard to the whole socio
economic process. All the other participants in the spread of fashion 
are in the last resort oriented towards the consumer. The mudi discussed 
question of the will of the consumer confronts the economist with the 
need to turn to other disciplines, mainly sociology and social psychology, 
in order to deal with patterns of behaviour which the economic discipline 
fails to explain in its own terms. Yet the discussion of the cpjestion 
has bean dominated by the economic approach. In his criticism of the 
economic approach, the British sociologist T. Bums maintains that:
"... in the case of consuma?*s behaviour where economists' interests 
have been dominant almost throughout"^^, the exchange relationship 
batwem the disciplines of economy and sociology "has been very one 
sided. The literature of consumer studies has been written almost en
tirely by economists, with sociological contributions either derived by

1) Bums, T., "The Study of Consumer Behaviour — A Sociological 
View", European Joumal of Sociology. July - December 1966, 
p. 314.
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economists from the currency of Ideas put Into circulation by sociolo
gists, or supplied ad hoc by survey research. In either case consumer 
studies are directed towards testing economic hypotheses, amending 
economic theory, or filling in information needed to establish the 
limits of variables on the existence of constants.Some economists, 
notably Pareto, have tried to avoid the difficulties derived from the 
limitation of the economic approach by developing models which consider 
the consumer's choice as given and try to relate the demand ftS*different 
commodities to each other in terms of the consumer. The motivational 
aspect of consumer choice, which can be neutralized in the context of the 
study of demand for different products, also emerges as a problem in 
another sphere of economic thought where it cannottbe eliminated from 
the economic models in any easy way. But since Keynes developed his 
theory about the importance of effective demand in determining the state 
of modem economies in terms of inflation, the attention of the econo
mists has been directed to social and psychological factors which are 
involved in the propensity to consume as against the propensity to save. 
Keynes tried to study saving and consumption in terms of marginal pro
pensity to consume and marginal propensity to save, and claimed that whan 
real income is increased, consumption will not increase by an equal
absolute amount. Keynes admitted the influence of other factors on con-

21sumption and saving, but he did not explore these. *

1) ibid.
2] Keynes, J.M., op. cit.
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Uore interesting for sociologists in general and sociologists 
of fashion in particular, from this point of view, was 0uesaibemy*8 
challenge to Keynes which drew attention of economists to the demonstra
tion effect, i.e. the fact that the consumption behaviour of one indivi
dual is not independent of that of other individuals as Keynes apparently 
assumed. Empirical research concerning the question of whether people 
with high incomes will have proportionately larger savings than people 
with lower income, as Keynes assumed, or a similar ratio, as iXiesenbsmy 
assumes, does r»t provide a decisive answer to this question euid appears 
to support the assumption that in this respect there are different 
patterns of behaviour in different societies, groups an^periods.The 
difficulty in incorporating the motivational element into economic 
theory has resulted in an attempt on the part of the econonists to turn 
either to psychology or to social psychology in order to find the answer 
to this question.

Milton Friedman, for example, has emphasized the importance of
taste, together with its concomitant social variations, in determining

2]the ratio of consumption to permanent income. * Social factors also 
play a role in studies of economic behaviour which are based on the 
assumption that anpirical studies of attitudes and buying patterns can

1) Oueaenbemy, J.J., Incoaw Saving and the Theory of Consumer 
BWiaviour, CanÉiridge, 1949.

2) Friedman, M., A Theory of the Cwisumption Function. Princeton, 
1957.
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contribute more to the understanding of the consumer's choice than uni
versal assumptions about rational economic behaviour. The social 
psychologist, G. Katona, who is a typical representative of this approach, 
avoids any generalized theory of consumption behaviour, preferring to 
explain consumption in terms of attitudes, income level and other vari
ables wit̂ xiut trying to derive a more abstract iwdel,^^

Most economists prefer: i to explain the consumer's choice in
2]psychological rather than sociological terms.  ̂ The reasons far this 

inclination cwi tlis part of most economists to turn to psychology and 
social psychology rather than to sociology in their search for "non
economic variables" are related to their interest in the economic dis
cipline itself.

"The economist", says J.N. Morgan, "is likely to think of group 
behaviour as a mere summation of individual behaviour, responding to the 
same forces, and with little sociological reinforcement". '

The approach of the economists has been followed by market re
searchers and advertisers, who have tried to apply the psychological 
theory of motivation in studies aimed at proirating the sales of certain

1) Katona, 6., Psychological Analysis of Economic Behaviour. New
York, 1951.

2) Bokman, Maynard, Davison, op. cit.
3) Morgan, J.N., The Economic Viewpoint in Family Research, Ann

Arbor, The University of Michigan Press, 1954, p. S.
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commodities. This has been popularized by advertisers such as Dichtar, 
who pretended to develop e technique of appealing to the "hidden" wishes 
of the consumer, a conceqat to which they attached the pretentious title 
of "motivational research".

One of the consequences of the emphasis on psycN)logical variables 
is the inclination to ovmrlook the impact of differential group behaviour 
on patterns of consumption. On the other hand, the Impact of social 
differentiation on consumer behaviour can be accounts for by the intro
duction of sociological hypotheses| as T. Bums put it, sociologists are 
concerned with the "patterned distribution of rights and privileges,

2Iduties and obligations in society". This sociological approach empha
sizes the role played by social differentiation in conditioning the 
behaviour of individuals in various spheres of activity including con- 
aun^tion. Consequently, the discrepancies between the economic hypotheses 
about the balance between spending and saving in 'absolute income* end 
findings about the different patterns of spending of different groups in* 
society should be interpreted in terms of social "pressure towards con
formity with certain norms of consumption". In other words, the socio
logical study of consumer behaviour inevitably ends up with several 
profiles of consumers with different motivation according to criteria

1} For a popular presentation of the theories of the motivational
research see; Packard, V., The Hidden Persuader. Pocket Book 
Inc., New York, 1957, p. 19.

2) Bums, T., pp. cit.. p. 318.
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of class, age, ethnic groups, education, and ecological background.
Such studies are necessarily more complicated and more expensive than 
those which ere based on general deductions about a generalized indi
vidual in a certain society, who is supposedly motivated by common 
traits, whether universal or ethnocentric. The sociological eçjproach is 
therefore nmre conplicatad, both because it deals with groups rather 
than with abstract individuals, and because it cemnot provide a genera
lized characteristic of consumers which is intended to apply, if not to 
any social context, at least to a specific period and culture regardless 
of the internal differentiation among the consumers.

It is noteworthy that in recent years market researchers have 
been more end more inclined to incorporate sociological data in their 
surveys. Differentiation by age and sex are regarded as self evident, 
and differentiation by class..is more and more taken into consideration, 
if not in the analysis at least in the planning of the sample.

In fact, the attempt to interpret consumer behaviour in sociologi
cal terms can be linked with an established sociological tradition. Most 
notable in this respect is the contribution made by T. Veblen to the 
understanding of individual behaviour in cnopetitive market society with 
his concept of 'conspicuous consumption'.^^ Within this tradition there 
are also several works dealing with modes and articles of consumption as

1) Nystrora, P., Marketing Handbook, New York, 1954.
2) Veblen, T., op. cit.
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statue symbols, notably Ervir^ Goffman'a "The Presentation of Self In 
Everyday Life", and "Status Symbols". Gofftoan's notion of the usurpa
tion of status symdaols, together with his classification of status 
symbols, have already contributed to the sociological study of stratifi
cation end can also contribute to the study of patterns of consumption.^^

The concept of con^icuous consumption and status symbols makes 
it possible to link group affiliation with the motivational factors 
which effect the market behaviour of individuals.

The use of these concepts enables us to explain the differential 
demand for certain commodities by referring to non-economic variables 
associated with "patterned distribution of rights, privileges, duties 
and obligations in society", i.e. with social stratification.

Of course the non-economio factors associated with the social 
structure cannot in themselves account for the demand for certain goods 
in the market, they only add another dimension to the study of effective 
demand.

Thus it is useful to follow Liebenstein's distinction between 
"functional" and "non functional" demand and focus the sociological 
attention on the second category.The notion of functional demand as 
used by Liebenstein means "tiat part of the demand for a commodity which

1) Goffman, E., The Presentation, pp. cit.; Goffmen, E., Status 
Symbols, op. clt.

2) Liebenstein, H., "Band-Wagon, Snob and Veblen Effects in the 
Theory of Consuma? Demand", Quarterly Joumal of Economics. 
Cambridge, Mass., May 1950.
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is due to the qualities inherent in the «awmodity itself",

Non-functional demand, on the otiier hand, is "that portion of
the demand for a ccMiaumers good which is due to factors other than the

2]qualities inhereint in the ccxnmodity". ^

According to Liabstein's classification there are three kinds of 
non-functional demands;

(1) External Effect in Utility — related to the assertion of
social status.

(2) Speculative — related to speculative econcmic considerations.
(3) Irrational — related to cultural and psychological motives.

The second category - "speculative" - can be interpreted in econo
mic terms, the third - "irrational" - is rooted inscultural and psycholo
gical factors. On the other hand, conc^ts such as "status symbols" and 
"conspicuous consumption" are most relevant to Liebenstein*s first cate
gory of "non functional" demand, i.e. External Effect in Utility.

In fact, LiWDenstein himself refers to such status consideration in 
his sub-classification of these effects, which are according to him three;

The Band-Wagon Effect, the Snob Effect and the Veblen Effect. By 
Bandwagon Effect Liebenstein means; "The extent to which the demand for 
a commodity is increased due to the fact that others are also consuming 
the seme commodity".

1) Ibid.. p. 168.
2) Ibid.
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Snob effect means "the extent to which the demand for a consumer's 
good is decreased owing to the fact that others are also consuming the 
seme commodity". Veblen effect means "the extent to which the demand 
for a consumer's good increases because it bears a higher rather than a 
lower price".

As we see, the first and the third categories referred to social 
factors which raise the value of a ccmnodity for consumers, while the 
second effect makes the consumer's good less valuable from this point of 
view. In fact Liebenstein's classification is only an attempt to elabo
rate on Veblen'8 concept of conspicuous consumption, but it shows clearly 
the potentiality of an analysis of the demand for certain commodities w  

the basis of their meaning in terms of social stratification. The 
classification of "non-fUnctional" effect on consumption is relevant to 
the study of faishion as a mode of clothing behaviour. The demand for 
clothing is affected by both qualities inherent in the commodity and 
"non-functional" factors. Such factors are in fact the essence of the 
mode of clothing behaviour known as fashion.

"Non—fashion" behaviour does not necessarily imply "functional" 
demand. On the other hand the notion of fashion implies that the 
demand for clothing items is affected to a certain degree at least by 
external effects such as Band-Wagon Effect, Snob Effect or Veblen 
Effect. Since "non-fashion" behaviour is not included in the scope of

1) Ibid.. p. 188.
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our study, the question whether the demand for clothing which is not 
affected by fashion is predominantly functional demand, or not, cannot 
be answered on the basis of our data.

On the other hand, our study of the consuimr is clearly intended 
to identify the External Effect in Utility, of fashionable goods, both 
in the context of Elite Fashion and that of Mass Fashion. Moreover, 
since the response to fashion adds a new source of demand which does 
not exist in "non-fashion" behaviour, and this additional source of 
demand is "non—functional", it seems probable that the demand in
spired by "fashion behaviour" is less "functional in Liebenstein*s 
terms than the demand which is sindifferent to changes in fashion. The 
"non-fUnctional" attributes of the demand for fashionable goods are 
directly related to the social structure in general and stratification 
in particular. It is only in the context of a stratified society that 
notions such as the Band Wagon Effect and the Snob Effect and the Veblen 
Effect have any meaning. In other words, the affiliation to a social 
group in a stratified society is linked with fashion behaviour through 
the External Effect in Utility.

The concept of conspicuous consumption implies that differential 
patterns of consumption, based on a group affiliation, might enable 
people to place a person somewhere in the social map. This assumption 
is applicable to clothing consumption and, by the same token, to cloth
ing behaviour in a wider context. The theoretical link between the 
consumption aspect of clothing behaviour and the status value of
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clothing is provided by the concept of "appearance" as developed by 
social psychologists.

"In appearance, their selves art : established and 
mobilised. As the self is dressed, it is simul
taneously addressed, for whenever we clothe our
selves, we dress * towards* or address some 
audience whose validating responses are essential 
to the establishment of our self."^^

So wrote 6. Stone; this approach to appearance, as a way of 
establishing one*s self, is inr the social context associated with the 
notion of status symbols and thus related to stratificationt "The 
establishment of identity, value and mood by appearances represwits 
the person as there, stratified or assigned a particular distance,

2)and rapt or engrossed." '

Through the concept of appearance, the Veblen Effect acquires a 
concrete personal meaning. The purchases of consumption goods is 
translated into a conspicuous status symbol through its use by the 
individual asserting his status by means of appearance. This addi
tional dimension of the concept of conspicuous consumption is parti
cularly applicable to clothing behaviour in general and fashion as a 
mode of clothing behaviour in particular. Appearance in terms of

1) Stone, Q., OP. cit.. pp. 101-102.
2) Ibid.. p. 100.
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clothing is a status symbol directly associated with the demand in the
clothing market. This applies among other things to the adherence to
fashion which is one of the modes of appearance. In this way the
individual desire to dress in a certain style in order to assert his 
status becomes an economic factor linked witii social stratification.

Yet to the extent that appearance plays the role of a status 
symbol, this status symbol is vulnerable to usurpation. In this con
text Goffman*3 concept of usurpation of status becomes relevant to 
consumer behaviour.

The desire of people to improve their status by appearance can 
be satisfied by conaun^tion. In this cwitext the notion of usurpation 
of status can be applied to groups as well as individuals. A change 
in the patterns of consumer behaviour in certain groups in society 
might be rooted in the status aspiration of these groups. When a 
change in the status aspiration of a certain stratum of society leads 
to the adoption of status symbols associated with other groups, such 
behaviour might lead to a reduction in the value of status symbols to 
other groups. In this respect, üie spread of cei'tain patterns of 
conspicuous consumption does not secure the fulfilment of the aspira
tion to acquire a higher status by a change in appearance. In this 
respect, the sociological study of consumption will benefit from fol
lowing T. Burns' formula, according to which the sociologist dealing

1) Goffman, E,, Status Symbols, op. cit.
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with consumer's behaviour "is above all concerned with the identifi
cation of the contemporary social structure and with those elements or 
principles of the social structure which have changed or are in the 
process of changing".The diffusion of new patterns of consumption 
is thus associated with social change. This applies in particular to 
the adoption of certain consistent modes of behaviour which has a con
tinuous effect on consumption. For examplei the responsiveness to 
innovations, which is most important in the context of fashion, is a 
mode of behaviour associated with social group affiliation, which im
plies certain patterns of consumer behaviour. Since these studies tend 
to put the emphasis on differentiated responsiveness to communication 
by innovations as a result of group affiliation, they make it possible 
to show how some groups of society acquire certain patterns of consump
tion and retain them over a period.

The Consumer Sample

Our study does not deal with the consumer in general, but with 
the consumer in the defined context of clothing behaviour in general, 
and fashion behaviour in particular. Consequently the different theo
ries on the non-economic variable affecting consumption are relevant 
to our study only inasmuch as they are reflected in a particular sphere 
of consumer behaviour. Yet, since this sphere of consumer behaviour

1) Burns, T., op. cit., p. 314,
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is directly associated with people's appearance, which in turn tends 
to be influenced by status ccnsiderations, it is apt to be highly con
ditioned by group affiliation. Consequently our probe of the consumers' 
outlook is focused on two main isajes. The first concerns the consumer 
position in the context of the clothing market in general, and the market 
for fashionable clothes in particular. The second concerns the consu
mer's approach to clothing and fashion in the context of her perception 
of society and her own position in it.

The probbj was based on the responses of 569 consumers interviewed 
to questions put to them in an essentially close-ended questionnaire with 
few open-ended questions.Most of the questions referred to the beha
viour of the consumer as a buyer of clothing and to her perception of the 
process through which clcthes in general and fashicnable clothes in par
ticular are distributed. Sans of the questions also dealt with the role 
of communication in this respect.

A different category of questions was that which dealt with the 
connection between fashion and different criteria of social differenti
ation such as class, age group, economic position, marital status and 
residence.

The research was carried out in three English urban centers. The three 
centers were: London, Liverpool and Brighton. The choice of London

1} Gee Appendix E.
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was obvious as it is both a metropolitan area - the biggest ooncentrac
tion of population in Britain and the place where the leading fashion 
designers in England live and work. Moreover, the period during which 
the research was carried out was the mid-6D's period in which the so- 
called London Look in dress emerged.

The choice of Liverpool was based on different considerations. 
Liverpool is one of the main cities of the north of England, it is an 
industrial city which had a considerable impact on the emergence of so- 
called Pop Culture in the mid-eixties.

Brighton was chosen mainly because of social and economic consi
derations - a seaside resort in the south and a town with a relatively 
high proportion of middle class among its population.

The differences in the size of the population of the three cities 
were taken into consideration only in part. In order to avoid having too 
small a sample of consumers in Brighton and Liverpool they are over
represented in cur sample as compared with London.

Thus 286 were interviewed in London, 183 in Liverpool end 118 
in Brighton,

The respondents were instructed how to fill in the questionnaire 
by interviewers of the Courtauld Market Research Division. The sample 
of each town was chosen by the statistician of the Courtauld Market 
Research Division, on the basis of the same method by which the samples 
for Courtauld*8 own market research studies are chosen. The choice
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took into considsratlon the class and age composition of the popula
tion of those towns, as well as statistical considerations regarding 
the size of the population in each cell, in order to ensure a meaning
ful result. Thus, for example, Uio upper middle class is over
represented in the sample. The criteria ttwt were taken into consi
deration in the choice of the sample were threei i*egion, class, age 
group. The criteria of marital status end employment were not taken 
into consideration in the selection of the sample, but since the 
respondents were asked to state misrital status and whether they were 
employed or not, it was also possible to compare the responses of the 
married and unmarried women, students, working women and housewives.

The distribution of the sample according to class in the three 
towns was:
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Table 32 

London sample, class* distribution 

f numbers» percentages]

Numbers
Percent
ages

Class A (higher managerial end professional —
upper middle class] 57 19.7

Class (lower managerial and administrative 
middle class and Skilled end 
supervisory non-manual lower
middle class) 91 31.7

Class Cg (skilled manual working class) 62 21.7
Class 0 (semif- and unskilled manual working

class) 55 19,0
Class E (residual, pensioners and casual

workers) 23 7.9
T o t a l 288 100.0

For the discussion of the division into class groups see 
below p. to p 2.01.
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Tabla 33

Liverpool sample class distribution 

fnuivibgrs. porcentagesl

Percent»
Numbers ages

Class A (higher managerial emd professional —
upper middle class) 17 9.3

Class BiCj (lower managerial and administrative
middle class and skilled and 
supervisory non-manual lower
middle class) 79 43,6

Class Cg (skilled manual workir^ class) 37 20,3
Class 0 (serai— end unskilled manual working

class) 38 20.8
Class E (residual, pensioners eund casual

workers) 11 6,0
T o t a l  182 100.0
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T&ble_
distribution 

{nuiiijers, p9rcentcpos][

Percant- 
fjunfacTG agsB

Class A (higher managerial and professional -
upper middle class) 13 11*0

Class 840^ (loww managerial end administrative
middle class end skilled and 
supervisory nonMnenual lower ni 
middle class) 40 34,1

Class Cg (skilled maxtal working class) 30 25,4
Class D (semi— and unskilled manual working

class) 23 19.4
Class E (residual, pensioners endt casual

workers) 12 10,1
T o t a l  110 100.0
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Table 35 
London sample, e»e distributloa i 

[nutnberst percentaHeo)

Numbers Percentages
15 - 19 77 26
20-24 58 20
25-29 19 7
30-39 61 21
40-49 44 15
50-59 25 9
60 + 5 2■■■■■
T o t a l 289 100
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Tabla 36
Liverpool sample, age distribution 

[numbers. percentanesl

Numbers Percentages
15 - 19 57 30
20-24 43 24
25-29 21 12
30-39 25 14
^  - 49 27 15
50-59 9 5
GO + 0 0
T o t a l 182 100
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Table 37 
Brighton sample, age cdstrlbution 

Inumoers, percentages J

Numbers Percentages
15-19 36 31
20-24 27 23
25-29 11 9
30-39 18 15
40-49 IS 15
50-59 8 7
GO + 0 0— II
T o t a l 116 100
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Tabla Œ
Sample distribution according to class 
in London. Liverpool and Brighton

Î t .unioers. percentages ]

Class Numbers Percenteoes
A 89 15.1
B4C^ 209 35.6

^2 129 21.9
0 11G 19.6
E 46 7.8
T o t a l 509 100.0

Table 39
Sanpla distribution according to age grouDs

in London. Liverpool and Brighton
( numbers , parcent^esj

Asa Group Numbers Percentages
15 - 19 1GB 28
20-24 129 22
25-29 51 9
30-39 104 18
40-49 B9 15
50-59 43 7
GO + 5 1
T o t a l 589 100
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Table 40
Sample distribution uncording to méritai status 

in London, Liverpool and Brighton 
I . p^centGfies,

Numbers Porcentoges
Married 335 57.0
Unmarried 239 40.5
Widowed IS 2.5
T o t a l 5G9 100.0

Table 41
Samole distribution according to women omplovmenl

in London. Liverpool and Brighton
{numbers, percentages)

Numbers Percentages
Housewives 209 35.4
Students 87 14.7
Working women 293 49.9
T o t a l 569 100.0

While the definitions of marital status, employment and age 
group are easily cteflnable, the ctefinition of class is problematic.
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There are several possible criteria for distinction between 
social classes. In raost British studies, social class is defined in 
terms of occupation. The classification on the basis of occupation 
follows the example of the "Census Authority" which divides the popula
tion into the following categoriest Upper Middle Class - professional 
and similar occupation, e.g. civil service administrative officers, 
secretaries and registrars of companies, ministers of religion, law-* 
yers, doctors, professional engineers; Middle Class - intermediate 
occupations, e.g. farmers, retailers, local authority officers, 
pharmacists, teachers; Skilled Working Class - skilled occupations; 
Working Class - partly skilled occupations and unskilled occupations.

The division into class on the basis of occupation is justified 
by students of British society on theoretical as well eis on practical 
grounds. "Social stratification in British society is almost synony
mous with occupational classification", say P. Oldman end R. Illsely 
in their article "Measuring the status of occupations".^^

"There are good reasons why this should be so. As a determinant 
of the source of income it affects a individual's class position in 
the socio-economic structure. As a determinant of income, it influences 
the individual's consumption possibilities and life style, thereby con
tributing to his status position. It also determines certain degrees

1) Oldman, 0., Illsley, R., "Measuring the status of occupations". 
The Sociological Review. Vol. 14, No. 1, pp. 53-72. March 1966.
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of power over others, both In the work situation and in the social area. 
It is further related to a status dimension in that people ascribe 
prestige directly to an occupation by virtue of its functional signi
ficance, 6tf>d by the amount of skill, training and knowledge they 
believe to be associated with it." The authors also maintain that 
"there is now a considerable body of empirical evidence that shows a 
high correlation between an index of occupation and other indices of 
social position".The occupational criterion was also advocated by 
J. Hall and P. Caracbg Jones in their article* "Social grading of 
occupation",In their article they show that there is a high degree 
of consensus about the social grading of occupation. The division into 
classes on the basis of occupation is also used by the Research Services 
who have adopted the classification of O.C. Marsh in his book "Changing 
social structure of England and Woles, 1871—196.1", and by Kahan,
Butler and Stokes in their article "On the analytical division of

3)social class". ^

1) Ibid.. p. 53.
2) Hall, J., Caradog Jones, "Social grading of occupations",

British Journal of Sociology. 1950, pp. 133-163,
3) Kahan, M., Butler, 0., Stokes, 0., "On the analytical divi

sion of social class", British Journal of Sociology, 1966,
pp. 122-132. Marsh, B.C., Changing Social Structure of England 
and Wales. 1871—1961. 1966,
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The latter suggest a modification in the class category used by 
the Research Services which takes into consideration the distinction 
between two subgroups of the skilled workers.

Our sample did not follow the Research Services Division exactly, 
as we added together the two categories of lower managerial and admi
nistrative class with the skilled and supervisory non-manual class (B 
and categories in the Research Services Classification).

Moreover, in comparing the responses of the different class groups 
to the questionnaire we disregarded the rather small group of class E, 
residual, state pensioners, and casual workers*

Kahan's Research Services
Label Label
I A Higher managerial and professional
II B Lower managerial and administrative
III C^ Skilled and supervisory non-manual
IV Lower middle class
V Cg Skilled manual
VI D Unskilled manual
VII E Residual, state penionsers, casual

workers*

Another question associated with the distinction of d#6s is 
where class is taken into consideration, that of the respondent or that 
of the head of the household. In our study we follow the practice of 
most British studies which regard the class of the head of the household
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as the basis for the definition of the individual's class. Thus 
married women ere taken to belong to their husbands' class, while the 
class of a single woman is determined either on the basis of her 
parents' class if she still lives with them, or according to her own 
occupation if she lives on her own,

2Exçltemantj[_ĵ ŝ

The clothing habits of the consumers are bound to have an impact 
on demand in the clothing market. In this context, clothing behaviour 
which reflects the influence of fashion can be expected to result in 
increased purchases. Thus the degree to which fashion plays a role in 
the consideration of buyers in different strata of the population is 
likely to have an impact on the value of the consumption of clothing 
garments. Fashion is an aspect of clothing behaviour which has an im
pact on different patterns of consumer bdiaviour. It relates to ques
tions such as the reasons for buying new clothes, the degree to which 
the wardrobe is planned in advance, and the motivation behind impulsive 
buying.

The first question put before the consumers referred to their 
motives for buying new clothes.
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Table 42 
M o tivss^fo rJx jj^ in g jn e^ ^

[numbeia. percanteaes. in order of preference)

1

M o t i v e s
Num-
bers

Per
centages

Nura-
bers

Per
centages

Num-
bers

Per
centages

Old clothes worn out 183 32 66 11 87 16
Boredom with old

clothes 244 42 151 27 86 16
Sean by other people in

one's old clothes 31 S 102 17 111 20
Old clothes no longer

fashionable 82
Desire for clothes simi

lar to those of one's

14 188 33 132 24

friends 5 1 11 2 24 5
Desire to be attractive

to men 38 6 58 10 105 19— I
T o t a l
Unknown

563
6

100 576
13

100 545
44

100

From the viewpoint of a study focused on the impact of fashion it 
is interesting that 42^ gave as a first reason the answer "Because I am 
bored with my old clothes". Thus the most popular answer put the empha
sis on the desire for change which is supposed also to be one of the
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explanations for the appeal of fashion. Only a smaller percentage of 
respondents, 32 percent, claimed to buy new clothes because their old 
clothes were worn out. Other answers ware* 14% "Because my old 
clothes are not fashionable any: mors"; "Because I want to be
attractive to men"; 3^ "Because other people have seen me in all ray 
old clothes"; 1% "Because I want similar clothes to my friends". The
same set of attitudes is also traceable in the choice of the second 
reason. The most popular second given reason for buying fashionable 
goods was "Because ray old clothes are not fashionable any more". This 
answer, like the reference to boredom, indicates that buying clothes 
is not primarily motivated by material necessity* The motive of being
bored was mentioned by 27% out of the 58% who did not give it eis their
first motive. Another 1 ^  mentioned it as their third motive. Hence 
no less than 85% of the respondents mentioned being bored as one of
their three main motives for buying clothes.

Each of the answers represents a particular outlook on fashion. 
It is therefore possible to accept the answers as the representing 
general motive for buying clothes and to refer in our analysis to these 
motives.

The answer "beceujse my old clothes Eure worn out" represents the 
•economy* or 'utility* motive in clothes purchasing,The answer

1) The meaning of the term 'utility' in this context should not be 
confused with its usage in the context of either economic theory 
or psychological decision making theory, nor has it much in

(ccxit'd next p.)
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"Because I era bored with my old clothes" represents the notion of buy
ing as a source of 'Excitement*. The response "Because other people 
have seen me in all my old clothes” represents the "status" aspect of 
the demand for fashionable articles. The reply "Because my old clothes 
are not fashionable any more" represents the 'Conformity' aspect of 
fashion. "I want similar clothes to my friends", puts the emphasis on 
•imitation', and the answer "I want to be attractive to men" refers to 
the 'Sex' motive.

The extent to which non-economic considerations effect the demand 
for women's clothing can also be inferred from the answers to other 
questions beside the questions of the motives for buying new clothes.

One of these questions was the question "Do you sometimes buy 
new clothes because you feel like it?".

(Ftn. cont'd from previous p.)
common with the philosophical usage of the term. The term is 
used here in a narrower sense which combine connotations of 
'economy* on the one hand, and 'instrumental' on the other, 
and perhaps also of 'use value* in the Marxist sense. It is 
also associated with the use of 'utility* during the Second 
World War, in describing standard wartime products. It de
notes an emphasis on durability, usefulness and low price and 
disregard of style and feishion. The terra 'economy* on the 
other hand is clearer but its usage in this context involves 
some sacrifice of meaning for the sake of clarity.
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Table 43
Inclination towerdp Inpulslve buying 

f numbers, percentegjesl

Numbers Percontapes
Often buys impulsively 132 23
Sometimes buys impulsively 378 64
Never buys impulsively 79 13
T o t a l 589 100

No less than 64% of the consumers interviewed sometimes buy new 
clothes for reasons which are clearly non-economic, and 23% do so 
often.

The distribution of responses to the question about planning of 
wardrobe in advance was as follows:
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Table 44
Planning wardrobe in advance 
f numbers. percentages)

Numbers Pez-oen tapes
Planning in advance 147 25
Planning for special occasions 108 18
Planning 6f casual clothes 18 3
Not planning at all 316 54
T o t a l 589 100

B3ĵ  of all respondents do not plan their wardrobe at all, while 
only 29% plan their wardrobe.

The profile of the typical consumer which can be derived from 
the answers to the three questiona mentioned above is clearly that of a 
woman whose demand for clothing is determined by social and psycholo
gical needs rather than by considerations of economy. Yet the data con
cerning the buying motivation on the part of the average consumer are 
still of a limited sociological significance, as it is inpossibls to 
draw conclusions from them about the behaviour and attitudes of dif
ferent social groups and to compare this with one another. Such con
clusions can be only drawn from the breakdown of the data on the basis 
of several social criteria.
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The distribution (according to age) of answers to the question 
"Why do you usually buy now clothes?" reveals soma significant differ
ences between age groups. If we focus on Uie first reason given by the 
consumers and ignore the answers of the second and third preferences, 
the differences between the age groups are as in the following table.

Table 45
Motives for buying new clothes, distribution by ane

f percantapes)

15-19 20-24 25-29 30-39 40-49 50-59
Eoonomy motive 22 25 28 42 42 42
Excitement motive 48 47 41 35 36 35
Status motive 5 5 4 4 6 7
Conformity motive 17 14 17 11 12 9
Imitation motive 2 0 2 0 1 0
Sex motive 6 9 8 8 2 7

■II- II.

T o t a l 100 100 100 100 100 100
N 169 126 49 101 89 43
Unknown 0 1

- 29.96

2

p> 0.01

3 0 0

p> 0.05
p< 0,10
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The table shows that tJiere are variations in the correlation be
tween age and motivation fur buying new clothes. The most obvious con
clusion concerns the most popular responses representing the 'economy' 
end the 'excitemenL' motive. It is clear that the older the consumer, 
the more likely she is to wear her old clothes till they are worn out.
The opposite is tiie case of the 'excitement' motive, the older the women, 
the lass importance does she attach to this motive, a motive typical of 
modem mess consumption society. It is also noteworthy that these two 
contrasting motives are the most popular by far. The lowest percentage 
of each of thorn (between the ages 15-19 in the case of 'economy', and 
between 30-40 in the cose of 'excitement') represents tho attitudes of 
many more consumers than the highest percentage of consumers mentioning 
any other alternative. Hence the difference in attitudes depending upon 
age is mainly represented by the contrasting trends of these two motives.
Yet it is impossible to infer from these data whether the difference; 
represents a change of attitudes during the years or reflects the differ
ence in the period of socialization of the different age groups, i.e. 
the fact that younger consumers are already products of "the afflu
ent society".

The third in popularity among the consumers is the 'conformity motive. 
Although the trend of the curve representing this motive is not as clear as 
that of the curves representing the two more popular ones, it appears 
that its popularity tends to diminish in older groups. The popularity
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of this Botlve slumps to a minimum between the ages of 40-50, and then 
in the 50-60 age group ratiier surprisingly increases and reaches the 
same level as in the age 15-19 group. Perhaps the interpretation of 
this curve could best be left to the psychologists11

The 'status' motive is less popular than one would expect, and 
its curve reveals a slight tendency to rise in older age groups. The 
importance of the 'imitation* motive, at least as a primary influence 
in buying fashionable goods, seems to be so small as to be negligible, 
while its curve does not indicate any clear trend.

The trend of alternative answers in terns of proportions is illus
trated in the following diagram A, in which each curve represents a 
motive mentioned above, i.e. * economy*, 'excitement*, 'status', 
'conformity*, 'imitation' and sex'.
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The breakdown of the data according to age group reveals a statis
tically significant correlation between age and motivation in buying new 
clothes. The correlation of rmotives-! and social class as demonstrated 
by the following table is much less mezked.

Table 46
Motives for buying new clothes, distribution by class

fcareentages)

0 A
mmÊmmm

Economy motive 33 31 35 26
Excitement motive 36 42 45 æ
Status motive 6 5 4 8
Conformity motive 16 16 10 16
Imitation motive 2 2 0 0
Sex motive 7 4 6 11. 1 ■ ■ ■
T o t a l 100 100 100 100
N 115 127 205 89
Unknown

X2

1

• 7.640

2

P> .01 
p > .05

4 0
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It appears that the two most popular motives, that of 'economy*
social

and that of 'excitement* are less correlated with the/class factor than 
with the age factor.

Another division which cuts across distinctions is that between 
housewives, working women and students.

Table 47

(percentages!
M j r  « « W M M 34 1

Housewives Students
Working
Women

Economy motive 41 22 35
Excitement motive 37 S3 34
Status motive 3 6 4
Conformity motive 14 12 8
Imitation motive 1 0 3
Sex motive 4 7 16

II I I '  n i l

T o t a l 100 100 100
N 207 87 284
Unknown 2 0 9

- 17,806 p >,01 
p> ,05 
p<.,10
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The figuras indicate that housewives are more economy minded than 
either students or working women, but the "economy* consideration is 
still the more prevalent answer among working women. There is no signi
ficant difference between housewives and working women with regard to 
the *excitement* and *status' motives. On the other hand, there is a 
clear difference between the proportion of consumers who mentioned the 
'conformity* motives in these two groupai only about 9)6 of tte working 
women compared with 14% of the housewives.

With regard to the *sex* motive, only 4% of the housewives indi
cated this motive as compared with not less than 1 ^  of the workirg 
women and 7% of the students. The most interesting group of the three 
is that of the students. This group's attitude to fashion represents 
the clearest example of clothing consumpticm which is not motivated by 
'economy* considerations but by the drive to innovate in order to satisfy 
a need for 'excitenant*. In this respect the student is the 'ideal con
sumer' from the point of view of the promotion of fashionable garments. 
Youth provides a partial explanation of the attitudes of students which 
fit into the pattern of the consumer in a High Mass Consumption society. 
The proportion of students nho mentioned tlie 'excitement' factor as the 
most important motive for buying new clothes is higher than that of any 
age group in the distribution of the sample accordir^ to age (see Table 
45], This attitude on the part of some students cannot be explained by 
economic affluence, as it is reasonable to assume that many working girls 
can afford to spend more money on clothing than many of the girls defined 
as students. In this respect they can be regarded as more open to inno
vation, and in a way, even as bearers of change.
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Table 48

fpercentages)

Married Unmarried
Economy motive 38 22
Excitement motive 38 49
Status motive 4 6
Conformity motive 13 IS
Imitation motive 1 1
Bex motive 6 7
T o t a l 100 100
N 338 238
Unknown 7

- 17,3 p <,01
p< .OS

1

The distribution of answers according to marital status reveals 
that the attitudes of unmarried women are similar to tiiose of students, 
but the emphasis on excitement is slightly less marked.
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Impulsive and Calculated Buying

The distribution according to social class is not significantly 
correlated with tiie distribution of answers about motives for buying new 
clothes. Not so the distribution according to age group and marital 
status, which have bean found to be significant. It appears that the 
consumption of fashionable garments is much less of a status symbol 
than a pattern of sooio-culturel behaviour associated with a need for 
'excitement* in modern mass society. From this point of view we can 
distinguish between the consumption of clothing in general, and the 
consumption of fashionable articles as such. The more established 
women are, and the more concerned with domestic responsibilities, the 
less likely that they will be responsive to innovation in fashion which 
appeals to the need for change. It is the young wo«mn, the unmarried 
women and the girl students, who are in the position of 'moratorium'^^, 
who can be regarded as the 'model* consuners of fashionable garments.

These conclusions are supported by the consumers' answers to 
other questions which were associated with their motivation for buying 
clothes. One of these questions west "Do you sometimes buy new 
clothes because you feel like it?". The percentage distribution of 
the answers according to age groups showed that yourger people were 
more inclined towards impulsive buying than older people.

Sees Erickson, E., "Identity and lifecycle". Psychological 
Issues, vol. 1, No. 1, 1959.
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 ̂ Table 42 
Inclination towards Impulsive buying, distribution by age

f percentages)

15-19 20-24 25-29 30-38 40-19 50-59
Often buys impulsively 29 21 27 17 16 26
Sometimes buys impulsively , 62 70 37 71 60 55
Never buys impulsively 9 9 16 12 24 19
T o t a l 100 100 100 100 100 100
N 168 129 51 104 89 43
Unknown 0 0 0 0 0 0

- 22.108 p >.01
p d.OS

Even more marked la the effect of marital status on impulsive
buying.
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Table 50
Inclination towardn ImpulslvB buying, 

distribution by marital status 
(percentages)

Married Unmarried
Often buys impulsively 19 28
Sometimes buys impulsively 66 63
Never buys impulsively 16 9
T o t a l 100 100
N 333 239
Unknown 2 0

- 9.048 PN.01
p<.OS

While only 19% of the married women admitted to often buyirg 
clothes because they felt like it, no less than 26% of the unmarried 
belonged to this category of persistent impulsive buying. On the other 
hand, 1Q6 of the married women never buy buceause they feel like it, 
compared with only 9% of the unmarried women. Yet it is noteworthy 
that the most popular answer in both groups was "sometimes", and this 
answer was given by almost the same percentage of consumers in each of 
the two groups, 6 ^  eunong the married and among the unmarried.
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The distribution of answers according to class also reveals some 
interesting differences of attitude.

Table 51

{percentages)

0 £ 2. B+G, A

Often buys impulsively 23 23 18 31
Sometimes buys impulsively 63 60 70 56
Never buys impulsively 14 17 12 13
T o t a l  100 100 100 100
N 116 129 209 89
Unknown 0 0 0 0

« 8,31 p > 
P>

.01

.05

In spite of the established lack of significance in general of 
the differences between classes in their answers to this cpjsstion, it 
is still noteworthy that the upper middle class is more inclined towards 
impulsive buying than the other classes.

Unlike the distribution of answers to the question concerning 
motivation and impulsive buying, the distribution according to age in
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answer to the question "Do you plan your wardrobe in advance?" did not 
reveal any clear trend.

Table 52
Planning of wardrobe in advance, distribution by age

(percentages)

15-19 20-24 25-29 30-39 40-49 50-89
Planning in advance 28 19 IB 23 26 40
Planning for special occasions 18 20 21 14 19 21
Planning casual clothes 4 1 6 5 3 0
Not planning at all 50 60 55 58 52 37
T o t a l 100 100 100 100 100 100
N 168 129 61 104 89 43
Unknown 1 0 0 0 0 0

- 14.126 p>.01
P >.0S

It is almost ingossible to offer any plausible explanation for the 
distribution of answers in the above table. It seems that vary young 
people and older people are more inclined to plan their wardrobe in ad
vance than middle-aged people. More than half the women in every age 
group except the 50-68 do not plan their wardrobe in advance and the 
and the differences between the various groups are not marked. Only
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in the group 50-59 is there a strong inclination to plan wardrobes in 
advance, with only 37% not doing so. On the other hand, the distri
bution of answers according to class appears to indicate some differ
ence in the behaviour of consumers in various class categories.

Table 53
Planning of wardrobe in advance, distribution by class

f percentages)

0 fi. B-tĈ A

Plans wardrobe in advance 14 22 26 39
Plans for special occasions 17 15 20 22
Plans casual clothes 2 5 4 2
Does not plan wardrobe at all 67 56 50 37
T o t a l 100 100 100 100
N 115 129 209 89
Unknown 1 0 0 0

- 26.3954 P> .01
p< .05

It is noteworthy that the upper middle class are more inclined
than other class categories to claim that they are planning
their wardrobe in advance. At the same time they are also
more inclined to state that they often buy impulsively. A
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possible explanation for this contradiction is the fact that the number 
of upper middle class women who often buy impulsively is big only in 
comparison with other classes. Moreover, the percentage of upper middle 
class women who do not plan their wardrobe at all is bigger than the 
percentage of women of the same class who are inclined to buy impulsively • 
37% as against 31%.

It is possible that the upper middle class women who do not plan 
their wardrobe in advance can afford impulsive buying more than women of 
other classes who are in the same position with regard to planning in 
advance.

It can be concluded on the basis of this table that the higher the 
class status of women, the more they are inclined to plan their wardrobe 
in advance. Working class people of lower status and apparently also of 
lower income groups, era rauch less likely to plan their wardrobe then 
skilled workers. The latter are less likely to do so than the lower 
middle class women. But the lower middle class consumers, in their turn, 
ere still not as inclined towards planning as women who belong to the 
upper middle class category. Even the middle categories do not affect 
the consistency of this distribution of attitudes.

Impulsive buying and unplanned buying are related to the question 
of non-economic variables v/hich affect the clothing market. Im-pulsive 
buying does not necessarily imply responsiveness to fashion, but to the 
extent that wowoj'i are reopens!vo to fashion, they can be expected to 
buy impulsively more frequently than women who are indifferent to fashion.
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A similar connection exists between responsiveness to fashion and the 
planning of the wardrobe in advance. Although there is a seasonal 
element in fashion cycles, the purchase of clothing to satisfy motives 
associated with fashion such as the 'excitement* motive implies less 
planning than purchases subjected to 'economy* considerations. There
fore there is likely to be a correlation between impulsive buying and 
the lack of planning on the one hand, and responsiveness to fashion on 
the other.

Any purchase involves two decisions — firstly, to buy, and 
secondly, what to buy. The questions put so far dealt primarily with 
certain aspects of the first step, i.e. the decision to buy new clothes. 
But the choice between alternatives such as the emphasis on 'economy* 
versus the emphasis on 'excitement', has also to be made when the actual 
buying is taking place. Therefore the question "What things do you 
teke into account when buying new clothes?" is not identical to the 
question of the specific motivation for making the special purchase, 
although it can be considered complementary to it. In answering the 
question "What things to you take into account when buying neW cloWies?' 
the consumers were asked to choose not more than two of four alternative 
answers offered them: Cost, quality, the fashion, and classic (not
affected by changes in fashion). The distribution of the answers given 
was as follows:
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Table 54
Types of considerations affecting purchaae of clothes 

(numbers. oercentages)

Suggested consideration Numbers Percentages
Cost 349 31.1
Quality 384 34.2
Fashion 270 24.0
Classic (not effected by change

in fashion) 118 10.7
T o t a l  1,121 100.0

N - 509

The answers indicate that 'quality* and 'cost* are the most fre
quently referrad-to considerations for buying clothes, and choice of 
style plays a smaller role. The distribution of the answers to the above 
question according to age groups was as follows:

1} The term 'classic' is a jargon term used both by designers and 
women consumers. This term implies that a certain garment is 
not subject to changes in fashion and remains in circulation 
for many years, for example the so-called 'Chanel Suit'.
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Table 55
Types of considerations affecting purchase of clothee. 

distribution by age 
(percentages)

Cost 34 32
Quality 28 36
"Fashion" 32 26
"Classic" 6 6
T o t a l  100 100
N 324 241

25-29 30-39 40-49 50-39
29 32 29 28
32 36 41 41
28 20 19 15
11 12 11 16—'"Ill .1— 11
100 100 100 100
97 197 171 80

- 120.6196 p<.01
p < .05

While there is ... .̂little i difference between the ages with 
regard to references to the 'cost* consideration, the 'quality* aspect 
tends to play a bigger role in the responses of older consumers. Even 
more marked is the contrast between the 'fashion* answers and the 
'classic* answers. The first is most popular among the youngest con
sumers, and the least popular among the oldest. The latter roughly 
represents the opposite trend. This contrast between the trends of 
the 'fashion* and 'classic* answers is in accord with the assumptiw) 
that the 'economy* consideration is much imre marked in older age



groups, while younger consumers are more concerned about fashionable 
clothing.

A complementary trend can be inferred from the distribution of 
answers according to marital status.

Table 56
« J’MOCi W# #• l o «1 ««Awv«0 m  1 «swvMfu

distribution by marital status
(percentages)

Married Unmerriad
Cost 31 32
Quality 37 31
"Fashion" 20 30
"Classic" 12 7
T o t a l 100 100
N 628

- 27,143 p <,01 
p < .05

458

The above date show clearly that single girls are much more 
interested in having a fashionable appearance, mrfiile wives attach more 
importance to economy in their behaviour as consumers.
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Unlike the distribution of answers according to age and marital 
status, the distribution according to class does not indicate marked 
differences which can be interpreted satisfactorily.

Table 57
Types of ctyisideratlons affecting the purchase of clothes.

distribution by class 
f percentages1

0
h .

B4C^ A

Cost 35 31 32 29
Quality 32 34 34 36
"Fashion" 23 24 25 22
"Classic" 10 11 9 141II .III
T o t a l 100 100 100 100
N 220 242 395 170

- 4.6015 P > .01
p> .05

The pattern which evolves from these responses is simil̂ ar to the 
pattern that Rheractprizea the answers to the questions regarding the 
motivation for buying new clothes. Both in making her decision to buy, 
and in deciding «^at to buy, the consumer faces, among other considéré̂ - 
tions, the basic dilemma of choosing between the considerations related
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to the 'axoitement* motive and those related to the 'economy* motive.

In this respect our data show that the bearing of the age factor 
and marital status factor on the preference concerning this dilemma is 
more marked than the effect of class, although the latter too is not 
negligible.

The question regarding the motives for buying new clothes and 
the considerations taken into account in selecting the chosen garments, 
relates indirectly to responsiveness to fashion. The answers to this 
question reflect the impact of fashion on the demand for clothing, but 
this effect cannot be expressed in strictly quantitative terms. Only the 
category of 'fashion* in the last question refers directly to fashion. 
About half (270) of the women in the sample mentioned 'fashion* as one 
of their two main considerations in selecting the chosen garment. Thus 
it appears that the responsiveness to fashion is widely spread among 
the urban population in England, although considerations of cost and 
quality still play a more important role in guiding the demands for 
clothing garments.

Responsiveness to Fashion

It is worthwhile to tackle the question of responsiveness to 
fashion from another angle, that of attitudes towards fashion as such. 
The fact that the existence of fashion is taken for granted by manu
facturers, designers, communicators and consumers, does not in itself 
imply that the consumers welcome the need to adapt to fashion. In
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to
order to answer the question as/what extent the consumers accept willirgly 
the existence of fashion, the consumers in our sample were asked to 
express their opinion about the possibility that fashion might stop 
changing. The creation put to them was:

"Suppose fashion stopped changing, would you bet a] happy, 
b) indifferent, c) unhappy?"

The answers reflected a considerable degree of internalization of 
the norms governing fashion as a mode of social behaviour*

Table SB
Consumers' attitudes towards hypothetical situation

in which fashion stops changinq
(numbers. percentages)

Type of response Numbers Percentapes
Happy 49 8
Indifferent 270 46
Unhappy 270 46
T o t a l 589 100

The data indicate that only 8% of the woman in the sample would 
be content if fashion stopped changing and would be happy to live in a 
world in which people are not exposed to the influences of frequent
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changes in the style of their clothes* The rest of the consumers ware 
divided into two equal groups answering 'indifferent* and 'unhappy*,

It is more difficult to say which approach accounts for the 
attitudes of the indifférant: are they people who possibly conform to 
the norm of their social environment, or people who do not care about 
fashion anyway? Probably the group of the 'indifferent* is not homo
geneous and is composed of people with different approaches towards 
fashion as a roods of behaviour* The attitudes towards changes in 
fashion can be expected to be influenced by the social characteristics 
of people in terms of class, occupation, marital status and age. Thnis 
nearly half the consumers welcomed the continuous change associated with 
fashion, as against only 8% who regard changes in fashion as a burden. 
The breakdown of answers provides some interesting data in this respect*

One of the conclusions that can be drawn from the following dis
tribution of answers according to the different strata in society î  
that class affiliation has little if any bearing upon the inclination 
to be unhappy if fashion stopped changing.
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Tabla SB
y* jattj.̂ das towards hypotiTatlcal situation 

^  wttyph fashion stops changinc* bv class 
fnumbers, pgrcentages)

, O C ,  B4C, AType of response 1
Happy 10 9 9 6
Indifferent 52 47 43 46
Unhappy 38 44 48 48
T o t a l  100 100 100 100
N 115 128 209 88
Unknown 1 1  1

« 3.8482 p y .01 
p >.05

More marked is the association between employment and attitudes 
towards a hypothetical situation in which fashion stops changing.
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Table 60

fashion stops changinq, by women's employment
[numbers. percentages}

Type of resDonse Housewives Students
Working
Women

Happy 7 9 14
Indifferent 51 33 51
Unhappy 42 SB 35
T o t a l 100 100 100
N 209 87 290
Unknown 0

- 18,660 p <,01
P <.05

0 3

No less than 14% of the working women would approve of a situation 
in which fashion stopped changirnj, compared with an overall average of 
8%, while only 3 ^  of the same grtxjp would regret such a situation (com
pared with an average of 4Q6 for the whole}.

The distribution of answers according to age groups indicates that 
more young people than older ones would be unhappy if fashion stopped 
changing. However, there is no consistency in the response trend of those 
who claimed that they would be happy if such a thing were to take place.
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Tabla 61
Distribution of attitudes towards hypothetical situation 

in which fashion stops changing, by age 
(numbers « percentages)

Type of response 15-19 
Happy 6
Indifferent 36
Unhappy 56
T o t a l  100
N 168
Unknown 1

20-24 25-29
10 . 8
47
43
100
12B

1

35
57

100

51
0

30-39
12
48
40
100
103

1

40-49
7
54
39

100

89
6

50-59
9
60
31
100
43
0

20.0649 P> .01 
p<.05

The attitudes which explain the distribution of answers accord
ing to age are probably also responsible for the distribution of answers 
according to marital status.
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Table 62
Distribution of attitudes towards a hypothetical situation

in which fashion stops changing, by marital status 
fnumbers. percentages)

Type of response Married [inmarr̂ Bù

Howy 10 6
Indifferent 51 37
Unhappy 39 56
T o t a l 100 100
N 333 239
Unknown 2 1

» 19.5471 P < .01 
p < .05

The differences between the unmarried and married women ore trace
able in all the three categories of responses. More married women than 
unmarried ones would be happy if fashion stopped changing, end the number 
of married women who would be indifferent is larger than of those who 
would be unhappy, while the situation with regard to married women is 
the reverse. These differences between married and unmarried women can 
be attributed to the effect of the economic burden of providing for the 
married women's families. The response of the consumers about the
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hypothatioal situation in which fashion stopped changing also reflected 
regional différer,css.

Table 63
Distribution of attitudes towards a hypothetical situation 

in which fashion stops changing « by regions 
(numbers, percentages)

Type of response London Liverpool Brighton
Happy 5 7 19
Indifferent 48 40 51
Unhappy 47 53 30
T o t a l 100 100 100
N 3B6 182 118
Unknown 2

X® - 39,2913

1

P <.01 
P <.05

0

The regional distribution of answers, regarding attitudes towards 
hypothetical situations in which fashion stops changing, confirms the 
proposition that London and Liverpool are fare more fashion conscious 
than Brighton. In London only 5^ would be happy if fashion stopped 
changing, in Liverpool 7%, while in Brighton no less than 19%. The
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proportions of those who answered "unhappy* were 47% in London, 53% 
in Liverpool, and only 30% in Brighton, The relatively high degree 
of fashion consciousness in London and Liverpool as compared witli' 
Brighton, can be interpreted as associated with the role of London as a 
centre of fashion designing in Britain, and with the impact of Liverpool 
on the emergence of youth culture in Britain in the 60*s.

The attitudes of the respondents toward a hypothetical situation 
in which fashion might stop changing can be interpreted as a reflection 
on responsiveness to fashion in society. The existence of responsive
ness to fashion in general is a necessary condition for the spread of 
new models and styles in fashion but it is not a sufficient condition. 
The spread of Innovations in fashion is also dependent on the consumers' 
reaction to particular changes. Fashion consciousness in itself, and 
even a favourable attitude towards fashion in general, do not necessa
rily imply readiness to accept too frequent changes emd to follow each 
innovation which is regarded as fashionable at a given iwjment. Thus, 
the existence of favourable attitudes towards fashion does not in itself 
ensure the success of any new design which appears in the market. In* 
other words, the adaptability of the consumers to changes in fashion 
is limited, and probably differential, even if they are in principle 
responsive to fashion. The degree of responsiveness to fashion is 
affected by the availability of purchasing power, associated with the 
rising standard of living as well as by the evolution of the ready-made 
clothing industry, which enables women with relatively modest means to 
follow changes in fashion. In this respect, too, the 'excitement* 
motive and the * economy* motive appear to contrast with each other.
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The ability to respond to frequent changes in fashion is depemdent on 
the ability to behave in a 'wasteful* way flrom the viewpoint of pure 
'economy* considerations. Women who would not like to see fashion stop 
changing are probably 'excited* by the continuous change in styles and 
design. But the degree to which such responsiveness can find its ex
pression in terms of market behaviour is conditioned by economic factors 
as well as by the availability of information about recent innovations. 
Such information is provided by the channels of communication through 
which potential buyers can learn about new fashions.

The Effect of the Mass Media

The theory of mass communication distinguishes between two dif
ferent kinds of channels of communication. There are the formal channels 
of the mass media, television and the cinema, and there are the informal 
channels based on primary relations and the influence of people, who 
play the role of opinion leaders.One of the questions concerning the 
spread of fashion is what role is played by the various channels of com
munication in promoting new styles and models. The consumers in the 
sample were asked to state whether they thought they were influenced by 
magazines, and whether clothes they saw on television or at the cinema

1) Berlson, B.R., Laxarsfeld, P.P., Voting, Chicago, 1954; Ford, 
R.J., "The Primary Qropip in Mass Communication", Sociology and 
Social Research. 1954, pp. 152-188; Kats, E., Lazarsfeld, P., 
Personal Influence. Chicago, 1955; Katz, E., "The Two Step 
Flows", Public Opinion Quarterly. Spring 1957, pp. 61-78,
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gava them some ideas of what clothes to buy. Although the question about 
the influence of the different channels of mass communication were pre
sented in a different form, they can be regarded as comparable to one 
another.

In the case of magazines, the question referred to the influence 
of magazines on the consumers in buying new clothes, while in the case of 
television and cinema the formulation of the question was somewhat dif
ferent as the consumers were asked whether clothes they see on T.V. or 
at the cinema give them some ideas of clothes to buy. But of course 
deriving ideas from television evid cinema reflects the influence of the 
mass media.

Table 64
The influence of mass media on purchases of clothes 

(numbers « percentages)

Magazines Television Cinema
Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage

Influenced 303 51 178 33 107 18
Not influenced 286 49 392 66 468 80
Undecided 0 0 8 1 14 2
T o t a l S89 100 578 100 589 100
Unknown 0 11 0
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The table shows that a very small majority of 51% thought they 
were influenced by magazines. An even lower percentage, 33%, maintained 
that they were influenced by television. But the respondents still 
believed that television played a much larger role than the cinema as 
a source of ideas. This is actuallynot surprising} attendance at 
cinemeb.has tended to drop in recent years because of the influence of 
other forms of entertainment and many cinema halls have been converted 
into dancing halls.

It is possible that the influence of television is larger than 
that which is reflected innthe consumers* answers. These answers refer 
only to the direct and conscious influence and probably only partially 
convey the indirect impression which affects people when they are buy
ing new clothes.

Thus the 3 ^  of consumers who thought that television gave them 
some ideas may be those who were conscious of the influence of tele
vision, while other women could have been influenced by television with
out realizing it.

Therefore in interpreting the above figures it is necessary to 
take into consideration that the answers reflect the awareness of the 
influence of mass media on part of the consumers rather than the actual 
influence itself.

1} See Johns, E.A., op. cit., p. 137.
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Mors Information about the manner in which television plays a 
role in the spread of fashion can be derived from answers of consumers 
to our open question about the particular programmes which gave them 
ideas about clothing. The influence of pop culture was evident in the 
frequent mention of the pop programmes such as "Top of the Pops", 
"Ready, Steady, Qo", "Cathy MacOowan Programme", "Juke Box Jury", 
etc. Soma other women mentioned the new^in general and fashion news 
in particular. A third category of programmes was the popular series, 
among them programmes dealing with a) the social milieu of the upper 
middle class (e.g. The Power Game), which focus on the social life of 
business executives; b) adventure and espionage series with a flavour 
of high life (e.g. The Avengers, The Baron, etc.). The fourth 
category mentioned in many answers was advertisements on Independent 
Television,

While almost every consmner in Britain can be regarded as a tele
vision consumer, it is noteworthy that, at least in part the influence 
of television is similar to the influence of what people see around 
them. In this respect television only reduces the time needed for 
people to be informed about cheunges in fashion in the main centres.

The breakdown of the consumers* statements regarding the influence 
of mass media shows toat the distribution of consumers* responses varies 
according to the criteria of social diffsroitiation.
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Table 65
The influence of magazines on purchaaes of clothes, 

distribution by age 
(percentages)

Influenced 
Not influenced 
Undecided 
T o t a l  
N
Unknown

15-19
58
42
0

100
16B
0

51
49
0

100

129
0

25-29 30-39 40-49 50-69
45 52 46 44
56 48 54 56
0 0 0 0

100 100 100 100
51 104 89 43
0 G 0 0

ïC - 5,3871 p> ,01
p> «05
p<,10
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Tabl8__6G
The influence of television on purchases of clothes, 

distribution by age 
(percentages)

15-19 20-24 25-29 30-39 40-49 50-69
Influenced 36 33 25 28 28 23
Not Influenced 62 66 73 71 71 75
Undecided 2 1 2 1 1 2
T o t a l 100 100 100 100 100 100
N 165 127 51 101 86 43
Unknown 3 2 0 3 3 0

yC « 4,3938 p >,01 
p > .05
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Table 67
Thg_jjTfjjjgTca_̂ _çlnBnia on purchaaes of clothes, 

distribution by â e 
(percentages)

Influenced 
Not influenced 
Undecided 
T o t a l  
N
Unknown

15-19
20
78
2

100
165
3

20-24 25-29
24 18
73
3

100
128

1

80
2

100
49
2

30-39
16
89
1

100
100
4

40-^
8
88
3 
99 
85
4

50-59
19
79
2

100
42
1

• 21.7710 P >.01 
P <.05

The distribution of answers about the stated influence of the 
press, by age, shows that older people are less inclined to state that 
they are influenced by magazine».

This tendency is consistent with the figures about the readership 
of fashion magazines, which shows that the readership of magazines which 
specialize in fashion is relatively younger than that of magazines which 
do not specialize in ; fashion (see table 30), Both our data and the
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readership survey appear to indicate a greater interest in publications 
about fashion by younger people than by older people.

Therefore the data provided by the readership survey appear to
correspond to our data despite the fact that tl»y do not reflect at all
the reading of fashion sections in the daily press.

The distribution of answers to the question about the influence of
television does not show a statistically significant difference between 
the different age groups. On the other hand, such a differwice is evi
dent in the case of answers to the question about the influence of the 
cinema. Younger people between tlie ages of 15-19 are more inclined than 
are older people to state that clothes they saw in the cinema gave them 
some ideas about what clothes to buy. This is oompatible with the cinema 
going habits of people in general. These habits are reflected in the 
survey of Coûter and Downhan on Derby, This survey indicates that the 
group which goes to the cinema most frequently is that composed of working 
class people between the ages 16-24.

Differences between classes in statements about the influence of 
the mess media are less marked than differences in age.

1) Cautar, T., Downham, J., The Communication of Idœs. A Study 
of Contemporary Influences on Urban Life, London, 1954.
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Tabla S7a
W • W« 1 W. «W TK%C

distribution by class 
(percentages)

0 Cg B4C^ A
— —

Influenced 49 S3 52 55
Notinfluenced 51 47 48 45
Undecided 0 0 0 0—— ■ II ■ II
T o t a l 100 100 100 100
N 116 129 209 89
Unknown 0

• 0,7072

0

P >.01
p>.os

0 0
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Table 68
• • «w .«.?<■ w« wi 1 VI iw frwi* wa iMtfw wi w iww #

distribution by class 
(percentages)

0 fs. B-tĈ A

Influenced 38 36 30 20
Not influenced 62 62 69 77
Undecided 0 2 1 3— — III» ■ — —
T o t a l 100 100 100 100
N 106 126 206 86
Unknown 10 3 3 30

- 9.4696 p >.01
p <«05
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Table 69
T̂ 3̂ Influence of cinema on the purchase of clothes 

distribution b-y class

Influenced
Not influenced 84 7977 76
Undecided

100 100100 100

105 126 206 86
Unknown

0.70S9
p > .05

The variations among social classes with r^ard to the question
about the influence of the press were statistically not significant.
Yet, although on the whole this is not significant, it appears that 
women who belong to the unskilled working class categories are slightly 
less inclined to say that they are influenced by magazines than the 
other groups. It is noteworthy that this group is according to reader
ship surveys also less inclined to read magazines in general and
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magazines which specialize in fashion in particular. 83 - 4#, of #ie 
readership of magazines which specialized in fashion, for example, is 
composed of women readers who belonged to either the middle class, or 
the skilled working category, as against 16 - 7% of woman in another 
class category, including unskilled workers.The proportion of un
skilled worker households in the population in the early Go*s is about 
29)6̂ ,̂ and about 8^ of the households in Britain were included in the 
residual category which includes casual workers, state pensioners, etc. 
(class O).

Unlike the case of the distribution of the answers to tdie cpjes- 
tions about the influence of television and cinema by age group, the 
distribution of answers by class is significant only with regard to 
television and not significant with regard to the cinema.

The proportion of respondents who claimed that they were in
fluenced by television is highest among unskilled workers and lowest 
among the upper middle class. Moreover, the table reflects a consistent 
trend: the higher the status of the consumer, the less siie is inclined
to claim that clothes on television give her ideas about what clothes 
to buy.

These results might be related to the different television view
ing habits of the different class categories. The BBC Audience Research

1) See table 31.
2) Rayner, J., op. cit.. p. 9.
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Survey of Listening and Viewingshowed, for example, that the average 
television weekly viewing hours of working class adults in mid-Winter 
1967 was 16,6 as compared with 14,3 of the lower middle class and 12,8 
of the upper middle class. The corresponding figures for mid-Gummer of 
the same year were 13.3 hours, 12.0 hours and 10.4 hours respectively.

The distribution of answers according to marital status does not 
reflect statistically significant differences between the married and 
unmarried women.

Table 70
The influence of magazines on the purchase of clothes, 

distribution by marital status 
f percentages1

Influenced 
Not influenced 
Undecided 
T o t a l  
N
Unknown

1.0013

Married
SO
SO
0

100

335
0

P> .01 
p> .05

Unmarried
55
45
0

100

239
0

1) The BBC Audience Research Survey of Listening and Viewing, 
1967.
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Table 71
1 •  l u  A l l ?  i w o  w i i  W W A O V A 0 A U I I  V I I I  w i  t a  ( , n . f 4  w v  i v t a a

diBtribution by marital statua
[percentages)

'

Married Unmarried
Influenced 29 33
Not influenced 70 65
Undecided 1 2
T o t a l 100 100
N 335 239
Unknown 0 0

- 1,2672 P>.01 
p > .05
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Table 72
The influence of cinema on the purchaaa of clothes,

ipercBntagss)

Carried Unmarried
Influenced 16 21
Not influenced 82 76
Undecided 2 3
T o t a l 100 100
N 335 238
Unknown 0 0

» 1.8228 p> .01
p> .06

Despite the lack of statistical significance in the tables it is 
still noteworthy that in all these tables a higher percentage of un
married women than married wonen answered that they were effected by 
mass media. This consistency might reflect a slightly higher exposure 
of the unmarried women to mass media, or a higher degree of fashion 
consciousness on their part.
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The distribution of the answers according to regions does not 
appear to reflect statistically significant differences between London, 
Liverpool end Brighton.

Table 73

distribution by region? 
(percentagesj

London Liverpool Brighton
Influenced 4£ So 53
Not influenced 52 44 47
Undecided 0 0 0
T o t a l 100 100 100
N 268 183 118
Unknown 0

» 2,8861

0

p > .01 
p >.05

0
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Table 74

distribution by regions, 
(percentages)

London Liverpool Brighton
Influenced 31 33 28
Not influenced 57 65 72
Undecided 2 2 0
T o t a l 100 100 100
N 288 183 lie
Unknown 0 0 0

• 0,8064 P> #01
p > .05
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Table 75
The Influence of cinema on the purchase of clothes, 

distribution by regions 
(percentages)

London Liverpool 8righton
Influenced 20 15 18
Not influenced 79 82 78
Undecided 1 3 4
T o t a l 100 100 100
N 238 183 118
Unknown 0 0 0

■ 1.9338 P> .01
p> .05
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Informal Ohannels of Communication

The mass media channels are not the only media through which 
fashion information reaches the consumer. Informal communication, in
formation which is passed from one person to another in face to face 
relationships, certainly plays an Important role in affecting decisions 
about clothing. In fact almost half of the consumers stated that they 
consulted other people when buying a piece of clothing, and consultap- 
tion is one one of the ways of conveying information from one person to 
another. Women might for example imitate their friends, neighbours 
etc., without consulting them. Yet, in consultation, unlike in imita
tion, other people ere directly involved in the consumer's decision 
mdcing.

Table 76
Consumers* consultation with other people

when buying a piece of clothing
(numbers. percentages)

Numbers Percentages
Consulting 272 46
Not consulting 317 54
T o t a l 589 100



Those who answered "yes" to the above question were asked to state 
whom they consulted, from the following alternatives: Your family, your
friends, your friends at work, your neighbours. They were asked to indi—' 
cate not more than two alternatives.

Table 77
People consulted 

(numbers. percentages)

Numbers Percentages
Family 207 59.1
Friends 119 33.9
Friends at work 22 6.2
Neighbours 3 0.6

mmmmÊÊmm

T o t a l 351 100.0

The inflination on the part of the consumers to consult others 
can be seen as indicating a degree of consciousness about their appear
ance. In this respect differential inclination to consult other people 
is likely to be correlated with differential fashion consciousness. 
However, our data show that the proportion of teenagers who consult 
other people about buying new clothes is more than double the propor
tion of women between the ages 50-69.
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Tabla 78
L /W #  l o w  A  U J U  t u  WJL  V# 1 U W I t M  I J O W W A O  «VI l O I  1 W M j r A l f f U  w  { . J A O W a  W l  W  #

distribution by age 
(percentages)

15-19 20-24 25-29 30-39 40-49 50-69
Consult 61 51 39 36 34 30
Do not consult 39 49 61 64 66 67
T o t a l 100 100 100 100 100 100
N 169 129 51 104 89 43
Unknown 0 0 0 0 0 0

X2 - 29.9046 P < 
P <

.01
•05

The greater inclination on the part of younger women to consult 
other women is consistent with the proposition that they are more con
cerned about their clothing. But the differmces between younger and 
older age groups in this respect can also be interpreted as associated 
with the life style of young people in general and teenagers in parti
cular. There is an indication of this in the effect of age on answers 
to the follow-up question which was put to those who answered that 
they consult other people. The question was: "Whom do you consult?".
Most older people tended to consult their families. Teenagers on the
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other hand mentioned friends more often than family. Other young age 
groups such as the 20-24 groups were more inclined to answer "family", 
but a considerable number still pointed to "friends".

Table 79
People consulted g distribution by age 

(numbers)

Family
Friends
Friends at work
Neighbours
T o t a l

15-19
38
39 
9 
0
86

20-24
39
28
5
0
72

25-29
16
6
0
0
24

30-39
34
10
1

1

46

40-49
27
5
0
0
32

50-69
11

3
1

5
20

Teenagers are considered to be much more peer group oriented than 
older people and therefore they are more likely to consult other friends. 
In the context of conformity oriented teenage fashion, consulting with 
other people is one of the mechemlaros which facilitate the spread of 
information about the latest fashion.

The proportion of younger people who claim to consult their friends 
as compared with older people might reflect not only fashion consciousness 
but also a higher degree of readiness to involve their friends in their
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considerations. A similar pattern emerges from the breakdown of the 
data according to marital status.

Table 80

distribution by marital status
(percentages)

Married Unmarried
Consult 37 58
Do not consult 53 421
T o t a l 100 100
N 335 239
Unknown 0

■ 9.3651 p <.01 
p <.05

0

Although married women have their husbands to consult, they ' 
are much less inclined than unmarried woman to consult anyone. Only 
very few married women stated that they consulted friends, friends at 
work, or neighbours. Those who did say that they consulted other people 
tended to consult their families. On the ether hand, among unmarried 
women there was more mention of frimids at work than of family.
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Tabla 61

(numbers)

Married Unmarried
Family 113 90
Friends 24 91
Friends at work 3 19
Neighbours 2 Q
T o t a l 142 200

The response distribution according to employment reflects a 
trend similar to that of the breakdown by age and marital status. 
Students are much more inclined to consult other people than either 
housewives or working women,and working women are are slightly mere 
inclined to consult other people than housewives.
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Table 62
U W *  A  V JL #  r u  U I H I C M  A w  w w  y # w  W A O w a  u i

distribution by employment 
(percentages)

V f A W  «H l A l  #W  #

Housewives Students
Wmking
women

Consult 36 68 44
Do not consult 61 32 56
T o t a l 100 100 100
N 109 87 293
Unknown 0 0 0

- 20,8385 Pf.01
p > .05

Students, like unmarried girls and younger people, are relatively 
more inclined to consult their friends than are housewives. Working 
women, too, are more inclined to consult friends and friends at work 
than are housewives, but not to the same degree as students.
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Tabla 83 
P8iogl8_^nsuljgdj^jjisü^ibutign__b^^ 

(numberal

Housewives Students
Working
women

Family 74 43 88
Friends 16 40 61
Friends at work 0 2 20
Neighbours 1 0 2
T o t a l 91 85 171

Unlike age and marital statua, class does not appear to be 
associated with consumers* statements concerning consultation with 
other people when buying new clothes.
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Table 84

disti'ibution by 
(percentapesl

class

0 ^2 840^ A

Consult 46 50 43 47
Do not consult 54 SO 57 S3
T o t a l 100 100 100 100
N 116 129 209 89
Unknown 0 0 0 0

- 1.2408 P> *01
p> .05

Another informal channel of communication which might promote 
the spread of innovation in fashion is that of local opinion leaders. 
Studies of communication, especially in small groups, have attached 
considerable importance to the example of people whose prestige among 
their friends mekes them influential in their own circle. Some con
clusions concerning the role played by opinion leaders can be inferred

1) See: Katz, E,, "Two Step Flow", op. cit.
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from responses to t^e question "Have you ever started a fashion for 
soroethir̂  new among your friends?", end especially from the breakdown 
of the response distribution according to age, class, eiiiployment, 
marital status and region* Gome women can be expected to exaggerate 
their role as bearers of change among their friends, but "yes" answers 
to this question, although they may be biased and subjective, are 
still indicative since they reflect either the real situation or the 
prestige attadied to the role of opinion leader. Woman who preteno to 
start a fashion for something new among their friends either have done 
so or have an aspiration to do so.

Table 85 
Starting new fashion among friends 

f numbers, percentages)

Numbers Percentaqes
Have started 120 20
Have not started 06B 00
T o t a l 580 100

The figure 20% of women who say that they played the role of 
opinion leaders at least on one occasion, is not a very high proportion 
if we take into consideration the fact that the definition "among your 
friends" can be interpreted by the respondents as referring to a small
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circle of close friends. In fact it is the essence of communication 
through opinion leaders that such opinion leaders operate through 
personal face to face relationships with their immediate friends and 
neighbours. The opportunity to inspire people can be expected to vary 
among different age groups as a consequence of the variation in life 
styles.

Table 66
6tartina new fashion among friends* distribution by age

[percentages]

15-19 20-24 25-29 ao-ae 40-49 50-^
Have started 31 16 29 14 15 7
Have not started 6B 84 71 86 85 9a
T o t a l 100 100 100 100 100 100
N 160 129 51 104 89 43
Unknown 0 0 0 0 0 0

- 24.6120 p <.01 
p < .05

It is not inconceivable that fewer women in the older age groups 
have managed to start a fashion among their friends during the many 
years thsyhave been buying clothes, than younger people who have only
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recently become consumers. The frequent change in fashion is a rela
tively new phenomenon characteristic of -x young people of the now 
generation, and teenagers in particular. But even if young people ere 
only more pretentious, their answers still demonstrate the competitive 
atmosphere iWiich induces them to try, successfully or unsuccessfully, 
to play the role of pacemakers.

The distribution of responses of unmarried women is similar to 
that of women of younger age, while married women tend to answer the 
question in a similar manner to that of older womai.

Table 67 
Starting new fashion among friends, 

distribution by marital status 
(percentages)

Married Unmarried
Have started 17 26
Hava not started 83 74
T o t a l 100 100
N 335 230
Unknown 0 0

X2. 7.8064 p < .01 
p < .05
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The breakdown according to employment follows a similar pattern 
to that of the breakdown according to age and marital status. Among 
the three groups of students, housewives and working women, the students 
are the most inclined to state that they have started a new fashion 
among their friends, while housewives are the least Inclined.

Table 68 
Storting new fashion among friends, 

distribution by employment 
(percentages)

Students Housewives
Working
women

Have started 29 14 20
Have not started 71 80 80
T o t a l 100 100 100
N 209 87 293
Unknown 0 0 0

" 9.0628 P< .01 
P< .OS

The distribution of answers according to class does not indi
cate significant differences between classes.
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Table 89 
Starting new fashion egnong friends « 

distribution by class 
(parcentagesl

Have started 18
Have not started 82
T o t a l  100
N 116
Unknown 0

17
83
100
129
0

B4C

21

79
100
209
0

1

22
78
100
89
0

. 1.4144 p >.01
p > .05

An Important question regarding the spread of fashion is the 
roanner in which people dsdoe whether or not a piece of clothing is 
fashionable. The major difficulty in answering this question is that 
the same people get their information from more then one source. The 
pressa window shopping, television, and even seeing people in the 
street, ere all possible ways of becoming informed about what is 
"going on" in fashion. Yet it is not inpoasible to draw some conclu
sions from the answers of people as to how they decide whether a piece 
of clothing is fashionable. This c^estlon was put to consumers in the
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sample, who were asked to indicate not more than two of six alterna
tives: "After seeing it on television"; "After seeing it worn by
young girls"| "After seeing it in magazines"; "After seeing it in a 
shop window"! "After my friends told me"| "After having decided what 
I want". The two most popular answers were: "After seeing it in maga
zines" and "After seeing it in a shop window". The least popular 
answers were: "After my friends told me" and "After seeing it on tele
vision".

Table 90
Making of decision that a dress is fashionable 

(numbers. percentages1

Numbers Percentages
After seeing it on television 42 5.5
After seeing it worn by young girls 136 17.0
After seeing it in a magazine 269 35.3
After seeing it in a shop window 271 36.8
After my friends tall me 43 5.6
T o t a l 761 100.0
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The answers show that the press and direct impressions through 
window shopping, and to a certain extent, looking at people^in the street, 
were the most popular answers.

The responses of the consumers in the sample to the questions 
about the effect of formal and informal communication show that your^er 
people are more inclined than older people to say that they are affected 
by both formal and informal channels of communication. Thus the extent 
that pei^le's statements can be regarded as a guide to their behaviour, 
younger people appear to be relatively more exposed to the influence of 
mess media and to that of friends and opinion leaders than their elders. 
The position of married women vis à vis unmarried women, and of students 
and working women vis à vis housewives, is similar to that of younger 
women vis à vis older women. Class appears to be relevant only with 
regard to formal communication through mass media. More middle class 
people than working class people tend to state that they are influenced 
by the press, while more working class people say that television influ
ences their choice of clothes.

There are two possible interpretations of these differences among 
groups in the degree of exposure to communication as reflected in the 
respondents* own statements.

One possible interpretation is that certain groups are more con
cerned about their clothing than others, and thus predisposed to respond 
to the influence of the mass madia, friends and opinion leaders. The 
other interpretation is that these groups are more exposed to the effects
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of communication Itself and their apparently intense consciousness of 
their appearance is only the consequence of the effects of communica
tions.

It is impossible on the basis of the answers of the consumers 
to our questions to decide between these two interpretations.

However, both interpretations suggest that there is an associ
ation between the exposure to communication about fashion on the one 
hand and fashion consciousness on the other.

The spread of innovation in fashion via the mass media implies an 
inevitable degree of uniformity. The same model is seen in the maga
zines or on television by many people all over the country and affects 
their choice as consigners. In this respect, too, mass produced fashion 
cannot be individually oriented. Each garment is likely to be produced 
in many copies euid advertising in the mass media is intended to promote 
the sale of many identical garments. This effect of the mass media is 
complementary to that of mass pnroduction itself, which implies produc
tion in series. The styles which developed as a consequence of such 
combined mass effect inevitably cause many fashionably dressed women to 
wear similar or even identical garments. In this respect the situation 
of the two women wearing similar dresses at a party can be expected to 
evoke feelings different from those associated with the many anecdotes 
rooted in the social milieu of Hmite Couture. Thus, instead of respond
ing to the situation in anger and embarrassment, women attuned to greater 
uniformity are more likely to be either indifferent or amused in such 
circumstances.
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Therefore the following question was put to the women in our 
sample: "Suppose you go to a party and see your ftriend weari-ig the so)» 
dress as you, would you bet angry, onbarrassed, indifferent, happy that 
she has a similar taste, amused, any other reaction". The answers eli
cited confirmed that embarrassment and anger are by no means the most 
prevalent reaction.

Table 91
Reaction to similarity between woman's own dress 

and her friend's at a party 
(numbers, percentages)

Type of reaction Numbers Percentages
Anger 46 8
Embarrassment 122 22
Indifference 78 14
Satisfaction SO 9
Amusement 277 47
T o t a l 573 100
Unknown 16

The data show that the attitudes of most respondents reflects an 
acceptance of the uniformity which characterizes mass produced and mass 
communicated fashion.
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Social Characteristics and Fashion

The consumers' views and perception like those of the designers 
and communicators are meaningful not only in the context of market be
haviour and the spread of innovations of fashion, but also in that of 
stratification, and status symbols as a conditioning factor in clothing 
behaviour. The stratification of society is linked with fashion beha
viour through the role: played by appearance in asserting people's status.

In fact the study of the impact of people's image of society and 
their status aspiration in their use of modes of appearance as status 
symbols is rooted in an established sociological tradition, associated 
with the names of T. Veblen, H. Mead, G. Stone, Liebenstein and others.

In this study the consumers in our sample were asked two sets 
of questions regarding the association between differentiation in 
society and the way women are dressed as seen by them. The first set 
of questions referred to fashion explicitly and were formulated as fol
lows: "Is there any connection between being fashionably dressed and
being better educated; beir^ young; having money; and social class". 
The second set of questions put the emphasis on appearance. The con
sumers were asked: "Can you tell a woman's education; age; economic
position; social class, by the way she is dressed?" Both sets of 
questions aimed at finding out women's images of fashion in a social 
context. The first concerns the consumers' views and their perception 
of the effect of stratification on fashion. The second has focused on

1) See Pp. 180-181.
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the impact of appearance as a kind of social identity card which mdkes 
it possible for people to place a person somewhere on the social map.̂  ̂
In this respect a socio-psychologlcal dimension is added to the question 
of the connection between social stratification and clothing behaviour.

Table 92
Consumers* jview on the connection between social characteristica 

and being fashionably dressed 
(numbers. percentages)

Education
Economic
position A1 g e C 1 a s s

Num- Parcent- Num- Percent- Num- Percsnt- Num- Percent-
bers ages bers ages bers ages bers ages

Connected 73 12 143 41 251 43 148 25
Sometimes
connected 108 18 141 24 111 19 130 23

Not con
nected 405 70 205 35 227 38 308 52I ■! — ■III ■ ■.—I ■ I

T o t a l 586 100 589 100 589 100 586 100
Unknown 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 0

1) See* Stone, G., w. cit.. pp. 101-102.
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Table 93

(numbers. percentages!

Education
Economic
position k a 8... C l a s s

Num- Percent- Num- Perdent- Num- Percent- Num- Percsnt-
bars ages bers ages bers ages bars ages

Identifiable 164 28 235 40 302 34 235 40
Not identi
fiable 370 63 293 51 338 58 293 51

Undecided 55 9 56 9 45 8 56 9-■-I ..
T o t a l 589 100 584 100 585 100 584 100
Unknown 0 0 5 0 4 0 5 0

The answers to the two seta of questions reflect a certain simi
larity between the replies to questions about the connection between 
different criteria of social differentiation and being fashionably 
dressed on the one hand, and answers to the questions regarding the 
ability to identify group affiliation in terms of those criteria. The 
answers to both sets of questions show that the respondents were least 
inclined to relate education to fashion. Class, too, was thought by 
most consumers as neither connected with "being fashionably dressed", 
nor identifiable by the way women are dressed. The majority in the 
case of class was smaller than in the case of eckication. With regard
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to age there was discrepancy between the distribution of responses to 
the question about the connection between social characteristics of 
fashion and the distribution of answers to the question of identifica
tion through appearance. Women were more inclined to think that age 
is not Identifiable by appearance in clothing though that there is a 
connection between age and being fashionably dressed. In the case of 
economic position, diere was a similarity between the proportion of 
those who regarded economic position as being connected with being 
fashionably dressed, and the proportion of those who thought that it is 
possible to identify women's economic position by the way they are 
dressed. But there was a difference between the answers to the two 
questions in the number of those whose response was negative. The dif
ference can be interpreted as a consequence of the different formulation 
of the question, which enabled the respondents to chose the answer 
"sometimes", to the question on the connection between social charac
teristics and being fashionably drSssed.

It is, however, noteworthy that the majority of women did not 
think that any of the social characteristics are identifiable by the 
way women dress. The more abstract of the two sets of questions on the 
connection between social characteristics and fashionable dress : are 
more likely to relate to the respondent's perception of fashion in the 
context of British society. Moreover, this set of questions is more 
related to the subject of our study since it directly refers to fashion. 
This question was put not only to consumers, but also to the designers
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and comnunlcators. Thsrafore the distribution of answers to this set of
questions appears to be more meaningful in the context of our study.

\The respondents' views about the connection between the different czi— 
teria of social differentiation and being fashionably dressed reflect 
their perception of fashion in a social context. In this respect it is 
worthwhile to ask the question to which extent their answers differ 
according to their own social position.

The breakdown of the answers according to the respondents' class 
show that there is little difference between answers in this respect.

Table 94
Consumers' view on the connection between beirw better educated 

and being fashionably dressed, distribution by class 
f percentages!

0 B-tĈ A

Connected 12 12 13 12
Sometimes connected 13 17 20 26
Not connected 75 71 67 62■ ■ » ■1 ■ ■ ..
T o t a l 100 100 100 100
N 115 125 308 89
Unknown 1 1 1 0

- 6.5037 P > .01
p > .05
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T^le_95
Conauaera* view on the connactlon between having money 
mid being fashionably dressed, distribution by claaa

(percentages!

' 0 fs. A

Connected 41 53 38 36
Sometimes connected 14 22 30 19
Not connected 45 25 32 45

m m m m ■ ■ ■
T o t a l 100 100 100 100
N 116 129 209 89
Urknown 0 0 0 0

- 24.9676 p < .01 
p< .OS
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Table 96
Consumera* view on the connection between being young 
and being fashionably dressed, distribution by class

(percentages)

0 840^ A

Connected 43 49 40 44
Sometimes connected 11 17 23 15
Not connected 46 34 27 41

T o t a l 100 100 100 100
N 116 129 309 89
Unknown 0 0 0 0

- 10.9344 p>.01
p> ,05
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Table 97
Consumers* view on the connection between social class
and being fashionably dressed, distribution by class

(percentages]

0 B4C^ A

Connected 24 24 27 27
Sometimes connected 16 22 24 27
Not connected 60 54 49 46
T o t a l 100 100 100 100
N 115 128 308 89
Unknown 1 1 1 0

X2. 5.066 P> .01 
p> .05

The only significant difference was found in the distribution of 
answers to the question about the connection between having money and 
being fashionably dressed. Working class women in general and women 
from skilled working-class households in particular were more inclined 
to see a connection between having money and being fashionably dressed 
than middle class women. On the other hand, there were few differences 
between the respondents of different class categories with regard to 
questions on the connection between being fashionably dressed and age.
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education end social class. It appears that different classes in our 
sample reveal a similar distribution of views on fashion in a social 
context.

The respondents' age, like class affiliation, does not appear to 
make much difference with regard to the distribution of answers con
cerning the connection between criteria of social affiliation and being 
fashionably dressed.

Table 96
Coneumers* view on the connection between being better educated 

and being fashionably dressed, distribution by age
(percentages)

1 ^ 20-24 25-29 30-39 40-49 50-59
Connected 14 8 14 10 11 27
Sometimes connected 22 17 16 20 18 12
Not connected 64 75 70 70 71 61
T o t a l 100 100 100 100 100 100
N 167 129 50 103 89 43
Unknown 1 0 1 1 0 0

- 13,01444 p >.01
p> .05
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Table 99
Cqnat-ifnejt-s* view on the connection between having money 
and being fashionably dreesed. distribution by me

(percentages)

15-19 20-24 25-29 30-39 40-49 50-69
Connected 42 37 29 46 47 44
Sometimes connected 25 ^  29 26 16 16
Not connected 33 37 42 26 37 40
T o t a l  100 100 100 100 100 100
N 168 129 51 104 89 43
Unknown 0 0 0 0 0 0

. 12.75 p >.01
p > .05
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Table 100
Consumers* view on the connection between being young 
and being fashionably dressed, distribution by age

(percentages)

15-19 20-24 25-29 30-39 40-49 50-69
Connected 49 42 33 42 37 42
Sometiaes connected 21 16 20 14 21 21
Not connected 30 42 47 44 42 37
T o t a l 100 100 100 100 100 100
N 168 129 51 164 89 43
Unknown 0 0 0 0 0 0

- 11.761 P> .01
p> .05
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Table 101
Consumers* view on the connection between social claea 
and being fashionably dressed. distribution by age

(percentages)

Connected 21 19 25
Some times connected 26 26 24
Not connected 53 S5 61
T o t a l  100 100 100
N 168 129 51
Urknown 0 0 0

« 16.15 P>.01

30-39 40-49 50-59
36 30 24
14 19 17
50 51 59— — mmmm

100 100 100
104 89 43
0 0 0

p>.OS

The absence of differences in the distribution of answers on the 
various age groups and classes does not reflect a consensus, since the 
relies do reveal differences of opinion among individuals. Thus the 
only conclusion that can be drawn from the breakdown of the data is 
that these individual differences of opinion do notr appear to relate to 
attitudes shared by a particular class or age group.
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Answers on the connection between social characteristics and 
being fashionably dressed relate to both the respondents* view on social 
stratification and their approach to fashion. In order to cast more 
light on these relationships, the respondents were asked in open-ended 
questions to explain their answers to each of the four questions con
cerning the connection between social characteristics and fashion. The 
consumers* explanation to the question on class and fashion show, that 
only a minority of those who referred to the question of class conceived 
of class purely in economic terms, while the majority regarded class 
differentiation as a socio-cultural phenomenon. Those who reflected the 
proposition that being fashionably dressed is connected with class 
usually argued that "nowadays" class does not matter. On the other hand, 
those who tended to associate class with fashion took one of three forms 
which we shall call* (a) the "economic"; (b) the "cirourostqntlal", and 
(c) the "intrinsic",

(a) The "economic" explanation - consumers who attributed the 
link between class and fashion to t^œ association between class and eco
nomic position,

(b} The circumstantial" explanation — consumers who believed that 
the differences between the classes can be explained by the effect of 
leisure and a more intensive "social" life; usually associated with 
belonging to more privileged groups.

(c) The "intrinsic" explanation - consumers who associated being 
fashionably dressed with better taste deriving from better education as 
an expression of intrinsic cultural standards.
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The most extreme expression of the claim that class has no bearing 
on fashionable dress was that "there is no such thing as class". But 
most of the explanations along this line were not so extreme. The majo
rity of women adopting this attitude expressed it with some qualification. 
Some referred to the alleged change in attitudes towards class end empha
sized the "nowadays" aspect. "Because class has less meaning than it 
used to have". Others only dissociated class from fashion without refer
ring to other spheres of social life. "Because not everybody has dress 
sense regardless of class". Some made both qualifications — "When dressed 
up social class does not count today". There were even a few who main
tained that there is still an association between being fashionably dressed 
and class, but this association is blurred where younger people ore con
cerned* "If you are young, whatever the class, you wear the current 
fashion".

In general the answers of those who did not attach importance to 
class as a determining factor in attitudes to fashion reflected a disre
gard for conspicuous status symbols such as difference in dress. Atti
tudes towards class differentiation in general in ans%#ers concerning the 
association beWeen class and fashion are reflected in the replies of 
those woman who thought that such associations do exist. It is apparent 
from some of the answers which attributed the eissociation to economic 
reasons, that some women tend to be apologetic about not being as wall 
dressed as women who are in a better economic position. For example,
"Yourg people in higher classes usually have their parents to help them 
out with clothes so that they can change often". Or "Usually higher
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social classes have more money and can dress in fashion and good quality**, 
Or again, **Anybody with means can be fashionably dressed".

The social and cultural explanations of the effect of class on 
fashion were given by women fYom all classes. The main distinction 
between the two categories is between the "circumstantial" and the 
"intrinsic" explanations. The "circumstantial" explanations tended to 
be more technical. They attributed the fact that women of upper classes 
are better dressed to their having more leisure and being more occupied 
with social activities which demand more attention to appearance. In 
this respect "circumstantial" explanations have something in common with 
economic ones. They do not regard women of upper classes as better in 
any social or cultural sense, but only as being in a more advantageous 
position because of having more opportunities to go out than persons 
belonging to lower classes. On the other hand, the "circumstantial" 
explanation and the "economic" explanation have a common emphasis on 
style of life rathw than on the narrower aspects of the amount of money 
available. Therefore the consumers whose answers conveyed the "circum
stantial" attitudes can be regarded as a middle category betwœn those 
who referred to economic explanations and those who attributed the dif
ferences between classes to "intrinsic" qualities. These characteristics 
are traceable in some typical consumer replies. "People in the upper 
classes mix more socially, go around in society that dresses fashionably" 
is one of the sterrotyped answers which embodied the "circumstantial" 
explanation. There is an inclination to believe that "people often 
dress in accordance with the people they mix with", or "because you mix
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with people socially you compete with them"» These three answers given 
by three consumers taken together reflect a rather comprehensive image 
of the woman with higher status. She moves in a society where she is 
expected to keep up with other women in the same class, and is there
fore likely to ensure that her appearance suits her social position. 
There is no hint that this upper class woman is culturally or educa
tionally better equipped to fulfil her social role.

The third group of consumers who associated class with being 
fashionably dressed tended to attribute "intrinsic" value to upper 
classes, which were supposed by than to have, among other things, better 
taste. They maintained that "Women of higher social class are educated 
to good taste", and that "Social class gives you a sense of refinement, 
it shows in what you are". From the viewpoint of woman who accepted 
this "intrinsic" view on the connection between class and fashion, any 
attempt at status usurpation is superficial and likely to fail. As one 
commentedI "Sometimes a person locks extremely well dressed and 
fashionable until she speaks, and then ..." Unlike in the case of the 
connection between class and being fashionably dressed, there were few 
variatdations among the respondents' answers to the question on the con- 

I nection between having money and being fashionably dressed. In fact
there were two main views with regard to this question. One held by 
those who thought that there is a connection between having money and

I being fashionably dressed, and the other held by those who tended to
II deny any such connection.
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The main theme of consumera* answers who believed that being 
fashionably dressed is not connected with having money, was that of the 
"democratization" of the mazicet as a result of the availability of 
fashionable clothing at reasonable prices. The only variation in this 
group of answers was provided by those women who added to it the empha
sis that even having money does not guarantee good taste.

The availability of fashionable goods at reasonable prices was 
not denied by most consumers, who maintained that there is still a con
nection between having money and being fashionably dressed. Their main 
argument was that people with limited means cannot afford to follow the 
rapid changes which characterize fashion in recent years. In fact, those 
who associated being fashionably dressed with having money and those who 
claimed this association did not exist, tended to refer to two different 
characteristics in the fashion market during recent years. These two 
charaotcuristica are firstly the fact that "one can dress cheaply and 
fashionably nowadays", "If you have dress sense you don't need all that 
money", and "fashionable things are so cheap and can be made"; and, 
secondly, "unless one has a lot of money one cannot keep up with all the 
changes". These two observations on the part of consumers can be re
garded as complementary to each other, in spite of the fact that they were 
provided by consumers who disagreed about the actual association between 
being fashionably dressed and having money itself.

The question concerning the significance of having money, on 
fashionable attire, refers to the socio-economic aspect of stratifica
tion, while the socio-cuItural aspect of stratification can be expected
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to be reflected in the replies regarding the connection between being 
fashionably dressed and education. This is consistent with the whole 
pattern of consumers' attitudes as expressed in answers to our ques
tionnaire* namely, that women see less connection between being 
fashionably dressed and education, than between being fashionably dressed 
and class, having money or being young*

The rather small minority who believed that there is a connection 
between education and being fashionably dressed maintained that educa
tion implies a more refined taste; "Education and good dress sense go 
together", maintained one consumer. "Education helps to develop dress 
sense", claimed another. The claim that education could "sharpen your 
dress sense" is sometimes accompanied by an argument which refers to pro
fessional women in particular: "Better educated people often have
better jobs, therefore more money, and can afford to be more fashionably 
dressed". But these views were held by only a few consumers, while the 
majority did not accept the association between education and dress sense 
and claimed that "taste in clothes is not governed by education", and 
that "fashion is a question of dress sense not education". The image of 
the young as "pacemakers" in the sphere of fashion is traceable in the 
explanation given by consumers who associated fashionable dress with 
being young. "If the younger set didn't keep up with fashion, manufao- 
turers would go out of business; it is the younger set who make the 
fashion in my opinion", said one women. "It is more the younger people 
who wear and advertise the new fashion. They actually make and kill 
fashion", said another.
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Those who thought that youth and fashionable dressing are asso
ciated supported their answers either with "economic" reasons, i.e. it 
is the teenagers who have the money, or with "circumstantial" reasons, 
i.e. the style of life of the young entails fashionable dressing, or with 
"intrinsic" reasons, i.e. fashionable dressing suits younger girls with 
good figures. On the other hand, those who did not associate the fashion
able with being young, maintained that fashionable dressing is a matter 
of taste, which is not dependent on age.

Many consumers associated the connection between age fmd fashion 
with the fact that nowadays teenagers have money. "The whole atmosphere 
is addressed to the teenagers because they have the money these days", 
maintained one consumer. Another wrote, "young people generally have 
the means to be fashionably dressed, when they are older they may wish 
to be fashionably dressed, but don't have the money". The r^ietition of 
similar statements in many answers appears to indicate an awareness on 
the part of women that the relative affluence of younger people in Britain 
involves a change in British society, with far reachirg consequences in 
their style of life, including the spread of fashion consciousness.
"Most young people are vary fashion conscious, they spend a large part 
of their income on buying all the latest ideas in clothes", noted one 
consumer. "Most young people go out of their way to wear the new 
fashion", was another expression of the same idea. Certain answers 
included ramateks on the attitudes of younger people towards fashion.
"Most young people run with the crowd, and therefore keep in fashion 
regardless of suitability", said one woman, and another tried to suggest
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a sociological interpretation of the same phenomenon, "Younger people 
tend to follow the fashion, it is a rebellious attitude they take to
wards rules, and regulations and domestic ties".

Similar observations which associated the life style of the young 
with a strong inclination to follow changes in fashion are included in 
many answers. In certain replies emphasis was placed on the fact that 
"younger people are more interested in the opposite sex and are thus 
very dress conscious". Sometimes the "economic" end the "circumstantial" 
explanation for the association between youth age and fashion conscious
ness was confined in the same answer, such as: "The majority of young
people are slaves to fashion and are the ones who have the money to 
spend on clothes". The "economic" and the "circumstantial” explanations 
are associated with the contemporary British scene, the "intrinsic” expla
nations elucidate the relationship between being fashionably dressed and 
being young, thus enphasizing the aesthetic qualities of youth, namely 
their figures, which are more suited to fashionable clothing. "L#3 to a 
certain age any woman can dress fashionably", claimed one answer. "Young 
people usually have a better figure", said another. Yet even the empha
sis on the figures of young people is in certain cases associated not 
with fashion in general, but with the particular feature of modem 
fashion. "Only younger people can wear today's fashion", and "very way 
out fashion should only be worn by the young", or "young people can wear 
the mod", are several examples of this approach. Even the mini skirt was 
mentioned in this context. "Some fashions are unsuitable for middle aged 
women, for example the mini skirt". The theme of many answers was that
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young people nowadays conform to general patterns of taste in fashion, 
rather than assert their individuality. "Young people tend to dress in 
complete uniformity", mentioned one answer. "The yixjng feel they have 
got to belong end to dress the same as the crowd", stated another. In 
certain cases this feature of the life style of young people was men
tioned in contrast to the b^vaviour of the older generation. "Younger 
people try to dress fashionably ... to avoid being an odd man out.
Older people dress in what suits them as individuals more often". The 
same point in a more personal manner was made by another consumert 
"Once you are over 26 you stop caring about what everyone else wears and 
dress to suit your personality".

Social Status and Appearance

Two more questions which were intended to trace consumers* view 
on social stratification in the canter of clothing behaviour focused on 
the association between social status and appearance. The first question 
was* "Sometimes it is said 'Clothes maketh the man (or women}', do you 
agree?". The second question was: "Do you think that a woman can im
prove her social position by being better dressed?" The distribution 
of answers to these two questions was almost identical.
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Table 102
Attitude towards* "Clothes make the man for woman}"

(numbers, cercentaces)

Numbers Percentages
Agreed 414 70
Disagreed 146 25
Undecided 25 5— 1
T o t a l S89 100
Unknown 0 0

Table 103
linorovdment of social position by bolnn better dressed 

(numbers, pez*centaaeaj

Numbers Percentages
Possible 414 70
Impossible 154 25
Undecided 21 4
T o t a l 589 100
Unknown 0 0
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The concept of status symbol is implicit in the questioni "Do 
clo#*8s make the man?". It is therefore apparent that a clear majority 
of women in the sample thought that clothes signified status. Moreover, 
the same proportion of respondents believed that a woman can improve her 
social position, i.e. her status, by being better dressed.

This belief is meaningful from another point of view as well. It' 
indicates that most of the consumers did not conceive of social position 
as given but regarded it as something that can be improved by adopting a 
mode of appearance usually associated with higher status. In this respect 
the answer to the second question shows that the inclination on the part 
of most respondents to associate appearance with status does not imply an 
image of rigid class differentiations based on ascription. On the other 
hand, the link between status and appearance was conceived by the con
sumers as enabling women to acquire higher status by being better dressed. 
The proposition that pieople tend to associate appearance in terms of 
clothing with status, was supported by the answers to the questionnaire with 
two qualificationsI a] better dressing does not necessarily imply fashion
able dressingI b] status does not necessarily imply ascribed status.

There are very few differences between age groups regarding their 
I answers to the questions whether clothes make the man, and "can a woman

improve her social position by being better dressed?"



Tabla 104
"Clothes make the man", distribution by age 

(percentages}

1 ^ 20-24 25-29 30-39 40-49 50-56
Agreed 63 66 84 76 75 72
Disagreed 29 30 12 20 24 23
Undecided 6 4 4 4 1 5
T o t a l 100 100 100 100 100 100
N 168 129 51 104 89 43
Unknown 0 0 0 0 0 0

-14,93, p > .01 
p > .05
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Table 105
^̂ warovanoit of aocial position ̂ by beinp̂  j»ette||̂ |̂peaaBd

(percentages}

15-19 20-24 25-29
Possible 65 68 75
Impossible 27 26 25
Undecided 8 4 0
T o t a l 100 100 100
N 168 129 51
Unknown 0 0 0

30-39
73
26

1

100

104
0

40-49
72
26
2

100
89
0

50-59
77
23
0

100
93
0

HT - 4.8462 p> ,01 
p > ,%
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On the other hand, marital status appears to be substantially 
significant with regard to "Clothes make the man", and insignificant 
with regard to "Can a woman improve her status by being better 
dressed?"

Table 106
■  W * »  W  W * W 1 I  KtT I H 0 4

(percentages}

Married Unmarried
Agreed 76 61
Disagreed 19 31
Undecided 3 8

■ « « I I I  m

T o t a l 100 100
N 335 239
Unknown 0

- 19.7819 p < .01 
P < ,05

0
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Table 107
.LuqJX'Uvaiiief 1 w ur outfox tru&xuLon uy oexnçj œvi

distribution by marital status
wW

(oercentapes} \w

Married ,, \ unmarried
Possible 71 \70
Impossible 27
Undecided 2 5
T o t a l 100 100
N 335 239
Unknown 0

. 4.4764 p^ .01 
p> .05

0
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The data on the effect of claaa on replies regarding the improve
ment of status by being better dressed and 'clothes make the man', do 
not reveal meaningful differences.

Table 108

(percentages}

0 e*tc, A

Agreed 70 75 72 67
Disagreed 21 22 26 26
Undecided 9 3 3 7
T o t a l 100 100 100 100
N 116 129 309 69
Unknown 0 0 0 0

« 2.6964 P>
P>

.01

.05
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Table 109
laPTOvanent of aocial position by being better dressed.

distribution by clsss 
(oercentapes 1

D is. B"#Ĉ  A
Possible 69 70 73 70
Impossible 26 26 23 29
Undecided 3 4
T o t a l 1Ü0 100 100 100
N 116 129 309 89
Unknown 0 0 0 0

- 0.7072 p > .01
p > .05

A marked difference between the different categories is indicated
by the data concerning the distribution of answers between housewives.
students and working women*

Table 110
"Clott-iss make the man", distribution by employment

(percentages}

Working
Housewives Students Woman

Agreed 79 46 76
Disagreed 18 46 23
Undecided 3 6 1
T o t a l 100 100 100
N 209 87 293
Unknown 0 0 0

- 34,3 p < .01
P< .05
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Table 111
m|royaaant of pacial position by being better 

distrlbutiw^_bj^_gngl^ 
(percentages}

Housewives Students
Working
V/omen

Possible 73 60 71
Impossible 26 33 24
Undecided 1 7 5«— ■ I I  ■ H I  II

T o t a l 100 100 100
N 209 67 293
Unknown 0 0 0

- 11.05 P> .01 
p< .05

The answer of students to the question whether "clothes make the 
man" are noteworthy. In contrast to every other category of answers 
only a minority of students believed that "clothes make the man". Agree
ment with this assumption was expressed by only 46^ of the students as 
compared with 79^ of the hnusewives end 7 ^  of the working women, with 
an average of 70% in the whole sample. The difference between students 
and other groups of society is less marked in regard to improving social 
position by better dressirg, but it still indicates the same trend, i.e.
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students are less likely to associate status with the way people dress. 
They may believe that education ought to be a more important criterion 
in determining status than clothes, and this attitude could affect their 
answers, although the question refers to the actual situation rather 
than to its evaluation.

A fashionably dressed woman is undoubtedly conscious of her 
appearance, but consciousness of appearance in terms of clothing is not 
necessarily associated with adherence to fashion. Moreover, there are 
modes of clothing behaviour with status connotations beside adherence to 
fashion. Several terms describe different modes of clothing behaviour 
in women conscious of their appearance. Discussion of the connection 
between modes of appearance and social status in interviews with top 
designers and fashion editors, revealed that people acquainted with the 
professional language of the clothing industry could not suggest a 
general term which would cover all forms of appearance with status con
notations. During the interviews, top dress designers and fashion edi
tors referred to several images of appearance-conscious wonen, each of 
which connotes certain status attributes. Some designers and fashion 
editors maintained, that the fashionable woman is still the most general 
term used in the profession. But they also claimed that terms such as 
"the elegant woman", "the smartly dressed woman", "the 'with it* woman", 
represent different images of appearance-conscious women. Moreover, 
discussion of these semantic problems with top designers and fashion 
editors made it clear, that in their view, the different images were 
related to different components of status associated with different 
social groups.
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Following this discussion, a question about the four images asso
ciated with the four terms was included in the consumers' questionnaires. 
The consumers were asked in an open-ended question: "How would you
describe: The smartly dressed woman, the elegant woman, the fashionable
woman and the 'with it* woman."

The consumers' responses appear to support the proposition that 
each of the four terms relates to a distinct image, in the sense that 
many women attribute similar features to each one of the four terms 
respectively. While each of the four terms represents a coherent image 
in itself, there are clear differences which distirguish one image from 
another.

The following selected quotations are representative of consumer 
replies:

The smartly dressed woman
— wears fairly simple, classic clothes;
— neat and clean, takes extra care with accessories;
— plain arel simple style of dressing;
— dresses to suit each occasion, neat appearance;
— attention to detail in dressing;
— neat, does not necessarily spend a lot on herself, but goes to

a lot of trouble;
— in fashion, but not kinky;
— takes pride in clothes;
— wears something that suits her figure.
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The elegant woman
— tall and a11m, model clothes, expensive matching accessories;
— slim, nicely tailored clothes;
— a woman with a natural flair for dressing;
— tall, poised and beautifully dressed;
— model type woman about 25-30 - Baroness Thysssn type;
— wears clothes that suit her, plus grace and femininity;
— sophisticated, charming, but not overdressed;
— always looks charming with a particular style of her own;
— immaculate make-up and hair, poise;
— always dressed exactly to suit herself;
— tall, slender, carries herself well.

The fashionable woman
— always tries to wear contemporary fashion;
— keeps up with changes;
— keeps in tune with modem ideas, constantly changing wardrobe;
— always looks nice, doesn't wear extreme fashions;
— very experimental, eye-catching styles;
— dresses according to whatever is in, without being ridiculous;
— very smart, up—to-<late styles;
— reads magazines end dresses accordingly.

The 'with it' woman
— a womem in the age group 15-20 who wears the latest trends;
— follows the latest gimmicks;
— kinky clothes;
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- the younger set with mini skirts and daring colours;
- "mod" in all things — a sheep in fashion;
- right scruffy;
- looks like "Honey";
- geared to the very latest, way out clothes;
- follows the trend of a group rather than general fashion;
- she is ahead of fashion*

"Neatness" and "simplicity" are the features most frequently 
refmired to in the response to the question about "the smartly dressed 
woman". It appears that the image of "the smartly dressed woman" is 
essentially that of a woman conscious of her appearance, but who attempts 
to avoid being too conspicuous. Some of the features associated by the 
re^3ondents with "the smartly dressed woman" appear to remind us of 
certain attributes of the middle class in general and the lower middle 
class in particular, as described by sociologists who dealt with the 
self-image of different classes. The lower middle class was described 
as "concerned with respectability, pedantic and puritanical". Moreover, 
this concern with respectability was conceived as the "means of putting 
social distance between themselves and the working class". * Such a 
similarity (however remote) betweai the image of "the smartly dressed 
woman" as viewed by consumers in our sample, and certain attributes of 
the middle class self-image, might be relevant to the assertion of class

1) Raynor, J., op. cit., p. 87.
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affiliation through appearance. However, the evidence is by no means 
ojfficient to Justify any definite conclusion in this respect.

The features associated by consumers with elegant women differed 
from those associated with the smartly dressed woman. I.e., for "the 
elegant woman" there is more emphasis on "grace", "charm", "sophisti
cation", "style" and a "natural flair for dressing". Aristocratic 
associations were mentioned, such as* Baroness Thyssen type.

As for the smartly dressed woman, the image of the elegant woman 
is not entirely devoid of class connotation. But in the latter case, 
the features referred to by the respondents, such as "grace" and "natural 
flair", are connected with the iroege of the upper classes, rather than 
with that of the lower middle and working classes. It is natural that 
thei mage of tfp tall slim woman - repeated many times in the answers — 
was conceived by E, Goffman as a status symbol associated with the upper 
classes.

The image of the fashionable woman appears to be associated above 
all with the idea of change as an inherent characteristic of fashion.
The fashionable woman is described as "keeping up with changes", "in 
tune with modern ideas", "up-to-date". But on the other hand, she is 
also thought to be "smart" end "not wearing extreme fashion". The empha
sis is on modernity rather than on any other outlook. Thus the image of

1) Gofftaan, E., op. cit.. Status Symbols.
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the fashionable woman does not appear to bear a specific connotation 
associated with social stratification.

The idea of change is inherent also in the image of the "'with 
it* woman", as reflected in the answers of the women in our sample.
But the "'with it' women" - unlike the fashionable woman - is con
ceived as inclined towards conspicuous behaviour, which finds its ex
pression in an irKJiscriminate adoption of the latest styles. It is 
noteworthy that many respondents referred to a specific group of the 
population in their description of the 'with it' woman, and that this 
was always the younger group.

Most relevant (to our study] among the four images of the dress 
conscious woman, is that of the fashionable woman. Not only because the
study concerns primarily the phenomenon of fashion, but also because
this image directly relates to changes in style and design which create 
a demand for clothing. The fashionable woman is expected to follow
such changes in order to be up-to-date. But the fashionable woman, in
the view of the consumers, responds to changes originating in industry 
rather than stimulate change herself.

The designers and communicators when asked why changes in fashion 
occur, were inclined to think that consumer demand plays an important 
role in inducing fashion changes. This view was apparently not shared 
by most ccwisuroers. Only a minority among the respondents referred to 
boredom on the part of the consumers as one of two reasons why changes 
in fashion occur which they wore asked to mention.
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The Evailability of money is another source of change mentioned 
by the respondents, which is associated with the consumer. But many more 
consumers referred to industry as a source of change. Among the latrter, 
more women mentioned the designer then the manufacturer.

Table 112
Consumers' explanation for changes in fashion 

(numbers, percentages)

Source of chanqes Number Percentage
Women get bored with their clothes 229 18
Women have more money to spend an clothing 162 13
Industry stimulates changes 354 28
Paris stimulates changes 100 7
Designers stimulate changes 403 32
T.V. stimulates changes 40 2
T o t a l 1,288 100

The respondents were thus more inclined to believe that industry 
stimulates change in fashion than to attribut» this role to themselves. 
It appears therefore that in the consumers' eyes innovations in fashion 
are seen as given. In this view the fashionable woman is responsive to 
changes in fashion rather than stimulating it by her demand. On the
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other hand, many designers and journalists appear to put more emphasis 
on the role of consumers' demand in stimulating changes and to think* 
that industry is in fact responding to this demand. It is impossible 
on the basis of our study of subjective views to decide which of these 
views represent a better judgement of the reality in the fashion market. 
It is, however, noteworthy that some eoonomists who studied the women's 
fashion market in recant years era mors inclined to focus their atten
tion on consumer-demand.̂  ̂ "The Economist" even expressed the view, 
that as a result of changes in fashion "the textile industries in Britain 
and United States are now in a state of mounting neurosis, and this 
latest move ^Hanges which took place in the 70'^ is enough to send 
them to a psydiiatrist's couch",

1] Bee ch. II.
2) The Economist, November 21, 1970.
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S u m m a r y

1. Faahion is one of the factors which effect the consumer's choice
and thus play a role in deterrninir̂  the ratio of consumption to permanent 
income1 In this respect fashion is one of the components of effective 
demand which cannot be interpreted in purely economic terms.

2. The impact of fashion on the consumer's choice has sociological
as well as psychological implications. It is sociologically meaningful 
because its impact on the market is associated with differential group 
behaviour.

3. The study of the socio-economic implications of fashion is rooted 
in an established sociological tradition. In this context the aspects 
of conspicuous consumption and status symbols provide a link between the 
sociological and the psychological aspects of appearance.

4. The different theories concerning the economic variables affecting
consumption are relevant to our study in so far as they are reflected in 
consumers' demand in the clothing market in Britain. The wain relevant 
issues in this respect are the consumer's position in the context of the 
clothing market and the consumer's approach to clothing and fashion in 
the context of his perception of sociaty end his own position in it,

5. This study is based on the responses of 589 consumers to questions
put to them in an essentially close-ended questionnaire supplemented by a
few open-ended questions. The criteria that were taken into consideration
in the choice of the sample were region, class and age group; but, in our 
analysis of the answers the distribution of the sample according to
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marital status end employment was also taken into consideration «

6. The criterion of class was based on the occupation of the head of 
the household.

7. The distribution of answers in the sample to a question regarding 
motives for buying new clothes showed that 42% referred to "boredom with 
tiieir old clothes" (excitement motive) as their first motive, as against 
3 ^  who referred to "old clothes worn out" (economy motive), and 2E^ who 
mentioned other motives. The latter included those who referred to 
either "status motive", or conformity motive, or imitation motive, or the 
"sex motive".

8. The distribution of the answers of the consumers by age showed 
that younger women were relatively more inclined to refer to the "excite
ment motive" as compared with older women, more of whom referred to the 
"economy motive". The answers of married women reflected a similar 
pattern to that of older women, while those of unmarried women were dis
tributed in a similar way to those of younger women. Class did not 
appear to have any substantial impact on the distribution of answers.

9. According to the consumers' own evidence only a small minority of 
them never buys impulsively and the majority does not plan its wardrobe 
in advance. These findings ere consistent with the inclination to refer 
to the "excitement motive" as the most popular motive for buying clothes.

10. Quality and cost are the most frequently referral to considera
tions for buying new clothes, while the choice of style plays a smaller
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role. Young consuners are more inclined than older ones to refer to 
style considerations, while the latter refer more frequently to quality,

11. The answers of the consumers to a question about their attitudes 
towards hypothetical situations in which fashion stops changing, showed 
a considerable degree of acceptance of the norms governing fashion as a 
mode of social behaviour, A few women only stated that they would be 
happy if fashion stopped changing. The rest of the respondents were 
divided equally between those who said that they would be unhappy and 
those who claimed that they would be indifferent. The distribution of 
answers according to age showed, that more young women than older ones 
said that they would be unhappy if fashion stopped changing. The same 
can be said about unmarried women compared with married women. On the 
other hand there was no significant correlation between the distribution 
of answers to this question and class. Furthermore, consumers in 
Brighton were much more inclined to say that they would be happy if 
fashion stopped changing as compared with consumers in London and Livei>> 
pool,

12. The distribution of answers to a question about the influence of 
mass media on purchases of clothes indicates that according to the con
sumers' own statements, magazines are the most influential mechanism in 
this respect, and cinema the less influential. Television appears to be 
less influential than magazines but more so than the cinema. Younger 
people are more inclined than older people to say that they are influ
enced by the mass media.
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I

I 13. Almost half the consumers in the sample maintained that they
I'

were in the habit of consulting other people when buying new clothes.
The majority of those who consulted other people mentioned persons in 

I the family rather than friends and neighbours. Younger women and un-
I married ones were much more inclined to consult other people than older

end married women.

14. One fifth of the consumers claimed that they had started new
1

I fashions among their friends. Younger women and unmarried women were
I more inclined than older women and married women to claim that they had

started new fashions among their friends. The distribution by answers 
did not reflect significant differences between classes in this respect.

I

I IS. According to the respondents* own evidence, the press, direct
impression through window shopping end, to a lesser extent, locking at 
young girls in the street are the main channels through which innovations 

I in fashion are conveyed to them.
I
! 16, Only less than a third of the coneumers in the sample said that
r

they became angry or embarrassed as a result of a similarity between 
their own dress end that of their friends at a party. The majority on

I .I the other hand claimed that they would be either amused or indifferent
I or even satisfied in such a situation.I .

[■■ jI..

I „

17. Most of the women in the sample did not think that there was a 
connection between education or class and being fashionably dressed. On 
the other hand, most of the respondents expressed the view that theare 
was some connection between economic position and age and being fashionably
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droBsed. In this respect there ware no statistically significant dif
ferences in the distribution of answers of women of different classes 
and age groups.

18. In answers to open-ended questions, oonsumers who thought that 
there was no connection between class and being fashionably dressed, 
tended to emphasize that nowadays class does not mattery any mors. The 
minority who thought that class was connected with being fashionably 
dressed supported their view by either economic explanations (availabi
lity of means), or circumstantial explanations (more intensive social 
life), or intrinsic explanations (better taste associated with better 
education).

I

19. Consumers who believed that fashion was connected with having 
money maintained that people with limited means cannot afford to keep up 
with rapid changes in fashion. On the other hand, those who denied the 
existence of such connection emphasized the process of the "democrati
zation" of the market which had come about as a result of the availabi
lity of fashionable clothing at reasonable prices.

20. The majority of consumers who thought that there was no connection 
I between education and being fashionably dressed felt that dress sense
I is not dependent on education. On the other hand, those who thought that

education was connected with fashionable dressing claimed that education 
implies a more refined taste.

' 21. Consumers who associated fashion with being young tended to refer
to the young as the pacemakers in the ^here of fashion. But those wlw
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did not associate being fashionably dressed with being yourg maintained 
that fashionable dressing is a matter of taste which was not dependent 
on age,

22. More than two thirds of the consumers in the sample thought that 
clothes signify status. The same proportion of respondents believed that 
a woman can improve her social position by being better dressed.

23, The answers of the consumers to open-ended questions showed that 
they related the terms "smartly dressed womm", "elegant woman", 
"fashionable woman", and "'with it* woman", to distinct images whidi they 
had of each terra respectivsly. The features associated with the "smartly

' dressed woman" were neatness and simplicity. The features attributed to
f̂ the "elegant woman" were grace, charm and sophistication. While the

"fashionable woman" was described as a woman who follows changes in fashion 
but not in an extreme manner. The "'with it* woman" was conceived as in
clined towards conspicuous behaviour whidi finds its expression in an 
indisoriminats adoption of the latest fashion.

î-r 24. The consumers in the sample were more inclined to believe that
it

''i - industry and designers stimulated changes in fashion, than that changes
in fashion occur as a result of the demwd on the part of the consumers

S".

themselves.
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CONCLUSIONS

Our study was designed to answer several questions regarding fashion 
in Britain in the 60's.

In order to analyse the role played by fashion in the clothing market 
we distinguish between Mass Fashion and Elite Fashion as two different 
modes of clothing behaviour which both reflect responsiveness to innova
tions in style and design. On the one hand we asserted that there is a 
third mode of clothing behaviour - Non-Fashion - which is indifferent to 
changes associated with the idea of fashion.

With this distinction in mind we suggested that the pattern of beha
viour referred to as Mass Fashion accounts for most innovations in style 
and design of clothes in Britain in the 60*s. On the basis of this assump
tion we also suggested certain hypotheses concerning the characteristics 
of the fashion market dominated by Mass Fashion,

The study was originally intended mainly to test these hypotheses, 
but as its scope was broader, the data appear to enable us not to confine 
our conclusions to the questions covered by the hypotheses. Thus, only 
some of our conclusions will focus directly on the hypotheses, while 
others will touch upon questions not directly related to them.

Our first hypothesis was# Clothing behaviour in Britain in the 60*s 
tends to be fashion oriented. The available objective data about the

l) See Pp. 51-53.
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clothing market in Britain do not relate directly to the impact of fashion,
but responsiveness to fashion may be one of the factors which account for
the increase in consumer expenditure on clothing in general and women's 
outer clothing in particular* In t#m absence of sufficient objective data, 
we have no other choice but to try to find out whether the observations of 
fashion journalists, fashion designers, and consumers interviewed in the 
course of the study are consistent with the first hypothesis. Dur data 
show that the prevailing vievy among the designers was that mass production 
in the clothing market promoted interact in fashion and makes it available
to new sections of the population.

It is noteworthy in this respect that a considerable number of de
signers thought that the first considerations of their clientele whan buy
ing new garments was fashionable design, end that the most popular answers 
among the designers to the question about their ideal clientele were the 
"modem fashionable woman" and the "woman with good taste". The consumers 
were thus conceived by a considerable number of designers os fashion 
oriented. The views of the consumers themselves appear to confirm these 
views. Boredom with old clothes (excitement motive) is, on the basis of 
the consumers* own evidence, the most prevalent first motive for buying new 
clothes. Moreover, only few women in our sample said that they would be 
happy if fashion stopped changing, while many more women stated categori
cally that they would be unhappy if fashion stopped changing.
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The second hypothesis was: Fashion in Britain in the GO's tends
to be age group directed more than class directed. This hypothesis is 
supported by both objective and subjective data. Surveys of the clothing 
market in Britain show clearly that the 15-29 age group of consumers plays 
a bigger role than other age groups in the clothing market and that their 
share of total population expenditure on clothing far exceeds their pro
portionate number in the population. Social scientists who studied the 
teenage spending habits related them to the development of youth culture 
which they did not regard as class oriented, although influenced by working 
class aesthetics. It is also evident that working class affluence facili
tates the development of new spending habits including an increased expendi
ture on clothing.

Increased expenditure on clothing among working class families and 
the role played by teenage expenditure in the clothing market is interpre
ted by market researchers and sociologists alike as related to the phenome
non of fashion. This view is also held by the fashion designers inter
viewed. Many of them expressed the view that fashion is becoming less 
class oriented and more age group oriented. This was also the prevailing 
view among the fashion Journalists, some of whom referred in this context 
to mass production fashion as one of the causes of the diminution in Wie 
importance of class with regard to clothing expenditure. It is noteworthy 
that in their observations of the market both dress designers and fashion
journalists referred not only to the situation which is reflected in our

broader socialhypotheses, but also to/changes which in their view reflect trends in the 
clothing market. Some of the consumers' responses to our questions can
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also be interpreted as reflecting an association between age and fashion 
orientationi for example, younger consumers were more inclined to refer 
to the excitement motive for buying new clothes then older women. On the 
other hand, class did not have any substantial impact on the distribution 
of answers to the question about motives for buying new clothes. Younger 
women were also more inclined than older women to say that they would be 
unhappy to see fashion stop changing. Furthermore, they were also mors 
inclined to claim that they had started new fashions among their friends. 
With regard to class it is also notayarthy that the consumers, like the 
designers and communicators, tended to think that nowadays there is no 
longer any connection between class and being fashionably dressed. The 
consumers also thought that a woman can improve her status by improving 
her appearance, and that it is rather easy to do so because of the avail
ability of fashionable clothing at reasonable prices.

The third hypothesis was* Maas Fashion is disposed towards uni
formity. end the consumers* response is not oriented at the presentation 
of their individuality. The element of uniformity in mass produced fashion 
is in fact the inevitable result of technological production conditions.
But the question is whether the consumers approve of this consequence of 
production in big series. Both dress designers and fashion Journalists 
expressed the view that mass produced fashion tends to be uniform. On the 
other hand, there were differences of opinion among them about the evalu
ation of this process. While some of the designers and journalists 
claimed that uniformity implies a lower standard of fashion, others
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mentioned that cwie of the consequences of this uniformity was an acce
lerated pace of change.

The spread of innovations in fashion through the channels of mass 
communication was mentioned by both dress designers end Journalists as 
associated with the inclination towards uniformity in fashion. Noteworthy 
in this respect is also the imitation of pop idols by young consumers, 
which was described by some of the observers as an important channel 
through which innovations in fashion are conveyed.

The attitudes of the consuners themselves reflected an acceptance 
of the implications of uniformity of moss prochjcad fashion. This attitude 
accounts for the distribution of answers to questions about a hypothetical 
situation in which two women at a party wear similar dresses. Only less 
than a third of the women in the sample said that they would be angry or 
embarrassed if such a thing happened to them, while the majority thought 
they would be either amused or indifferent or even satisfied if this 
occurred.

The fourth hypothesis was; The Mass Fashion market tends to be 
anonymous and unpredictable am to the response of the ronaumers to each 
individual Innovation.

The available evidence indicates that the acceleration of the peice 
of change in fashion confronted producers with problems of adaptation.
The unpredictability of the consumers* choice combined with the need for 
frequent changes were seen by many firms as an unacceptable burden which 
caused them to go into liquidation or to omalgemate. Further evidence of
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the unpredictability of the market is the failure of Trial Lines of firms 
such as Marks and Spencer.

The unpredictability of the market also finds its expression in 
the designers* answers about the successful designer. In this respect it 
is noteworthy that most designers axpresaed the view that the success of 
a designer is measured by his commercial success. This response of the 
designers also reflected a belief in the fact that their success is depen
dent upon the ability to predict the response of the consumer to their 
innovations.

Ti:a fashion journalists, from their respective point of view, put 
more emphasis than the designers on the interest of the industry itself in 
frequent changes in fashion. But they, too, did not fail to mention the 
affect of the demand on the port of the consumers in this respect. The 
viow which attributed the success or failure of innovations in fashion to 
the unpredictable response of tho consumers is consistent with the con
sumers* own evidence regarding their market behaviour. Worth mentioning 
in thin context are the consumers* response to the question about impulsive 
buying. Only a small minority among the women in the sample reported that 
they ne'/er bought impulsively.
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The fifth hypothesis was: The interaction between the different
of the diffusion of fashion is conditioned by 

differences in their respective concept of their part in the process w d  
patterns of communication between them.

The responses of the dress designers, the fashion editors and con
sumers to similar questions put to them show that each of the groups has 
its respective point of view about fashion, both in the context of the 
clothing market and in the broader social context. The designers' attitude 
reflects a dual orientation, deriving from artistic aspiration on the one 
hand, and the dependence on success in the maiket on the other hand. The 
ideology of the occupation implies a self-image of the dress designer as 
an original, creative individual, while the designers' perception of the 
maxket leads them to put strong emphasis on the need to be sensitive to the 
consumers' demand and respond to it. On the other hand, our study of the 
consumers* attitude indicates that the women in the sangle were inclined 
to believe that changes in fashion are stimulated by industry and the 
designers rather than by the demand on the part of the consumers themselves. 
From the viewpoint of the consumer, fashion and changes in fashion are 
conceived as given and the consumers thus appear to have only the choice 
to accept or to reject them. Most consumers are not fully aware of the 
fact that their rejection or acc^tance determines the fate of each inno
vation in fashion.

The gap created by the discrepancy between the viewpoint of the 
designer and manufacturer on the one hand, and that of the consumer on
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the other, is partly bridged by the communication media. The mass media 
in general and the press in particular convey the intentions of the designer 
to the consumers and in part also guide the consumer in her decision. This 
guidance is based partly on a process of selection on the part of the com
municators Who decide which innovations should be reported to the public 
and how. In this respect it is noteworthy that the fashion journalists 
conceived their role as that of a channel for the spread of information 
rather than that of educators or promoters of new ideas. This occupational 
self'-imege is explained by the reference group of the fashion journalists 
which appears on the basis of their own evidence to be journalism as a pro
fession rather than the world of fashion.

Both objective data, the observations of designers and fashion jour
nalists and the views of #ie consumers indicate that the most io^ortant 
channel of communication by which innovations in fashion are conveyed to 
the consumers is the press. This does not mean that the readership of the 
fashion magazines is always composed of potential buyers looking for guid
ance, The data provided by the study of the consumer show also that the 
spread of information about innovations in fashion is not confined to the 
formal channels of communication, end opinion leaders too play a role in 
this respect.

While the different participants in the process of the creation and 
spread of fashion have different perceptions of the manner in which the 
clothing market operates, they have similar views about the role of 
fashion in the broader social context. There was a considerable degree 
of agreement among dress designers, fashion editors and women consumers
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about the spread of the influence of fashion to new groups in society, 
about the diirajinàtion of the influence of class as a factor in clothing 
behaviour and about the role of young consumers as the pace makers of 
fashion. Yet, the differences between the views and perceptions of the 
designers and fashion Journalists about the clothing market are more 
likely to affect the spread of fashion than the agreanent about the role 
of fashion in a broader social context.

Failure on the port of the designers and manufacturers to under^ 
stand the motives of the consumers in buying new clothes may affect the 
degree of their success in responding to the consumers' demand.

The formulation of our hypotheses reflects the limitation imposed 
upon the study by the fact that it was carried out in a certain short 
space of time. Consequently it was impossible to identify change by com
paring behaviour and attitudes at different points in time. Thus the 
hypotheses referred to the situation as it was in the period of the 
research, Nsverüieless, the data gathered during the course of the study 
appear to include certain indications that enable us to drew some conclu
sions which relate to change and process as well. Most significant in 
this respect are the objective data provided by market surveys which com
pare the expenditure on clothing items by different social groups each 
year. This survey supports the proposition that expenditure on clothing 
tends to increase and that this increase reflects in particular the bigger 
role played by young consumers.
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The observations of the consumers themselves are less reliable than
expenditure surveys. Yet we cannot ignore the fact that dress designers,

efashion journalists and women consumers alike blieve that fashion is in-A

creasingly influenced by the mass produced clothing industry and that this 
process is associated with the diminution in the impact of class on fashion 
on the one hand and the increasing impact of the younger consLaners on the 
other.

The observations, subjective as they are, ere complementary to the 
indications provided by the market surveys. Thus the observations of dress 
designers, fashion journalists and consumers and the findings of the 
market surveys are consistent with the impressions given by the authors of 
memoirs and descriptive books on fashion that there is a shift of emphasis 
from individually oriented Haute Couture fashion to the mass produced 
clothirg industry as the main source of innovations, in fashion.

The datauppear to suggest that the situation in the clothing market 
in Britain in the 60*s, and the attitudes of dress designers, producers 
and consumers towards fashion are associated with economic and social 
processes which resulted in the spread of the pattern defined by us as 

I Mass Fashion. Yet the significance of the prevalence of Mass Fashion does
I not d^aend on the proposition that it is a consequence of social change.
I

The concept of a distinct pattern of olotiiing behaviour which can be re
ferred to as Mass Fashion in itself eulds a new dimension to the study of

II fashion. This new dimension is relevant to each of the four sociological
I and socio-psychological approaciies to fashions the diffusion of
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innovations approach, the social differentiation stratification approach, 
the collective behaviour approach, and the approach concomed with the 
meaning of fashion for the individual. The main concern of the sociolo
gists who tackled fashion from the angle of the diffusion of innovations 
has been the manner in which innovations in fashion are communicated and 
spread. Unlike Elite Fashion, Mass Fashion is likely to be communicated 
mainly by the mass media, and indeed our data show that formal channels 
of communication play an important role in conveying innovations in fashion 
to the consumers. The circulation of magazines which specialize in fashion, 
end the fact that daily newspapers have found it necessary to introduce 
fashion sections nrfiich appear at least once a week, reflect the demand 
for information about fashion.

As we have pointed out, an interest in fashion is not necessarily 
connected with purchases of fashionable clothing items. Yet it is not 
without significance that the circulation of fashion magazines is not con
fined to one social group, and #iat at itie seme time women from all strata 
of society tend to claim that the press plays an important role in effect
ing their clothing purchases. Moreover, the women consumers wez*e also 
inclined to say that the press and window shopping were the main channels 
through which innovations in fashion ere conveyed to them. These state
ments on the part of the consumers are correlated by the impressions of the 
dress designers and fashion journalists. It also appears from the con- 
suners* responses that the role played by informal channels of communica
tion such as opinion leaders in the context of Mass Fashion is not entirely 
unconnected with the role played by the mass media. Even a women who has
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started a new fashion among her friends is, in mass mazket conditions, 
dependent on garments which are already available in the market. Unlike 
the case of the Elite Fashion market, the information about innovations 
in fashion cannot be conveyed to the public without ttm use of the mass 
media. The potential buyers of a new mode are spread all over the country 
and do not belong to a narrow social clientele. Thus the infonnal chan
nels of cmnmunicetion cannot substitute the formal ones but only comple
ment them. In this respect there is a connection between the diffusion 
of innovations in fashion and the social stratification conditioning of
responsiveness to fashion.

s f’u d yThe of fashion from the viewpoint of the stratification
and social differentiation approach puts the emphasis on the social status 
implications of fashion. Fashion can serve as a status s)mibol only to the 
extent that there is a differential responsiveness to fashion in different 
social groups. Such a differential responsiveness based either on a 
differential sensitivity or on economic considerations was the essence of 
Elite Fashion. Mess Fashion on the other hand is bound to be more evenly 
distributed among different strata of society. The profits of the pro
ducer of series of fashionable models are dependent on the size of the 
marketI the more identical items the producer succeeds in selling, the 
bigger his profits are expected to be. Thus the producers of mess pro
duced fashionable clothes who are interested in the promotion of their 
products are by the same token interested in the spread of fashion to new 
strata in society.
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To the extent that the producers of Mass Fashion garments only copy 
designs originating in the Haute Couture the result is "d^reciation" of 
the status value of the model or, in other words, a "Trickle Effect".
But this is not the case when new models are designed for the mass pro
duced clothing industry itself. In such case it is impossible to speak 
about "Trickle Effect" and "depreciation", and the situation is rather 
that of "democratization" of fashion in the sense that Mass Fashion is de
void of a status connotation. The mere fact that finns engaged in produc
tion of garments for the mass market employ dress designers indicates that
new designs do not necsssarily originate in Haute Couture. Moreover, even
some of the top designers interviewed for our study are working for 
industry and not only for Haute Couture.

The "Democratic” fashion appears to affect not only the clientele 
of the designers but also their attitudes. Not only was the prevailing 
view among the designers that moss production promotes interest in fashion 
among new sections of the population, but many of them edso expressed the 
view that mass prockiotion enriches fashion and has a stimulating effect on 
Haute Couture. References to an alleged democratization of fashion were 
also included in the answers of the fashion journalists and consumers.
The views of the latter are the most Important in this respect, since the 
status value of being fashionably dressed is d^andent on people's reaction 
to other paaple's appearance. In this respect the fact that most of the 
women did not think that there was a necessary connection between class 
and being fashionably dressed is meaningful. The attribution of status 
value to fashionable clothes is not d^iendant on actual differences in
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appearance among different social groups, but on people's acceptance of 
such differences a symbolizing class differentiation. The inclination on 
the part of the women in our sample to maintain that fashion is devoid of 
class connotation, can, therefore, be interpreted as reflecting a prevalent 
attitude which is associated with the spread of fashion. The availability 
of garments at relatively low priœs provides an opportunity for women of 
different strata of society to be fashionably dressed, and this is appa
rently exploited above all by the younger consumers. Worth mentioning in 
this context is also the fact that the majority of the consumers thought 
that a woman can improve her status by being fashionably dressed. Thus 
fashion is still conceived by the consumers as signifying status, but Mass 
Fashion makes it im^ssibleu to monopolize the status value attributed to 
fashion. It is also impossible to identify a woman's social class by her 
clothing. In other words, our data appear to show that appearance in 
terms of clothing is no longer a reliable indication as to people's class 
affiliation. If this assertion is correct we might relate this implication 
of Mass Fashion to an inclination towards status inconsistency, that is to 
say, towards a different emphasis on various components of status in dif
ferent social situations.

In suoh a case, a society in which Mass Fashion has a considerable 
impact on women's clothing behaviour will be a society in which it is dif
ficult to identify at first sight people's class. In such a society the 
identification of women's class affiliation would probably involve more 
refined symbols than appearance in terms of clothing.
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The collective behaviour approach to fashion is characterized 
among other things by the distinction between fashion end fad. In this 
respect the characteristics of Mass Fashion which are reflected in ti'ie 
data gathered for our study had many elements in common with fad as con
ceived by students of collective behaviour. As a result of frequent 
changes in style referred to by both dress designers and fashion journa
lists the designs of Mass Fashion tend to be ephemeral like fads. The 
accelerated pace of change is also one of the factors responsible for the 
unpredictability of the women's clothing market. This unpredictability 
confronts manufacturers and designers with difficulties in adjusting to 
tine demands of the consumers and induces some manufacturers to liquidate 
their firms or amalgamate with other firms. Thus the mamifecturers end 
the designers have to take into consideration the fad characteristics of 
Mess Fashion. The concept of collective behaviour also suggests that there 
is a strain which underlies collective behaviour and promotes changes.
The strains associated with Elite Fashion ere rooted on the one hand in 
the desire to prevent usurpation of status symbols and on the other hand 
in the fear of a loss of prestige by individuals as a result of a failure 
to follow changes in fashion. Our study of consumers' attitudes did not

I  reflect particular concern on tho pert of women about usuzpation of status
symbols as for as Mass Fashion is concerned. On the other hand, there 
are some traces cf a strain associated with the acceptance of the norms 
governing fashion behaviour which entails the demand to be "in fashion".

I This kind of strain may also be responsible for the inclination towards
I Impulsive buying, and with some of the features of the teenage fashion 

which finds its expression in the image of the "with it" woman.
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Another angle from which the phenomenon of fashion can be examined 
is that of its meaning for the individual. The Symbolic Interaction 
theory maintains that people convey their identity through appearance. 
According to this concept fashion is one of the means by which people 
assert their identity in a social context. This approach to appearance 
corresponds to that of 70% of the women in our sample who agreed that 
"clothes maketh the man", and that a woman can improve her status by 
being better dressed.

But the sociological implications of the Symbolic Interaction 
approach depend to a considerable extent on the ability to relate people's 
identity to their group affiliation and, through group affiliation, to 
social stratification. In this respect the responses of the women in our 
sample were less conclusive. About half the women in our sample thought 
that it was impossible to tell women's class and economic position by the 
way they were dressed, as compared with 40% who believed that c Ielss and 
economic position are identifiable through clothes and about 10% who were 
undecided. Even fewer women in our sample thought that education and age 
are identifiable through appearance. It seems, therefore, that although 
the women in our sample were inclined to believe that "clothes maketh the 
man", most of them did not think that women's social characteristics are 
identifiable at first sight, perhaps because they thought that a woman 
could Improve her position merely by being better dressed. It seems that 
in a society in which Mass Fashion prevails, differential clothing beha
viour does not appear to people as related to social stratification. 
However, our data suggestthat the respondents conceive the way women are
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dressed in differential terms. This is reflected in the existence of four 
distinct images of the "Smartly dressed woman", "Elegant woman",
"Fashionably dressed woman", and "'With it' woman".

A second approach which focuses on the meaning of fashion for the in
dividual is the approach associated with the name of Sirwnel. According to 
this approach the phenomenon of fashion is characterized by a tension between 
the aspiration to uniformity and the aspiration to individual differentiation. 
Moreover, each of these two aspirations is conceived as reflecting social 
forces which affect the individual's relations with his society. The depen
dence of Mass Fashion and products in big series in itself implies that it 
puts less emphasis on assertion of the individuality of the consumer than 
Elite Fashion, This by-product in Mass Fashion and of the promotion of its 
spread through channels of the mass media is reflected in the data on which 
our study is based.

In this respect, it is noteworthy that most of the consumers inter
viewed in our sample complied with the uniformity consequences of Mass 
Fashion as reflected in the answers to the question about two women wearing 
the same dress at a party. The fact that the majority of the respondents 
said that they would be either amused or indifferent or even satisfied in 
such a case, indicates that they do not regard fashion primarily as a means 
of asserting their individuality, but rather as an expression of conformity 
with the prevailing style in their social environment.

Another aspect of the meaning of fashion for the individual which is 
not covered by either the Symbolic Interaction approach nor Siromel'a 
approach, is that of the role of fashion as a form of entertainment. Worth
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mentioning is the distribution of the answers in our sample to the question 
regarding motives for buying new clothes which showed that more women re
ferred to the Excitement Motive as their first motive for buying new clothes, 
than any other motives including the Economy Motive, the Sex Motive, the 
Status Motive, the Conformity Motive and Imitation Motive. It is also 
noteworthy that the inclination to refer to boredom with old clothes, that 
is to say toat Excitement Motive, was most marked among young and unmarried 
women. The role played by boredcxn with old clothes provides a possible 
explanation for the demand for frequent changes of style and design which 
characterizes the clothing market dominated by Mass Fashion.

As our study focused primarily on Mass Fashion, much of our data con
cerns this mode of clothing behaviour rather than those which come under 
the heading of Elite Fashion and Non-Fashion. Yet our data show clearly 
that although Mass Fashion appears to prevail over the other two modes of 
clothing behaviour, it is by no means ckwninating the whole clothing market. 
The influence of Haute Couture in Britain in the 60*s is rather limited, 
but it is not negligible; at the same time there are still sections of the 
population which claim to be indifferent to fashion. Thus the analysis of 
the three modes of clothing behaviour has more than purely historical sig
nificance. It touches upon different modes of b^aviour which co-existed 
in the period when our study was carried out, although one of them, that of 
Mass Fashion, appeared to be the main source of innovations in the style and 
design of women's clothing. Therefore it is worth while to compare the 
three modes of clothing behaviour in their different contexts, that of 
individual attitudes of consumers, that of toe interaction between buyers

jand sellers in toe market, and that of toe symbolic expressions of status
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differences. There are many possible variables which are relevant to the 
comparison between tho three modes of fashion behaviour in the three above 
mentioned contexts. Our study and the theoretic analysis of the literature 
about fashion and clothing behaviour enable us to identify and examine some 
of these variables. The variables on which our comparison is based are 
classified according to the relevant contexts of analysis in; the table 

below.

List of Variables
A. Individual Attitudes

1. Attitudes towards variations among individuals.
2. Motives for clothing purchases.

B. Interaction Between Buyers and Sellers in the Market
3. Quantity of identical garments.
4. Designers' relationship with clientele.
5. Channels for spread of information about fashion.
6. Frequency of changes in design.
7. Degree of predictability of the market,

C. Symbolic Expression of Status Differences
8. Degree of emphasis on status differences.
9. Relative conspicuousness of class and age group.
10, Identiflability of group affiliation.

The comparison among the three modes of clothing behaviour on the 
basis of these variables represents a synthesis of (a) conclusions drawn 
from data obtained in the course of an empirical study; (b) information
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derived from the available literature about fashion and the clothing market, 
including historical studies of fashion, memoirs and market research sur
veys; (c) inferences from propositions deriving from tJie theories about 
fashion. Thus the table below should be looked upon as an attempt to con
struct a classifying scheme which sums up tlie basic contention of our thesis.
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Since the scope of our study was too limited to enable us to examine 
all these contentions on the basis of empirical date, the above schema 
should be treated as no more than an heuristic one. A much more compre
hensive research is needed in order to confirm the contentions made by us 
and to suggest a model more coherent and applicable than our schema*
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Questionnaire to Fashion Deslnnere 
[close— Ended)

Please tick in the expropriate boxes

Age Group? Under SO
20-30

mmmmm

30-40
40-50

^ m m m

50+ ------

Educationi No qualifications
(The highest 0 Level
you have ob
tained) A Level

Art College mmmm

University --

Name of the establishment where you work



A. General Questions

1. Do you think there is such a thing as
national fashion (e.g., English fashion,
French fashion, etc.]? Yes

No

2, Do you think there are different fashions
for different social classes? Yes

No
--------

3. Do you think there are different fashions
for different age groups? Yes

No
--------

4. Which is the best axplanatixm for changes
in fashion?
Society is changing - - -

Women get bored with their old clothes
Women have more money to spend
Industry demands changes
Designers stimulate changes
Mass media stimulate changes



5. What do you think is the most important
factor in spreading fashions
Cinema
T.V.
T.V. idols
Fashion magazines -
Teenagers
People with good taste
nthara ................___.........__ ________

B. The Clientele

6. When you design a garment who are you
mainly designing for?
Everywoman - - ■
Miss Average
Teenagers - ■
Younger women
Middle-aged women
The modem fashionable woman
Women with good taste
Wealthy women
nthar*R .........................................



7. Why do you design for this particular group?
(Please write beside the most important
reason (a), (b) beside the next, and (c)
beside the next).
Because they like changes

m m m m

Because they have better taste
m t m m m

Because they have a flair for fashion
Because they are "with it"

m m m m

Because they have better figures
M W

Because it is easier to produce
Because it is the firm's policy

- r -  -

Other considerations . .............

8. If you were in a position to design clothing
for whoever you wcmted to, who would you
design for?
Miss Average

M W

Everywoman
M M

Teenagers
Younger women

W M

Middle-aged women
The modem fashionable woman

« W W

Women with good taste
W M



Why?
Because they like changes 
Because they have better taste 
Because they have a flair for fashion 
Because they are "with it"
Because they have better figures 
Because it is easier to produce 
Other reasons  ... ........ .

9. Do you think there is any connection between
being fashionably dressed and a woman's economic 
position?
Yes
No
In what way  ... .

10. Do you think there is a connection between
being fashionably dressed and a woman's social 
class?
Yes
No
In what way       «



11. Do you think there is any connection between 
being fashionably dressed and being young? 
Yes 
No
In what way  .... .......... ....... .

12. What do you think your clientele are looking for 
whan they buy a new garment? (please write (a) 
beside the most important consideration,
(b) beside the next, and (c) beside the next). 
Quality of the garment 
Simplicity of the garment 
Good cut
Good value for money 
Interesting design 
Fashionable design
Something different to whet they have had before 
Clothes that are not affected by fashion 
Other reasons  .....



13. Personally, would you prefer to design for a 
limited selected group or for a mass market? 
Mass market 
Selected group
Why?..... ........... .............. .

14. When you are designing a model can you tell 
whether it will be a success or a fdalure?
Yes
Sometimes
No

15. Obviously soma of your models have failed to 
sell; con you explain why they failed?
Wrong timing
Too extravagant
Difficult to produce from technical point of view 
Too expensive 
I haven't any failures 
Other reasons
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C. Saif Image

16. Oo you look on your profession as an art or craft? 
Art
Craft
Both

17. What are the most important qualities a designer 
n*eeds? (Please write (a) beside the moat im
portant quality, (b) beside the next, and (c) 
beside the next).
Originality
Creativity
Taste
Technical ability (ability to cut, sew, etc.]
Ability to adjust the model to the mass market
Ability in public relations
Courage
Luck

Other reasons  ......................

IB. Who is the successful designer? 
The "Artist"
The publicly recognized 
The commercial success



19, Do you think that you have a style of your own? 
Yes 
No

D. Influences

2D. Where do you as a designer get your ideas? 
Paris 
T.V.
Cinema 
Magazines 
Art books 
Museums 
Theatre
Travelling round the world 
Observation of people 
My own inspiration

21. What effect would you say the mass production 
dress industry has on fashion as a whole?

Thank you for your co-operation 
R.T. Horowitz 

Department of Sociology,
The University, Leicester.
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ATPCIuIX 3

Questionnaire to Fashion Designers 
(Open - Ended)

A. GEfCRAL QUESTIONS
1. What would you say fashion is?
2. What makes a dress fashionable?
3. Do you think there is such a thing as national fashion?

(e.g. English fashion, French fashion, etc.).
4. Do you think there are different fashions for different age

groups?
5. What effect would you say the mass produced dress industry 

has on fashion?
6. Can you explain why changes in fashion occur?

B. DIFFUSION OF FASHION
7. How would you any fashion is spread?
6. What do you think is the most important factor in spreading

fashion?
S. What part do you think the mass media play in spreading 

fashion?
10. Do you diink there is any connection between trends in dress

fashion and trends in art or music or architecture?
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c. THE CLIENTELE
11. When you design a garment, who are you designing for?
12. Why this particular group?
13. Oo you find it is a good idea to create a model for a 

particular group?
What are the advantages?
What are the disadvantages?

14. Oo you ever try to modify your designs and make them appeal 
to other groups?

15. Oo you think it is a good idea to create a model for a 
wider population?
What ere the advantages?
What are the disadvantages?

16. Which would you personally prefer: designing for a selected
group or designing for the wider public?

17. Do you design for "Miss Averse" or for a wider range of 
sizes?

18. How would you describe the "well-dressed woman"?
19. Do you think there is any connection between being 

fashionably dressed and a person's economic position?
20. Do you think there is any connection between being fashion

ably dressed and being young?
21. Do you think there is any connection between being fashion

ably dressed and a person's social class?
22. Would you say liiat a woman improves her social status by 

being better dressed?
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23. It is sometimes said that "the clothes moke the man". Would 
you say this is true of women?

24. Do you think that different social groups have different 
approaches to fashion?
Why is this so?

25. Would you say there was any difference between your approach 
to fashion and the approach of your clientele?

26. What would you say your clientele are locking for when they
buy a dress?

27. What would you like them to look for?
28. What do you think is the most important thing in a dress?
29. When you are making a model, can you tell whether it will be 

a success or a failure?
30. Obviously, some of your models have failed. Can you explain 

these failures? (Give some examples).

D. INFLUENCES
31. Where do you as a designer get your ideas from?
32. Do you ever visit museums or art galleries or read art books?

What do you gain from these?
33. Do youx read fashion magazines?

What influence do you think they have on your models?
34. Do you ever go to fashion shows? How often? Where? England,

abroad? If so, where?
36. What would you say had the greatest influence on your design)
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36. How much do other members of your family influence your work?
37. How much does the work of other designers influence your 

work?

E. SELF IMAGE
38. What in your opinion makes a designer a success?
3B, What are the most important qualities of a successful designer?
40. What in your opinion makes a designer unsuccessful?
41. How do you look at your profession — as an art or as a craft?
42. In what ways is it an art and in what ways is it a craft?
43. What do you think are the most important skills a designer 

needs?
44. Do you think that there is any difference between designers 

of Haute Couture and designers of ready made clothes?
What differences?

45. When you are designing what are the main things you take into 
consideration? (Function values, aesthetic values, cost etc.].

46. Do you feel that you have a style of your own?
47. Do you tend to work on variations on a certain line or a

certain style, or do you change your style from season to 
season?

F. THE PROCESS
46. Can you describe to me step by step how you go about designing 

a dress?
49. Do you work by yourself or with a group?
50. How does the group operate?
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51. Do you think group work is a good idea?
52. What are the advantages?

What are the disadvantages?
53. What kind of difficulties do you meet when you are designing?
54. Does availability of materials have much effect on your

design?
55. Does availability of accessories have much effect on your 

designs?
56. Do you take colours of materials into cxcount when you are 

designing?
57. Do any of these difficulties arise because you work with the 

kind of work you do?
56. Would you say there was any difference between the design as 

you visualised it and the garment as it is realized?

G. THE BALANCE OF REWARDS
SB, Why did you choose designing as a career?
60. What would you say are the best things about working as a

designer?
61. What would you say are the worst things about it?
62. Would you make the same choice again?
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APPENDIX C

London Association of Clothing Dasigners & Production Managers
Syllabus 1966-1967

Code of Ethics
The Federation of Clothing Designers and Production Managers in 

adopting this Cods of Ethics, desires to set forth principles for the 
guidance of each member to maintain integrity, fair dealirx, efficiency 
and mutual benefit.

1. Our Profession is an honourable one and we must maintain a high 
standard.

2. In our organisation we have the means of benefiting the clothing 
industry, and each member is required to meet each problem with a view to 
furthering the welfare of the Federation.

3. We must keep ourselves well informed, maintain an active and 
open mind towards new and progressive ideas, and serve the best interests 
of all by a willing exchange of ideas end suggestions, thus further 
advancing and developing the clothing industry.

4. We must not speak disparagingly of any Colleague's ability, nor 
of his product, but accord him the courtesy we feel that we are entitled 
to from him.

5. Unjust and dishonest practices shall be condemned and opposed by 
concerted action.
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6. In our relations with our employers, we must manifest an 
interest in the business equal to their own, showing a spirit of co
operation with the success of the business as our sole aim.

7. We must conduct our affairs in order to aid in maintaining 
the welfare of the entire clothing industry.

8. The direct or indirect sale of patterns by designers is desig
nated unfair, and no member of the Federation shall in any manner indulge 
in such practice.

!

9. The Federation urges that wherever possible written contracts 
for employment shall be made for the mutual benefit of all parties.

10. The adoption of this code by the Federation of Clothing Designers 
and Production Managers places an obligation on all its members to sincere 
and faithful performance of the rules of conduct here set down.
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APPENDIX D

Questionnaire for the Fashion Editor 
(open — Ended)

Background Information
Year of establishment
Circulation
Editor
Name
Age group: 16-2S

25-35 
35-50

Education
Previous occupation.

A. General Questions
1. What would you say fashion is?
2. What makes a dress fashionable?
3. Do you think there is such a thing as national fashion?

(e.g. English fashion, French fashion, etc.).
4. Do you think there are different fashions for different social 

classes?
5. Do you think there are different fashions for different age 

groups?
6. What effect would you say the mass produced dress industry has 

on fashion?
7. Can you explain why dianges in fashion occur?
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B. Diffusion of Fashion
8, How would you say fashion is spread?
9. What do you think is the most important factor in spreading 

fashion?
10. Do you think there is any connection between trends in dress 

fashion and trends in art or music or architecture?

C. The Clientele
11. Who do you think ere the readers of fashion magazines (or 

fashion sections in women's magazines}?
12. What to you think the readers of fashion magazines (or fashion 

sections} are looking for?
13. Have you any idea who are the readers of your magazine (or your 

section}?
14. What do you think that the readers of your magazine (or section} 

are looking for?
15. Is your magazine (or section} intended for women in general or 

for a specific group, or specific profession?
16. How much does knowledge of your readership affect the content 

of your section?
17. Is there any difference between the readers of various fashion

magazines (or sections} and their social status? In what way?
18. Is there any difference between the readers of various fashion

magazines (or sections} and their economic status? In what way?
19. Is there any difference between the readers of vaz-ious fashion

magazines (or sections} and their education? In what way?
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20. Is there any difference in the way designers, producers, dress
makers are looking at fashion magazines? In what way?

21. What do you think influences your readers most: photographs, 
sWetches, articles, advertisements?

22. Are different people influenced in a different way by photo
graphs, sketches, articles, advertisements?

23. Do you try in your magazine to create an image of the fashion
able women?

24. Why do you try to create an image of fashionable woman?
25. Why do you not try to create an image of fashionable woman?
26. Generally speaking, what is distinctive in your magazine (or 

section)?

D. Influences and Processes
27. How is your fashion magazine (or fashion section) made up? Can 

you describe step by step?
28. Who are involved in the process of making the fashion magazine 

or fashion section?
29. Who makes which decisions?
30. Does the editor of a fashion section in a women's magazine enjoy 

the same amount of freedom as the éditer of a fashion magazine?
31. From where do you take your material for publication? (Describe)
32. How do you make regular contacts with producers? What kind of

contact? (Describe)
33. Have you regular contacts with a designer? What kind of contact? 

(Describe)
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34. Have you regular contacts with boutiques? What kind of con
tacts? (Describe)

35. Do you try to discover new designers, new boutiques?
36. How often do you go to fashion shows?
37. Do you read other fashion magazines (in English as well as in 

other languages)?
38. Do you work in cooperation with other fashion magazines, or 

women's magazines?
39. What are the advantages of working together with other maga

zines?
40. What ere the disadvantages of working together with other 

magazines?
41. How do you decide what new style is about?
42. How do you decide what is fashionable and what is not?
43. Obviously you cannot present everything in your magazine or 

section. What are the criteria of selection?
44. Do you select according to the seme criteria sketches, adver

tisements, photographs and articles?
45. Is there regular proportion in your magazine (or section) of 

photographs, sketches, advertisements and articles?

E. Self Image
46. What do you thinkis the function of a good magazine (or good 

fashion section)?
47. How would you describe the successful magazine (or section)?
48. How would you describe the unsuccessful magazine (or section)?
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49. Do you see your magazine (or section] as a fashion critic and 
fashion promoter or just fashion information?

50. How can fashion magazines (or sections) educate the public for 
good taste?

51. How much does your personal taste influence the content of your 
magazine?

52. Do you think that fashion magazines (or fashion sections) can 
change the attitudes of people towards fashion?

53. What would you prefer to present, exclusive models or models 
that have already been accepted and are produced in large-scale 
industry?

54. What are the advantages and disadvantages of presenting exclusive 
models?

55. What are the advantages and disadvantages of presenting models 
that have already been accepted and produced on a large scale?

55. Do you think that in a sense you are in a better position than 
the designer and the producer and you can predict better than 
they what models will be a success and what models will be a 
failure?

57. Has it ever happened that you predicted that a new style was 
going to be a success and afterwards it was a failure?

58. What part would you say in the process of formation of fashion 
is played by designers?

SB. What part is played by the ready-made producer?
60, Does the small dressmaker have any role in the process of forma

tion of fashion?
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61. What part do you think is played by fashion magazines in the 
formation of fashion?

62. Does your magazine or section change the attitude of the reader 
towards fashion?

63. Do you think that in principle there is a difference in functions 
between fashion magazine and fashion sections in women's maga
zines? What difference?

F. The Balance of Rewards
64. Why did you choose fashion Journalism as a career?
55. What would you say are the best things about working as a fashion 

Journalist?
66 What are the worst things about it?
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APPENDIX E

University of Leicester 
Department of Sociology

Processes of Formation and Creation of Fashion in Great Britain 
Questionnaire for the Consumer

Case Number Cols. 1—3 _

1. Why do you usually buy new clothes? Here is 
a list of reasons: (show to subject)
1. Because ray old clothes are worn out
2. Because I am bored with my old clothes
3. Because other people have seen me in all 

my old clothes
4. Because my old clothes are not fashionable 

any more
5. Because I want similar clothes to my friends
6. Because I want to be attractive to men

(interviewer: please write in the squares 
below the numbers corresponding to first, 
second and third most important reasons).

First reason Col. 4
Second reason Col. 5
Third reason Col. 6
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2. Do you plan your wardrobe in advance?
a} I plan my wardrobe in advance 7/0
b) I plan my clothes for special occasicns

only 7/1
c) I plan my working clothes only 7/2
d) I do not plan my wardrobe at all 7/3

3. Do you sometimes buy new clothes because you
f*H like it?
a) Often 8/0
b) Sometimes 8/1
c) Never — 8/2

4. Do you have a special budget for clothes, or
does your spending vary from time to time?
a) I have a special budget for clothing 9/0
b] I do not have a special bucket for

clothing 9/1

5. What part of your income did you spend on
clothir% last year?
a) Less than a quarter 10/0
b) A quarter 10/1
c) A half 10/2
d) More than half 10/3
e) Don't ren»mber •' 10/4
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6. Do you usually consult other people when you 
buy a piece of clothing?
(Only put tick in square if 'yes'),

11/0

7, (if the answer to 6 is yes), Who?
a) Your family 12/0
b) Your friends 12/1
c) Your friends at work 12/2
d] Your neighbours 12/3
(please tick not more than two]

8, How often do you read fashion magazines or
fashion sections in women's magazines?
a) Often 13/0
b] Sometimes 13/1
c) Never 13/2

9. Which magazines or fashion sections?
a) Annabelle 14/0
b) Flair _  15/0
c) Harpers Bazaar _  16/D
d) Honey _ ” /□
e) Modem Woman _ is/o
f) Petticoat _  19/0
s) She _ zo/0
h) Vanity Fair _ 21/0
i) Vogue _  22/0
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j) Woman _  23/0
k) Woman's Own 24/0
1) Woman's Realm

_  25/0
m) Woman's Journal z. 26/0
n) Woman's section in the dailies __ 27/0

10, How often do you buy fashion magazines?
a) Often 26/0
b) Sometimes _  2S/1
c) Never —  26/2

11. Which magazines do you buy?
a) Annabelle __ 29/0
b) Flair _  30/0
c) Harpers Bazaar 31/0
d) Honey _  32/0
a) Modem Woman _  33/0
r) Petticoat _  34/0
b) She _  35/0
h) Vanity Fair 36/0
i) Vogue _  37/0
j) Woman 38/0
k) Woman's Own _  39/0
1} Woroan&s Realm _  40/0
m) Woman's Journal —  41/0
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12. Do you think magazines influence you in buying
your clothes? (Only tick in square if 'yes'). 42/0

13. Do clothes you see on TV give you some ideas 
of clothes to buy?
a) Yes 43/0
b) No 43/1
c) Don't know ___ 43/2

14. (if 'yes' to 13) What particular programmes)
(interviewer* ignore the squares. Just write 
the name or ncmes of progreunroes below)

44/0
44/1
44/2
44/3
44/4
44/5
44/6
44/7
44/8
44/9

15. Do clothes you see at the cinema give you 
sane ideas?
a) Yes 45/0
b) No 45/1
c) Don't know 45/2
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16. Do you ever start a fashion for something new 
among your fT'iends? (Only tick if 'yes') 46/0

17. Where do you mainly buy your clothes?
(«) Everyday clothes

a) Chain stores 47/0
b) Department stores 47/1
c) Small dress shops 47/2
d) Boutiques 47/3
e) Mail order catalogues 47/4
f) Home sewn — 47/5

17.
(b) SoBcial occasion clothes

a) Chain stores 48/0
b) Department stores 48/1
c) Small dress shops 48/2
d) Boutiques 48/3
e) Mail order catalogues 48/4
f) Home sewn — 48/5

16. What things do you take into account when 
buying new clothes?
a) Cost
b) Quality
c) In fashion
d) 'Classic* (is not affected by change in 

fashion)
(please tick no more than two]

49/0 
—  50/0 
_  51/0 
_  S2/D
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19. Different people are dresled differently. Do
you think it is because* (show list to
respondent)
1. Some people have more money than others.
2. Some people have a better education than 

others.
3. Some people are younger than others.
4. Some people are more interested in 

clothes than others.
5. Some people go out more than others.
6. Some people have better taste than others.
7. Some people are more creative than others.
(Interviewert write in square below the 
numbers corresponding to first, second 
and third most important reasons).
First reason Col. S3 __
Second reason Col. 54 __
Third reason Col. 55 __

20. How do you decide wiiether a piece of
clothing is fashionable?
a) After seeing it on T.V. _  S6/0
b) After seeing it worn by young girls _  S6/1
c) After seeing it in a magazine _  56/2
d) After seeing it in a shop window _  56/3
a) After my friends tell roe _ E6/4
f) After having decided what I want _  55/5
flick not mere than two)
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21.
(a) Is there any connection between being fashion

ably dressed and being better educated?
a) Yes 57/0

b) Sometimes 57/1
c] No 57/2

21,
Cb) Why? (interviewer* ignore squares and

just write reason or reasons below]
58/0
56/1
58/2
50/3
58/4

mmm
58/5
58/6
58/7
58/8
58/9

22. Can you tell a woman's education by the way
she is dressed?
a] Yes 59/0
b) No 59/1
c] Don't know 59/2
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23.
(a) Is there any connection between being

fashionably dressed and having money?
a) Yes 60/0
b] Sometimes 60/1
c] No — 60/2

23.
(b) Why? fInterviewer1 ignore squares and

just write reason or reasons below].
61/0
61/1
61/2
61/3

M M »
61/4
61/5
61/6
61/7
61/8
61/9

24. Can you toll a woman's economic position
by the way she is dressed?
a] Yes 62/0
b] No 62/1
c] Don* t know 62/2
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25.
(a) Is there any connection between being

fashionably dressed and being young?
a] Yes 63/0
b) Sometimes 63/1
c) No 63/2

25.
(b) Why? (interviewer* ignore squares and just

write reasons or reasons below]
64/0
64/1
64/2
64/3
64/4
64/5
64/6
64/7

m m m
64/8

— 64/9

26. Can you tell a wcmian's age by the way she
is dressed?
a] Yea 66/0
b] No 65/1
c] Don't know 65/2
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27, How would you describe:
a) The smartly dressed woman?

b) The elegant woman?

c) The fashionable woman?

d) The 'with it' woman?

27a. Is there any connection between social class 
and being fashionably dressed?
a) Yes 2.6/0
b) Sometimes 2.6/1
c) No 2.6/2
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Why? (interviewer: ignore squares
and Just write reason or reasons below)

2.7/0
2.7/1
2.7/2
2.3/3
2.7/4
2.7/5
2.7/6
2.7/7
2.7/8
2.7/9

27b. Can you tall a woman's social class by
the way she is dressed?
a) Yes

m m m
2.8/0

b) No 2.8/1
c) Don't know 2.8/2

Card number Col. 80

26. Sometimes it is said 'Clothes maketh the man'
(or woman). Do you agree?
a) Yea 66/0
b) No 66/1
c) Don't know 66/2
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29. Do you think a woman can improve her racial 
position by being better dressed?
a) yes 67/0
b) No 67/1
c) Don't know 67/2

30. Suppose you are going to a party and see 
your friend wearing the seme dress as you, 
would you be:
a) Angry 68/0
b) Embarrassed 68/1
c) Indifferent 68/2
d) Happy that she has similar taste 68/3
a) Amused 68/4
f) Any other reaction 

(Tick only one)
68/5

31. Do you think changes in fashion occur because:
a) Women get bored with their old clothes 69/0
b) People have more money to spend 69/1
c) Manufacturers cause changes 69/2
d) Paris stimulates changes

M W
69/3

a) Designers stimulate changes 69/4
f) TV stimulates changes 69/5

g) Other reasons — 69/6
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32. Suppose fashion stopped changing, wculd 
you bei
a) Happy 70/0
b) Indifferent 70/1
c) Unhappy 70/2
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